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Abstract
"Going to the Lumber Yard may never be the same again!" proclaims one of the bogus blurbs for Lumber
World on the mocked-up "back cover" of its make-believe book jacket (see Appendix 1). "Big business
and government agents team up, with their banks of computers and surveillance satellites, for an immense
top-secret energy project in the Sahara Desert; as they become entangled with a small band of nomads
and, halfway around the world, the eccentric crew of a California lumber yard, the results offer both
analysis and antidote for modern times," reads the fake front flap. I wrote this unpublished novel, along
with the tongue-in-cheek blurbs, mostly in my twenties, completing it in 1984. I guess it should be
classified as "juvenilia" or work "produced in youth or adolescence, before the writer has formed a mature
style" (Free Dictionary)—although I'm not sure I ever developed a "mature style" or completely outgrew
an adolescent sense of humor. Also in my later, published work I still retain some fondness for the
optimism, oddball characters, and sheer exuberance of the 1970s counterculture, depicted here just
beginning to grapple with the powerful forces of the straight world, as was I. So I am grateful to deposit
this text with The Brautigan Library—with its own offbeat origins and mission—where perhaps it will
encounter new friends (or maybe a screenwriter or two to share my longstanding dream of creating
Lumber World: The Movie!). See Volume II, Lumber World: The Rejection File, for a catalog of my
efforts, with editors and literary agents, to publish the novel in the 1980s.
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PREFACE
My unpublished 1984 novel Lumber World concerns the takeover of a Northern California
lumber yard with its cast of counterculture employees by a power-hungry multinational
corporation (see Abstract). Lumber World: A Novel is Volume I of this two-part submission to
The Brautigan Library. See also Volume II, Lumber World: The Rejection File, a catalog of my
extensive attempts to publish the novel (or to win awards or fellowships with it) in 1984-85—
and the dozens of rejections resulting from those efforts. For both volumes, I'm indebted to John
Barber, digital artist, professor, and devoted curator and sustainer of The Brautigan Library, for
the inspiration to preserve and contribute these manuscripts, and for the particular manner in
which I've done so. John encouraged me to add commentary and supplementary materials to my
manuscripts, and also to take full advantage of the electronic form of The Brautigan Library's
Digital Collection, for example by embedding hyperlinks. In these ways, I could preserve the
original texts while also trying to enrich them for readers and for posterity.
ABOUT VOLUME I
The supplementary materials with Volume I include a list of sources I consulted while writing
Lumber World, the mock book-jacket copy (also reprinted in Volume II) that I submitted to
editors and literary agents in lieu of a synopsis, several extra diagrams that I made for the novel
but ultimately did not include in the final draft, and a few endnotes scattered through the text,
some commenting on connections between the novel and my later work.
My original hardcopy typescript of Lumber World was printed using a 1980s-era Xerox
Memorywriter printwheel-style electronic typewriter on Eaton Corrasable Bond paper. That
paper (with its thick-coated and smudge-prone surface notorious to editors) proved resistant to
auto-feed mechanisms for purposes of digitization, so the manuscript had to be mostly manually
retyped into Microsoft Word. Then, aiming to deliver the novel as close as possible to its original
form, I performed only light editing and minor reformatting before adding the appendices, a few
navigational links, etc.
I'm grateful to artist Mark Bowman Moulton for permission to reproduce his "diagram of the
(inner) universe" (page 32). In 1984-85, I made note of the following other people whom I
intended to acknowledge if Lumber World were published: my sister Carol Collins (loyal reader,
dependable critic, and fellow writer); my friend Stan Goldberg (who helped develop as well as
life-test Mrs. Overman's theorems and hypotheses); my wife Veronica Holeton (for her love
above all, and also for the Second Law of Concentration); and my mother Rachel Holeton
Remsburg (1912-2004), whose patience trumped all, and who surely wondered, following
Lumber World, what would become of me. I also wished to thank Russell Carnes, wherever he
is, for his help formulating the Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force
Field.
—Richard Holeton (October, 2019)
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ONE:
UNCOUTH MEN

1.
Down at the foot of the High Sierra in Northern California, God put a quarter in the earth's
Magic Fingers and nothing Animal, Mineral, or Vegetable stopped vibrating for the full thirty
seconds; God got his money's worth.
Lumber World was the epicenter.
The tremor could be felt halfway around the world: As far as North Africa, rivulets
streaked down the faces of dunes, rearranging countless grains of sand and altering forever the
complexion of the Sahara Desert.
"An Opener!" Cap'n Bob was banging his fist on the side of the Joker's van in the
Employee Parking Lot.
"Hear me Joker? I brung us an Eye-Opener!"
"Unnhh," the Joker was saying.
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Adam Tinker III was thinking, as he parked his skinny bicycle parallel to Cap'n Bob's
extended Harley Roadster and locked it to the chainlink fence, how the two bikes were analogous
in structure and function yet so different in style.
The chainlink fence began to rattle. A stony red fruit dropped from the Hawthorne tree.
There was a sharp thud, then the ground shook violently. Hard things became rubbery
and the chainlink fluttered like fabric. Douglas-fir studs sweating and glistening in the morning
sun toppled like so many matchsticks; banded bundles of cedar shingles, units of redwood posts,
and concrete pier blocks exploded into the aisles of the Fencing Yard. Construction lumber
tumbled from high stacks in the Back Yard while 4x8 panels turned the Plywood Barn into 52Card Pickup.
The pigeons found their flimsy nest in the rafters above the Standup Sheds removed from
Clear Fir to Knotty Pine.
It was a seismic VI on the Modified Mercalli Scale of Felt Intensity: but if the Pacific
Plate and the North American Plate had kissed with more fervor, instead of merely brushing lips,
the damage could have been far worse.
"Okay, Cap'n!" the Joker called. "You don't have to knock so goddamn hard."
There was a crude, childlike rainbow painted on the side of the van with a crude,
childlike hand grenade at the end where the pot of gold should have been. The rainbow parted,
the door slid open, and the Joker and his dog Arnold stepped out.
"Just an Eye-Opener Joker." Cap'n Bob struck a match and passed the joint; he squinted
through the fence at the scrambled lumber yard.
"Goddamn," the Joker said. The Joker buttoned the jeans which already contained his
belt, tape measure, and toothbrush. His shaved head shined in the early sun like a ripe fruit; his
eyes were as red and wet as Arnold's dog-eyes.
Adam Tinker Ill lay on the ground, arms covering his head, below the hole in the
chainlink fence made by a branch of the Hawthorne tree. In the Employee Parking Lot of
Lumber World, it was the nearest thing to a doorway he'd found.
In California they used to say, when the earth's Magic Fingers came on, you were
supposed to brace yourself in a doorway like Samson between the pillars of the temple of Gaza.
Doorways, Adam thought.
"Aftershocks," Adam said.
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"How's that, Tinker?" Cap'n Bob snatched his fallen Harley Roadster upright with one
hand.
"There's always aftershocks," Adam said, brushing off several Haws shaken loose by the
tree.
"Um-hmm." Cap'n Bob helped the Joker give Arnold a nose-hit, cupping his hands
around the dog's snout.
Already in the Front, Marx Overman was putting the finishing touches of paint on the
forklift after breathing a heavy sigh. It was a sigh, when all was said and done, of magnitude 5.7
on the Richter Scale.
Arnold the dog had given no warning of the earthquake, as animals are supposed to. He
had not barked a special earthquake anticipation bark; he had not howled and paced frenetically
in tune with the earth's rumblings, nor had he cleared the women and children away from the
windows and chandeliers. What chandeliers? Where were the women and children? His fur
matted on top and hanging in bunches from his belly, he only sneezed and sniffed and padded in
circles, then followed the Joker through the fence hole to the Screen Shop in the Back.
Tensing for aftershocks, Adam Tinker III followed Cap'n Bob, the Yard Foreman, into
the Fencing Yard.
They heard a Banshee scream from across the Driveway. The kind of Banshee scream,
they knew, that Marx Overman made when he finished a project.
Marx sat crosslegged on a dropcloth at the entrance to the Plywood Barn, on whose side
he had painted only last week an immense mural depicting the abstract life cycle of an oak tree
from acorn to furniture. Surrounded by cans of paint and smeared rags and splattered drawings,
Marx Overman jerked a small paintbrush through the air like his cosmic gearstick. Before him
now was the formerly institutional-yellow forklift, freshly designed.
"She's beauty-full!" said Cap'n Bob, to whom all machines were female.
"She's a he," said Adam.
In fact, a Bull. The forklift had been transformed into a fearsome, fire-breathing animal
of steel. The tapered forks were glistening white horns; red and yellow flames shot from flared
black nostrils; bull-eyes followed you along muscular metallic flanks to the bull's-eye anus, the
center of the target drawn on the rear. Over the target, Marx had hung a tail made of rope; under
it, he'd painted an ample Bull penis.
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"Ahem." Mr. Norman came out the Lumber Dept. door, stepping over the piles of
merchandise knocked from shelves inside. His Adam's-apple surged and bobbed as he craned his
long neck this way and that; gray hairs tufted from his nostrils like the hind ends of little
mammals who had lodged there.
"Look at it this way, Norm," the CPA had told Mr. Norman, the Manager, after arranging
the sale of Lumber World to Heavens Products International. NOTE 1 "You'll be changing from a
small-town high school Principal to a big-city college President."
You mean from an influential local figure to a figurehead mediator, Mr. Norman had
thought.
"It's just all happening so fast," Mr. Norman had said. True, his in-laws, former owners of
Lumber World, were some millions to the good; sure, the CPA had exchanged his old BMW for
a new BMW; granted, Mr. Norman's own salary increase and Heavens Products profit-sharing
pension plan would enable him to retire in leisure. But he did not play golf and he had little
desire to travel.
"Well then men," is what Mr. Norman said now to Cap'n Bob and Adam and Marx after
clearing his throat. He shifted his feet uncertainly as he surveyed the mess in the Yard and peered
speculatively over his bifocals at Marx Overman's latest contribution to Lumber World art.
The Gazebo, the Plywood Barn, the Receiving Warehouse, the Standup Sheds— even the
Teamster Shed and the Joker's Screen Shop in the Back—all seemed to be intact, though their
contents were no doubt in as considerable disarray as the Fencing Yard.
The forklift, he could see, was a Bull.
The Bull shrugged, then shivered.
The aftershock lasted only a few seconds: long enough for Adam Tinker III to brace
himself securely in the huge doorway of the Plywood Barn, threatening enough to raise the fur
on the backs of the little mammals lodged in Mr. Norman's nose. And just strong enough to make
Marx Overman knock over a single gallon of yellow lacquer with his bony knee.
It's just all happening so fast , thought Mr. Norman.
"Whoops," said Marx Overman.
The yellow river overflowed a wrinkled dam on Marx's dropcloth and snaked downhill
on the concrete past the Gazebo, marking out the specific gravitational field that permeated
Lumber World. Tributaries broke out around pebbles and high spots—some rejoining the main
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flow and others petering out, pencil thin, into small cracks—until a long tree pattern stretched
halfway from the Plywood Barn to the Lumber Dept.
All this from one can: and though the farther it spread, the thinner each strand—there
seemed no stopping it.
Arnold wagged his way up the Driveway, followed by the Joker on his roller skates.
Arnold's tongue slid out, confused by all the woods, saps, sawdust, fishy Hawthorne flowers, and
warm pigeons mixed with the petroleum smell of wet paint and tossed like a salad by the primary
right-lateral strike-slip of an ancient fault, and its secondary wave, down at the foot of the High
Sierra.
The Joker skated to a stop before the widening spill.
"What's happening," the Joker said, "did the Bull take a piss?"
Adam and Marx started to laugh and a snort began, in Cap'n Bob's sinuses, the journey to
his mouth.
"What's happening," Mr. Norman silenced them in a tone at once ominous and absurd, "is
that we have a little, um, cleaning up to do around here before the Transition Team arrives. And,
well, we're going to have to do something about this paint, now aren't we?"
He said these things to the Joker and to Marx Overman respectively, and by implication
to Cap'n Bob the Yard Foreman and Adam Tinker III and all the Yard Clerks past, present, and
future, as if everyone knew who the Transition Team were and where they were from, and as if
the spilled yellow paint were just the icing on some perplexing, late 20th-century cake.
Something was happening at Lumber World, something more than an earthquake and its
aftershock—something perhaps ominous and absurd, perhaps perplexing, but something that,
whatever it was, was just all happening so fast for Mr. Norman.
It was in the air now, and this one more smell nearly sent Arnold into olfactory overdose.
"C'mon lads, we got work to do," Cap'n Bob said, retrieving his clipboard from the
Plywood Barn.
"Yessir, okay," said Adam Tinker III. He touched the flanks of the Bull gingerly.
Marx Overman stood to study the situation in general, and the paint situation in
particular.
"Some Opener all right, Cap'n," the Joker said, and Arnold's tongue protruded fold by
fold, a tossed anchor pulled overboard from wherever it was stored inside his throat; changing
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colors from pink to red, red to terracotta, the sections kept coming like a magician's knotted
handkerchiefs.

2.
"Tell us that story again, will you, Papa?"
"I will," said Bob's and Mo's father, a Mack Truck driver who took a lot of long trips and
read a lot of paperback Westerns in which the cavalry rode over the hill in the nick of time—and
so had a lot of stories to tell. Actually, he told a similar story over and over with hundreds of
variations, a big repeating story that had little stories within it about good guys and bad guys,
where bad guys were not so much bad as misguided, and good guys could be Pioneers or Bikers
or Mack Truck Drivers but were always uncouth and always won in the end.
"Down at the foot of the High Sierra," he began, "stood a band of uncouth men. Along
came the Captain.
" 'Good evening, Captain,' said the men.
" 'Good evening, men,' said the Captain.
" 'Tell us a story, will you, Captain?' said the men.
" ' I will, ' said the Captain.
"And this is the Captain's story:
Down at the foot of the High Sierra, stood a band of uncouth men. Along came the
Captain.
"Good evening, Captain," said the men.
"Good evening, men," said the Captain.
"Tell us a story, will you, Captain?" said the men.
"I will," said the Captain.
And this is the Captain's story...
" ... Down at the foot of the High Sierra!" they all said together.
"Heard it before!" said Mo, who had a deep, gravelly voice.
"That's kid's stuff Papa!" said Bob, who was not a kid anymore.
But they enjoyed reenacting the game anyway. Maybe it was the way he told the story,
rather than the story itself—the steady, marching cadence; the wink of the eye; the repetition of
the stock phrase so fresh each time and yet each time gaining more weight and more muscle until
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you just had to join in and say it aloud.
Over the years, Bob had gained quite a bit of weight and muscle himself. He never grew
any taller, he just spread out like a thick bush, or like one of his father's stories. After he dropped
out of school, Bob found odd jobs right there in Eastwoods, California. He learned how to load
and unload very heavy objects, repair big roads, move very large rocks, and dig very deep holes.
He welded and painted, fixed cars and picked fruit by the truckload. He could weed and rototill
an overgrown acre in two hours, dismantle a brick retaining wall in three. He developed the chest
and arms of a great ape, the powerful calloused hands of a crew of sailors, the back of a rugby
field, and the center of gravity of a manhole cover.
At night, Bob drank beer, smoked dope, and lifted weights in front of the TV. He ate TV
dinners. Swanson's Hungry Man, three or four at a sitting. It was a simple life.
One night, Mo taught Bob how to ride a motorcycle. Mo rode behind him on the seat.
Nobody was coming the other direction.
"See anybody comin' Bobby?" asked Mo. Over the years in which Bob tripled his
diameter, Mo mostly evolved a deeper and more gravelly voice.
"Nope," answered Bob.
"Then turn on yer fuckin' high-beam," Mo said.
It was this kind of shared survival instinct that, if it didn't make up for the lack of huggy
closeness in Bob's family, simmered in their stomachs like stew in slow-cookers.
Bob's and Mo's father, and Mo, went off one day for a long trip in the Mack Truck to
New York, New York, New York, a trip so long that Bob's and Mo's father did not come back
for a long, long time—and a trip that at the outset seemed unlikely to bring any of them, down at
the foot of the High Sierra, on a collision course with the end of the 20th century.

3.
Over the years, Tinker & Tinker Inc. of New York, New York, New York had diversified and
acquired batteries of additional attorneys and separate departments to deal with specialties
ranging from Divorce and Probate and Getting Americans Released from Foreign Jails to Getting
Americans Into Foreign Jails in the First Place. But Tinker & Tinker had made and continued to
make its fortune with a flair for international business law, finding or creating loopholes for large
companies, skillfully stringing the loopholes together like beads and entwining the strings until
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the world's financial affairs resembled a spider's-web abacus tangled in a tornado. Tinker &
Tinker's big accounts got what they wanted without suspecting that if Tinker & Tinker's other big
accounts got what they wanted too, they ultimately got less. Tinker & Tinker's biggest client was
Heavens Products International.
Sometimes, late in the 20th century, there was trouble. When Heavens Products
International flooded South American markets with cheap chocolate laxatives with a high sugar
content, resulting in thousands of infant malnutrition deaths among the lower classes (and
frequent trips to the bathroom among the upper classes), Tinker & Tinker suffered a rare defeat
before an international tribunal.
There would be more defeats to come. Old Man Tinker was running out of juice, and he
contracted, late in his life, a severe case of mumps. The infection eventually found a home in his
testicles, finding them the most vulnerable location in his aging body; this caused him a great
deal of painful swelling in addition to a high fever. Had Mr. Tinker Sr., crusty old attorney,
sought the advice of a physician early enough, he might have treated his genital mumps with
modern drugs; he did not. It was his belief, as one professional to another, that doctors were not
to be trusted. Perhaps he was right, but the founding father of Tinker & Tinker Inc. suffered
permanent damage to his balls, resulting in priapism, the rare and inconvenient condition of
permanent erection not due to sexual arousal.
Old Man Tinker started wearing baggy pants.
He realized his days were numbered, the writing was on the wall, and it was time to pass
the old baton, stiff as it was. His advancing senility, like Death's master mason, began entombing
him—brick by proverbial brick–in clichés.
"These are troubled times," he pointed out to no one's surprise, hands in his pockets
puffing out his pants to make his permanent boner less obvious. "Red sky in morning, sailors
take warning, an apple a day..."
"Grandpa," said his grandson, "has only got one oar in the water."
"Yes, agreed his son, Mr. Tinker Jr., "I'm afraid he's a couple apples short of a bushel."
"I'm not growing any younger!" Old Man Tinker announced, which astounded nobody, as
he recrossed his legs around the flagship of his manhood—an organ apparently alive, but like a
gun that's shot all its bullets, no longer threatening. "So I'm gonna lay all my cards on the table."
"Grandpa," said the youngest Tinker, "is no longer playing with a full deck."
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"His elevator doesn't go all the way to the top."
"You mean it's stuck between floors."
"Yeah, the lights are on," said Mr. Tinker Jr., "but nobody's ...."
The lights went out. Old Man Tinker kicked the bucket, bit the dust, breathed his last,
gave up the ghost, turned his face to the wall, shuffled off this mortal coil, went west, took the
final count, cashed in his chips, bought his lunch, laid down the knife and fork, walked the plank,
stepped off the deep end, went to his glory, crossed the Stygian ferry and gave an obolus to
Charon, boarded his last bus, took an earth bath, and started pushing up daisies.
He croaked.
Old Man Tinker hit the skyward trail, ironically the way he'd always wanted, with a hardon. The last brick was slapped in place, the mortar scraped; the casket was ....

4.
Wait! Before he dropped dead as a tent-peg, popped his last bubble, and journeyed to a better
place, the Senior Tinker in a moment of dream-like clarity reflected on his lifetime and the future
of mankind—specifically the future of Tinker & Tinker Inc. Shapes and colors and shadowy
faces paraded before his mind's eye, buildings and offices melted and re-formed, placards and
contracts and newspaper headlines fell in the streets like confetti. He saw the jaws of the 20th
century open and tear into the planet, gnawing as if on a gristly piece of meat, unsure whether to
swallow or spit it out. Well-intentioned people signed petitions; short-sight people led
movements; people by the tens of thousands, by the millions, joined the wrong armies for the
right reasons.
This Old Man, he played One,
He played knick-knack on my Thumb.
Out of the ashes of World War I, the elder Tinker built a small, stable family law practice
that survived the Great Depression.
Amidst the rubble and well-greased gears of industry created by World War II, his son
Adam Tinker Jr. cleverly and not always scrupulously wove Tinker & Tinker Inc. into the
postwar fabric of Big Power prosperity.
With a knick-knack, paddy-whack,
Give-the-dog-a-bone.
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And now once again the fabric thinned and faded, shredded about the edges, threatened to
tear. This time the material was so brittle and fragile that even a small rip could set off a chain
reaction requiring an entirely new planetary wardrobe.
This Old Man, he played Seven,
He played knick-knack up to Heaven.
The world had changed too quickly, its balls were infected and its highrises teetered.
Here is the Church, here is the Steeple,
Open the Doors and let out the People.
What was needed, Old Man Tinker prophesied—quick! before his dream-like clarity
evaporated into lifelike senility—was the fresh insight and unclouded vision of youth. What was
needed was the cynicism of the generation that grew up under the quadruple-threat of Nuclear
Annihilation, International Terrorism, Ward Cleaver, and the Ginsu Knife—and the romanticism
of the generation weaned on Wheaties, Quasars, the Geodesic Dome, and the Age of Aquarius.
What was needed was someone with the courage, foresight, or foolhardiness to take the
streamlined forklift of modern times by the horns and guide it into the next century. What was
needed if the planet was to avoid a third catastrophe in as many generations, if Tinker & Tinker
Inc. was to become Tinker & Tinker & Tinker Inc.—was someone in the family. His grandson.
5.
The casket was left open. As he approached it, Adam Tinker III—the youthful hope of the
family—was only dimly aware of the heavy burden he was assuming. The baggy pants placed on
the prone corpse for its voyage to the hereafter did little to diminish the eldest Tinker's last,
determined erection. While relatives wept and held hands, as stern-faced dignitaries filed by with
bowed heads, as earnest executives exchanged euphemisms and solemn secretaries set down
vases of flowers, Old Man Tinker's parting gesture had quite a different effect on young Adam.
He saw the teepee rising from the coffin—its supporting beam pointing starward—and
knew at once that here was a flagpole of his future. He would do something, something
meaningful, something of substance, something ... hard. That was it, he would do something
very hard! He knew it as surely as it was a destiny.
He just didn't know what the hell it was.
In the afternoon after his grandfather's funeral, as other people milled around the Tinker
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swimming pool in New York, New York, New York swirling and clinking ice cubes in their
glasses and making polite conversation, Adam stared down between the plastic straps of a chaise
lounge. The rough plastic pressed a textured pattern into the skin of his nose and chin, whose
bones formed a bridge across the straps supporting the full weight of his head. Below in the
striped shade, a lone fly sought refuge under the deeper shade of a fallen leaf as big drops of
chlorinated water and sweat from Adam's body bombarded the concrete, splashing and spraying.
The fly crept out, rubbed its legs, massaged its wings, turned its green head upside-down, and
crept back under. The concrete was moon-surfaced, the drops of water random. It seemed the
leaf, parchment-dry, might collapse under the first water-bomb.
Maybe he was like this fly, Adam thought, seeking protection under a dead, rotten
structure. Perhaps clues to the meaning of things lay hidden in these nooks and crannies, behind
the ears, atop the refrigerators, and under the chaise lounges of life.
Adam Tinker III had always done what was expedient. He went with the flow. He did not
foul his pants in nursery school. He took Care of Materials and Equipment. He did not suffer
untimely erections or unsightly acne in junior high. In high school, he participated in the proper
number of activities, had girlfriends, scored well on aptitude tests, but didn't know what he
wanted to be. In college, he read the right amount of Eastern religion and radical economics,
skipped the correct number of classes, experimented with the appropriate variety of drugs, dated
vegetarian women with hairy legs and armpits, saw friends arrested in demonstrations against the
Establishment, and still didn't know what he wanted to be.
Adam himself was not arrested, a fact which made him fell neither proud nor guilty, but
just a little of each. He majored in History and minored in Anthropology. He wrote his Senior
Thesis on the history of a small, obscure tribe in North Africa called the Kif Djibberish who were
the last true nomads left on the planet. His vague, idealistic notions of social change were
derived from this insignificant culture that had scarcely changed in 5000 years. The Kif
Djibberish—whose language, despite its crossword-puzzle complexity, had no words for
Murder, Malice, or Static Cling—were a cozy refuge from a world which seemed to be spinning
faster and faster down a great basin. The only difference, Adam recalled from some required
science course, was that the water went down the drain clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere
and counterclockwise in the Southern Hemisphere.
In short, Adam was wishy-washy.
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In general, Adam masturbated a lot.
Down at the foot of the High Sierra in Northern California, just a few blocks into the
foothills from Lumber World, was a prestigious and expensive private college—Ivory Tower
University—and an equally prestigious and expensive private law school, Ivory Tower
University Law School. Adam Tinker III, wishy-washy young hope of the family, had graduated
from the former and was expected to attend the latter. In three short years he could have his
ticket to Tinker & Tinker Inc.; on his horizon the prospects of a high salary and an influential,
powerful position rose like the Twin Towers in New York, New York, New York. Was this what
his grandfather had hoped for him? Was this the message he had received from the cold corpse
with a stiff penis?
There was a flash of motion before Adam's eyes. He rolled off the chaise lounge in a
sudden reflex and scraped his elbow.
"Youch!" he called, but no one heard. His skin lost the skirmish, as skin usually does,
with the concrete. The thin leaf crumbled like old newsprint. The fly had had enough: aiming
directly at the source of its torment—the dripping, daydreaming Tinker—the insect made its
escape.
6.
Mo returned to Eastwoods, California from New York, New York, New York with his own story
to tell. "Hey Bobby, listen to this one," Mo said.
Bob was moving furniture for a neighbor. He carried a large couch on one shoulder. He
was both genuinely glad and mildly irritated to hear Mo's deep, gravelly voice. Although Bob
had trouble expressing such a complex, contradictory emotion in words, he paused and looked
up.
"I'm kinda busy, Mo," he panted. "You know I ain't much on jokes."
"Y'see," said Mo, undaunted, "in Central Park—that's this big fuckin' park in the middle
of New York, New York, New York that's got all kinda statues in it that pigeons is always
crapping all over—well, there was these two statues that had been there longer than all the rest, a
boy statue and a girl statue. And they didn't have a stitch of clothes on, balls-nekkid ... "
"All right, okay." Bob set the heavy sofa down on the sidewalk. Mo handed him a beer,
took a big swig out of his, and sat on the couch.
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"In between the statues was these bushes where people were always ballin', of course.
But these statues, they never did nothin', they just stood there and watched for hundreds and
hundreds of years, y'see. Till one day the Lord he looks down and says, 'You two statues has
been so good for so long that I hereby grant you life for one day,' he says, and Poof! Zap!
they come alive."
Mo started to chuckle and slopped some beer on his chin.
"So they're standin' up there on their pedestals, and they just look at each other for a long
time, all nekkid. They stare and look each other up and down, and they start lookin' down into
them bushes, till finally the girl statue says, 'Hey, are you thinkin' what I'm thinkin'?'
"And the boy statue says 'Yeah.'
" 'Down in them bushes?' says the girl statue and the boy statue says 'Yeah, let's do it.'
"So they climb on down there and anybody walkin' by woulda seen the twigs flyin' and
shrubs shakin' to beat hell for goddamn 15 minutes. There was noises and giggling. Finally they
crawl back out and stand up."
Mo paused for dramatic effect and took another gulp of beer; Bob sat on the edge of the
curb.
"So the girl statue grabs the boy statue and gives him a big hug and says, 'Boy, was that
fun!'
" 'It sure as hell was,' says the boy statue.
" 'Hey, you wanna do it again?' says the girl statue." Mo dropped character just before the
punch line to add editorially, and maybe for dramatic effect, "And ain't that like a woman,
always wantin' to do it again? Anyways. . .
" 'Yeah sure,' says the boy statue, 'I wanna do it again. But this time you hold the pigeon
down and let me take a shit on it! '"
Mo burst out laughing. Bob sat for a moment, repeating the ending over to himself, then
slowly started to chuckle. Mo's gravelly laugh was infectious and the picture of the two statues
squatting in the bushes suddenly became hilarious.
"Taking a shit on a goddamn pigeon! Hmmphh!"
The brothers rolled on the sidewalk in hysterics, spilling beer all over each other.
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7.
Feature Page
International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
Part One of a Series NOTE 2
IT IS ANIMAL
by Jonathan Benders
No scientific distinction separates doves from pigeons. Whether "dove" is the AngloSaxon word for pigeon or "pigeon" is Old French for "dove," they both belong to the
family Columbidae, 500 species of plump, fast-flying birds with small heads and even
smaller brains.
Pigeons are unique in the bird world for their ability to suck up water in one quick draft
without tilting their heads back, as well as their capacity to store food in an expandable
crop in amounts exceeding even their own body weight and then still fly away to digest it
all. In addition, they have special glands that enlarge and secrete a nutritious, milky fluid
they feed to their young; "pigeon's milk" is produced and administered by both males
and females.
Strength, speed, and endurance—their proficiency at the dine and dash, their seeming
willingness to eat almost anything and deposit the remains almost anywhere—have
helped pigeons adapt to life on a planet crowded with human beings as no other bird.
Swarms plague population centers from New York, New York, New York to Rome, Italy
and from Marrakech to Ho Chi Minh City. They are the ubiquitous flies of the winged
vertebrates, hardy survivors and annoying pests. Laws are passed about them, studies
are made, jokes are told.
Can this guzzling, dirty defiler of statues possibly be the Biblical turtle dove? On the
Second Day of Christmas did my true love give to me two crapping pigeons?
The dove! Messenger to Noah of peace, sign of deliverance from anxiety. Holding an
olive branch like a toothbrush for the United Nations. Emblem of the Holy Ghost, white
symbol of purity. Barfed from the lips of dying saints and martyrs, the human soul.
Surrounded by a golden nimbus divided by a cross. Shining seven rays out to seven
stars, signifying the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit. Pyx containing the Host, suspended
over the altar. Yea, verily, graceful cover of fonts, bright blesser of baptismal rites!
Gentle cooer, soft singer of early summer!

The pigeons at Lumber World—in the early morning hours late in the 20th century while
the band of uncouth men who worked in the lumber yard prepared to sort and reassemble its
contents—these pigeons gathered scrap, scrap to improve the home, the home transferred from
Fir to Pine in the rafters above the Standup Sheds by a 5.7 earth-quake. They jerked their heads
and cooed a soft summer refrain in the Driveway, the crude introductory measures of the Lumber
World Theme Music; they crapped on the rough redwood in the Fencing Yard. A few of them
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had been named—Picasso, Van Gogh, Lenny Bruce—and trained by Yard Clerk Marx Overman
to carry messages around Lumber World: from the Plywood Barn to the Screen Shop in Back,
between the Lumber Dept. and Paint.
Whether emblems of peace or stuffing for pie, Picasso, Van Gogh, and Lenny Bruce
seemed oblivious to the aftershocks, not to mention the storm clouds forming on the distant,
distant horizon.
8.
Down at the foot of the High Atlas in North Africa, stood another band of uncouth men. Along
came the Chief.
"Savay," said the men.
"Savay," said the Chief.
"Cheebah kborbeh-flossembelga," said the men—Tell us what to do with the Dental
Floss, will you, Chief?
"Ghwa," said the Chief, "booyet"—I will, as soon as I know.
The Chief of the Kif Djibberish could not guess that, so late in the 20th century, she led
the last nomads in the world. She did not suspect that her tribe's precarious position on a
precarious planet might be hanging by the very thin strands of Heavens Products Unwaxed
Dental Floss; neither could she know that her band of uncouth men with stained and rotting teeth
had in their possession enough of the stuff to go around the equator several times. NOTE 3
The Dental Floss, of course, had been the wrong thing to begin with. The international
assistance agency coordinating relief programs for the North African drought had given a list to
major corporations; a hygienic bureaucrat included on the list "Dental Floss, Waxed" and
"Dental Floss, Unwaxed" in the general category of Foodstuffs.
Heavens Products International, faulty sales projections having left it a warehouse-full,
contributed its entire surplus of Unwaxed to the relief effort.
Huge crates containing the grosses upon grosses of small white plastic spools had been
airlifted to the Sahara. The tax-deductible donation by Heavens Products was strapped to pallets
and parachuted to the ground. The Kif Djibberish were inadvertently infiltrated; Eden was
accidentally penetrated; there was a skinny, 100,000-mile snake in the sparse shrubbery.
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Long time ago when Grasshoppers were big
Big as the Machines
When the Redfruit Trees grew in the sands
Where the waters flowed
The Chief called for her Drum and Skin Flute. The Drum beat uncertainly, the Flute wailed
sporadically. Long pipes with crude clay bowls were packed with hashish and passed around.
Before God swept out the Dust from Heaven
Way way before the Guns sounded
So loud and so often as the Camel-farts
There was some snickering and murmurs of approval from the tribe, as if music and drugs could
compensate for bad poetry.
Adam Tinker III had written, in the Senior Thesis for which he received a B+ at Ivory
Tower University,
A major responsibility of the Chief is to tell stories. The stories are basically the same
story. The obligatory recounting of the past is jumbled in with comments on the present
and questions about the future. The different tastes and personalities of Chiefs through
the ages have produced—as in the Western party game, Telegraph—an entertaining if
inaccurate mish-mash that comprises the tribe's oral tradition.
The Chief continued bravely, trying to get a feel for the mood of her audience.
Then it was that Hood and Schlema
Begat Allah, who sat on a Redfruit stump
And broke a Sheep, and they bore twins:
Nu and Nedd, who begat Bertha
And Sodd, Mother of the Round House
And Father of the Sacred Circle-Jerk
There was more giggling, and the wriggling of robed knees under the night canopy.
And then Narabz-An-A-Rabz came
From the East and brought us the Beast
Who of All Creatures is the ugliest
And the smelliest, and as it passed we had a Caravan
Of Hood and Schlema and Allah and Sheep,
Of Nu and Nedd and Bertha and Sodd,
Of Narabz-An-A-Rabz and Camels,
Until the Djibberish came down from the Rif
And I am Belga, Chief of the Kif!
The Drum beat, the Flute wailed, the smoke wafted. Belga really had them going; she went for
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the strong finish.
Will the Hot Wind blow from the South,
Does the Dental Floss go in the Mouth?
The joke was answered by gales of laughter and veils lowering suggestively.
In the old days, the Kif Djibberish would have simply painted their faces Blue, tacked the
Heavens Products Unwaxed Dental Floss to one of their caravans, trekked it to Timbuktu, and
traded for food, cloth, jewelry, and fresh camels; they would have exacted tribute from travelers
and precious metals from passersby.
Now they still painted their faces Blue but there were gas stations with bottled water and
nation-states with competing currencies, and the Last Nomads had only three scrawny, aging
camels left with which to be nomadic.
Although the Blue Men had no more idea what to do with the Unwaxed Dental Floss
than, say, if it had been Waxed Dental Floss, they were sure it contained magic powers. They
would wait for an Omen. They would see if the Dental Floss did anything.
According to legend, their world is divided into things Animal, Mineral, and Vegetable,
all of which possess a human-like spirit capable of intention, action, the exercise of
power. The landscape is alive with rocks, thorny bushes, and creatures that can spell the
difference between life and death.
Kif Djibberish children play a game of "Animal Mineral Vegetable" that has hundreds of
variations, resembling a range from Charades to Scavenger Hunt and Spin the Bottle...
Adam Tinker Ill's fondness for comparing his primitive culture to modern party games may have
spelled the difference, at Ivory Tower University, between a B and an A.
The ancient written language of their Berber forebears is preserved only in crossword
puzzles drawn in the sand; interestingly, since the Djibberish language can be written and
read left-to-right, right-to-left, top-to-bottom, and bottom-to-top, these puzzles may be
among the world's most complex. In Animal, Mineral, Vegetable Crossword, the same
word may be all Three Elements depending on whether it's read backwards, forwards, or
upside-down.
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9.
Feature Page
International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
IT IS VEGETABLE
by Jonathan Benders
It is a tree.
It is not a tall, proud Douglas fir; it is not a sweet-smelling Sugar Pine; it is not a
sweeping, majestic Redwood.
It is not a Dogwood or a Slippery Elm or a Quaking Aspen.
Both literature and botany have been prejudiced in favor of the large, sturdy Oak,
as functional and symbolic as the sun that nourishes it.
It is not an Oak.
It is covered with thorns and often trimmed into hedges to keep out visitors. It
rarely grows taller than 25 feet or into a distinguished shape; its wood is neither
easy to use nor highly prized; its white blossoms have such an unsubtle odor that
the legends of earlier centuries claim that to bring its flowering branch indoors
portends a death in the family; its stony Haws, disguised by a thin covering of
pulp, are notorious even to wildlife.
It is a burr in the botanist's side, goosegrass in the underpants of science, so
difficult is this little tree to identify and classify. It may be a member of the Rose
family by marriage to a distant cousin. Some remove it to the sub-order Pameae
as a spurious fruit; some say there are 200 species, some 1200.
The vague origins of the Hawthorne tree and its little red fruits have been traced
to what is now a desolate region in North Africa inhabited only by nomads and
comprising parts of Algeria, Morocco, and Mauritania—an area about the size of
Connecticut.
Perhaps this is where the real Eden was all along; perhaps, in some desert
oasis, Eve bit, tasted, and then spat out the foul-tasting pseudo-apple. HAW,
God said.
Jesus, in any case, warned of false prophets, "Wherefore by their fruits ye shall
know them"—and the Lindisfarne Gospels translate Matthew 7:16 as "Do men
gather Hawthornes?" instead of "grapes of thorns." And the first hero of English
literature, Beowulf, encounters a Haw well before his troubles with Fire-Dragons.
Indeed, the lowly Hawthorne has a deeply-rooted if little known literary tradition of
its own; its branches ramble through our most prestigious pages, its would-be
apples tempt our prettiest poets. As Milton said, "Every shepherd tells his tale/
Under the hawthorn in the dale." Chaucer "sette noght an haw of his proverbes."
And Shakespeare declared, "This green plot shall be our stage, this hawthorne
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brake our tyring house." If Western culture can be likened to a chambered
mansion, then Boswell sums it up: "There is a hawthorn-tree which rises like a
wooden pillar through all the rooms of the castle."

That such a useless shrub with such a rich heritage should be the last living tree at
Lumber World, a semi-literate supplier of building materials down at the foot of the High Sierra,
was ironic.
The Hawthorne was there, thorny and determined, breaking the wind and making shade
from sunlight, even before Lumber World was built, and definitely before Lumber World was
bought by Heavens Products International; its architect had designed it to withstand powerful
earthquakes and numerous aftershocks; now its roots had cracked and broken the concrete and its
craggy branches grown right through the old chainlink fence separating the Yard from the
Employee Parking Lot.

10.
Confidential Brief
From: Tinker & Tinker Inc.
New York, New York, New York
To:

Chairman and Board of Directors
Heavens Products International

Negotiations with governments of Algeria, Morocco,
and Mauritania completed successfully. Will sell them
cheap geosolar power in exchange for 99-year lease on
autonomous district in Sahara Desert about the size
of Connecticut. Officials say there may be some
trouble with local nomads they call the Blue Men.
More details forthcoming.

11.
"Esta direccion, amigo." Miguel blinked and led Bob into his garage shop. Right away Bob
smelled the wood, and it smelled good, almost as good as food, Swanson Hungry Man Salisbury
Cedar, with Medallions of Sawdust scattered on the concrete floor.
"Smells good here, Miguel," Bob said.
"¿Commo?" Miguel blinked twice. Each time he blinked he squinted, so that he seemed
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to blink not only with his eyelids but with his whole face. Miguel did not speak English, but his
face spoke Morse Code.
Bob didn't answer. He had picked up a scrap end of 2x4 shaped like the bow of a boat. It
felt cool and soothing. He gripped it harder, squeezed it, wrestled with it—and realized that even
his powerful hands could not bend or break it. He raised the fir to his face and sniffed its sap.
Tingles crawled up and down his torso like a fleet of fuzzy caterpillars on a wine barrel. Bob did
not consider that he held and smelled something that had once been alive; but wherever it came
from, this crude wood boat-scrap was going somewhere and somehow Bob was going to be on
board.
When the 2x4 touched his lips, a marriage was born right there in Miguel's shop: Bob
knew he would do something with something hard, he would do something with... wood! That
was it, he would do something with wood!
"Roberto, por favor... " blinked Miguel. What Miguel planned for Bob to do with wood
was help him build a shed in his back yard. That was why he'd hired, for the day, this neighbor
who looked as strong and as big around as a bull.
"Okay, hombre," said Bob, using a large portion of his Spanish vocabulary.
Using sign language with his hands and Morse Code with his face, Miguel showed Bob
how to use a tape measure, miter box, power drill, and several kinds of saws. Miguel was a
careful craftsman who made neat cuts and tight joints and finished his corners smoothly; his
assistant was a hard worker and a fast learner. Soon Bob was ripping boards on the table saw like
a one-man furniture factory and pounding in 16-penny nails in three strokes. His nostrils flared to
take in more of the delicious sawdust; he bent and snatched half a dozen sheets of plywood
flooring at a time, he cleaned and jerked the entire roof frame of the shed with one arm.
"El Toro!" said Miguel.
In six hours, they were done.
The two men sat in front of the shed with a six-pack of beer. The beer was from America.
Miguel pulled out something from Mexico.
"Marijuana," said Bob.
"Si, Toro, marijuana," said Miguel. He passed the neatly-packaged joint. After only two
hits Bob's eyes lit up and Miguel's eyes blinked in stoned Morse Code.
"That's good shit, I mean marijuana," Bob attempted the Spanish, Mar-ee-hwan-ah.
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"Bueno mota—marijuana!" Miguel said Mary-gonna, and they both started laughing. It
had taken them all day to find a word that meant the same thing in English and Spanish.
They drank a couple more beers and Miguel rolled another well-crafted joint which he
presented to Bob. Inspired, Bob stood and grabbed a corner of the newly-constructed shed.
"Neat joints," he said.
"Need joins?" blinked Miguel.
"Neat joints!" Bob repeated, caressing the smoothly mitered wood, and then pointing to
Miguel's pencil-thin marijuana cigarette.
"Needs join!" said Miguel.
Bob decided then and there that he was gonna go an' get himself a real job. With wood.
With a series of gestures, he managed to ask Miguel where he'd gotten all that lumber.
"El mundo de madera," said Miguel, beginning a little pantomime of his own.
"Pinché Carlos," he blinked, and made dusting, sweeping, and ashtray-dumping motions,
"Bippty-zeben Chebby!" Fucking Carlos, his cousin, was the janitor there; he drove a '57 Chevy.
"Si, El mundo de madera," Miguel repeated, then wrote the name in English, "Lumber
World."
"Lumber World," Bob said, and it sounded like a good name to him. "I'm gonna go an'
get me a real job."
"El Toro," Miguel concluded. He pointed his fingers out from the sides of this head, bent
to the ground, and crawled up to a 2x4 scrap; he slid his hands under it and, keeping his arms
parallel, raised the board slowly into the air like a forklift. He pointed at Bob.
"El Toro del mundo."
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12.
Feature Page
International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
IT IS MINERAL
by Jonathan Benders
It is bigger than a breadbox. It is smaller than a locomotive.
It is stronger than dozens of Eastern Block women shotputters, faster than an
empty dogsled, more maneuverable than the latest Porsche. It leaves the starting
line like a thoroughbred, corners like a jackrabbit, cleans and jerks like an ant.
It is the elbow joint of engineering. It is utterly useful: It can lift and separate bras,
support undergarments, tilt pinball machines, stop on dimes, tumble dryers, run
over shoes, and flatten heels. It raises crops or muffins, stacks checkers or
pancakes, dips potato chips, sorts seeds, puts statues on pedestals, spreads
pollutants. It can throw up buckets, stick up glue, wheel tires, align transmissions,
swivel chairs, recline sofas, plunge toilet bowls, heave hoes, rear doors, pitch
tents, hoist joists, and erect buildings. It can even rock and roll music, drop
chemicals, push drugs, and pull trains.
Operated by one person, it can elevate another for an entire story. It is a forklift.
The forklift is promiscuous; it will handle anything developed by developed
countries or developing in developing countries. It would just as soon enter an
Afghani cargo plane as it would poke a Southern Pacific boxcar, violate a Libyan
tanker, or mount a Mack Truck. Its prongs will penetrate any kind of pallet—flushtype, reversible, semi-wing, two-way, non-reversible, double-wing, four-way,
Stevedore single-faced fiberboard expendable, take-it-or-leave-it.
"Take it!" cussed Patton; sang the Beatles, "Let it be." The history of the forklift,
like much of industrial creativity, is tainted by war.
In 1796, Joseph Michael de Montgolfier, having already sent up the first hot-air
balloon with his brother Jacques Etienne, innocently invented the hydraulic ram,
a device utilizing the gravity of water in pipes to lift other things up. Soon after the
Merrimac was sunk and the Monitor mothballed, battery-powered electric trucks
with tilting racks and rack-and-pinion gearing were designed for the American
military to carry bombs and shells. It took the ingenuity of the 20th century to
plunge the whole world into battle and to add the Frenchman's hydraulics to
these trucks, putting hydrodynamics on wheels.
World War II inspired the next technological coup: the cunning combination of
fork slipping into pallet was devised to speed troop supplies for the Allied D-Day
invasion of France, right over the Montgolfiers' graves.
Materials handling had been revolutionized. The unit-load principle, making
possible tiered storage, won the day as well as the war. With the added feature
of telescoping masts, modern fork trucks were quickly perfected.
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The forklift catapulted the United States to postwar supremacy; it elevated
America to a position of global leadership. And the rest of the world recognized, if
not a good thing, a useful thing. Forklifts spread around the globe, some illicitly.
Late in the 20th century, Forklift Proliferation Talks were held: the Big Powers
had too many, the little ones not enough.

When Heavens Products International bought Lumber World lock, stock, and barrel to
begin the Model Store Project, they got three forklifts in the bargain.
The big house-size, diesel-powered lift truck in the Back Yard was used by the Teamsters
to move the heaviest loads.
The small, quick electric truck in the Receiving Warehouse stacked tools and stocked
hardware for the store.
It was, however, the medium-size, formerly-institutional yellow forklift, which combined
the strength of the larger with the speed of the smaller truck, which was the main workhorse of
the Yard, and which ran on regular gas—it was the forklift recently repainted rather outrageously
by Yard Clerk Marx Overman—that had the potential to add a footnote if not a new chapter to
Forklift History, that attracted the attention of customers and employees, the attention of the
Transition Team from Heavens Products International, and perhaps the attention of a few people
who never cared much about forklifts in the first place.

13.
When Marx Overman—finished incubating in his mother's womb—began signaling from the
access ramp his full intention to merge into the postwar traffic, he didn't know what hit him.
One Saturday afternoon midway through the 20th century, a cunning experiment at a topsecret government research facility in Utah ended with a freak accident. Two unrelated test vats
were mixed inadvertently in a dumping furnace, and they reacted violently. No technicians were
injured, since they worked in protective suits behind 25-foot thick walls. The explosion,
however, sent a noxious dark green smoke belching out two camouflaged desert chimneys.
The possibly dangerous fumes formed a thick gray-green cloud which drifted for some
distance before the wind scattered it. Two cows died in a pasture 10 miles from the test site; 842
nearby chickens developed hives and laid spotted eggs for several weeks; several devout
Mormons in Salt Lake City noticed their hemorrhoids acting up. Supervisors at the Security
Agency for Government Experimentation wrote top-secret reports.
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That would have been the end of the matter that Saturday afternoon, except for a lone
automobile, a big Dodge Generic sedan, doing 75 miles an hour on the Interstate. Seventy-five
was the high end for Dodge Generics of that year.
Dr. Overman, an economic history professor at a Midwestern university, was at the
wheel. He was in a hurry. Mrs. Overman, who sat next to him, was a math expert and a gambler.
They were on their way to Las Vegas, where Mrs. Overman was going to test a popular theory of
probability for her doctoral thesis, and they both were to vacation. But this was not why they
were in a hurry.
Mrs. Overman was eight months pregnant, very thirsty, and had suddenly and
prematurely gone into labor. The probability was that unless they reached the next town soon,
she would deliver her first and only baby with only the aid of a doctor of economic history.
Pushing 80 in the Dodge Generic, the Overmans passed through a dense, foul-smelling,
gray-green cloud ... and emerged on the other side.
"Damn," said Dr. Overman, coughing and wheezing, probably wondering what a mildmannered midwest college professor like himself was doing out here on the edges of the
unknown.
"One—two—three," counted Mrs. Overman. She held the strange round swelling of her
stomach, a statistics scholar surprised by a living, throbbing crystal ball. Her eyes watered, and
she perspired in the manner of a thirsty mother who was about to give birth and had just passed
through a stinky, probably poisonous pale green cloud of waste.
Dr. Overman coughed and leaned harder on the accelerator of the Dodge Generic. Mrs.
Overman held her belly and calculated the odds.
"Damn," said Dr. Overman again, clearing his throat and adjusting his glasses. Dr.
Overman always cleared his throat and adjusted his glasses when presented with an unfamiliar
situation.
"Eleven, twelve, thirteen," continued Mrs. Overman.
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14.
Confidential Memo
HEAVENS PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL
From: The Chairman
To: Board of Directors
Subject: Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical
Molecular Stasis Force Field
The early classified research in steady-state chemophysics conducted in the Utah desert by the Security
Agency for Government Experimentation (SAGE) may have
borne unexpected fruits.
Tinker & Tinker Inc. has informed me from New York,
New York, New York that an agreement has been reached
with SAGE for the construction of a Geothermal Solar
Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field in
North Africa.
The pioneering Utah work showed that the immense
energy requirements for such a Prototype are in the
tens of thousands of megawatts. Review of the
available literature by SAGE agents has yielded a
little-known theory that predicts the possibility of
such unprecedented generation of power — a certain
"Power Surge Effect" proposed in an obscure
statistics journal by a woman named Overman who's now
conveniently dead.
What we are dealing with is no less than the
feasibility of freezing midair molecules according to
their wave frequencies into impenetrable plastic-like
spheres that would be impervious to all known forms
of energy. It doesn't take a crystal ball to foresee
the benefits for Heavens Products if we are
successful. Our survey party in the Sahara Desert
reports an ideal combination of high thermal
gradients in surface strata and maximum solar
radiation, comparing favorably with the Utah Basin.
They are marking off boundaries for the digging of a
hole about the size of Connecticut.
Let us use the meantime to acquaint ourselves with
all the necessary background materials and technical
reports so that we'll be prepared for any
eventuality.
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15.
Marx Overman, after passing through a mysterious cloud of steady-state chemophysics research,
was born in the back seat of a Dodge Generic somewhere in the great Utah Basin late one
Saturday afternoon midway through the 20th century. His father, Dr. Overman, died three weeks
later from a sudden, incurable central nervous system disorder. Mrs. Overman was left with
some strange, gray-green spots on her back and abdomen and an inexplicable twitch in her left
leg. She returned with her son to the Midwest, where it was safe. As for Marx....
Well at first, Mrs. Overman thought it was merely coincidental that little Marx's friends
often scratched their elbows and knees in the driveway or sprained their wrists in the playroom.
But one sultry summer day in the Midwest, sitting on the porch watching Marx play in the
sandbox with the little blonde girl from next door named Tina, Mrs. Overman witnessed
something out of the ordinary.
"Me gonna," said Marx.
"Huh-uh. I'm gonna ride it," said Tina.
The argument did not concern fine points of grammar, but rather whose turn it was on
Marx's tricycle, parked on the sidewalk about 10 yards from the sandbox. Tina's passion for
wheeled toys had not yet developed into a passion for men with wheels.
"Me gonna."
"My turn, I'm gonna." They scrambled to stand on their little feet and wrestled to hold
each other back. Tina grabbed a handful of sand and threw it in Marx's face; she raced towards
the sidewalk, her blond hair streaming behind.
She only got half-way there.
Marx wiped the sand from his eyes, tilted his head a little to one side, and looked at her
with an extraordinary, quick, intense glare. Zap! Tina's feet were swept from under her, her legs
flew in the air, and she crashed head-first on a big yellow Tonka Toy.
The Tonka Toy was a roadgrader with its blade up.
Mrs. Overman was shocked. The gray-green spots on her back and abdomen swelled up;
her leg twitched involuntarily.
Tina was even more shocked than Mrs. Overman. Her head had landed squarely on the
metal blade and a huge gash opened up over her eye. She lay there pouring blood, painting the
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yellow Tonka Toy dark red, and screaming.
"Did you do that?" Mrs. Overman was on one foot, trying to get her leg under control.
She stared, dumbfounded, at her son.
"Did you do that?" Mrs. Overman yelled. How did he do that? She hopped off the porch
on top of Marx.
"Yeah Mommy, me gonna ride it... " Marx sniffled. Two tears appeared and made muddy
tracks down the sand on his cheeks.
"I'm gonna ride it," Mrs. Overman corrected, then slapped him hard across the face. It
was the only time Mrs. Overman ever hit her son, and she made sure it was damn good and
strong.
Marx screamed and cried; Tina screamed and cried and bled; Mrs. Overman yelled and
soothed and got a rag and drove to the hospital in the Dodge Generic and made an explanation
about the accident to the little girl's mother.
This explanation did not include the fact that Marx had tripped Tina from a distance of
over 20 feet.
Tina, with nearly a dozen stitches, may have been the only one to fully recover from this
incident. Much later, after she moved to California and became a Biker Groupie, she had a small
butterfly tattooed across the scar.

16.
The Joker received no visible, physical wounds in his tour of Vietnam, a free tour for soldiers
sponsored by the government fairly late in the 20th century. He shaved his head and came home.
He adopted a dog and named the big mutt Arnold after a friend who'd stepped on a landmine. He
bought a van at a Telephone Company auction and painted a crude, childlike rainbow on it with a
crude, childlike hand grenade where the pot of gold should be and continued to shave his head
and never talked about the war.

17.
When Bob's hairline began to recede a little prematurely he grew a beard and bought a
motorcycle at a California Highway Patrol auction. It was an old 1200 cc Harley Roadster with a
suicide clutch. He added extension bars on the front, a tool box on the back, and tuned 'er up a
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cunthair or two. The easier to go an' get himself a real job.
"I like wood," Bob said, shaking hands with the Manager at Lumber World, "and I'm
pretty strong, too."
"I see." The little mammals protruding from Mr. Norman's nostrils wriggled and his
Adam's-apple rolled over, when he spoke, like a ping-pong ball in a tube sock.
Mr. Norman liked wood, too. Was Bob pretty strong?
Did Raggedy Ann have cotton tits?
Did a one-legged duck swim in a circle?
Was a frog's asshole water-tight?
Below his desk, Mr. Norman furtively checked his right hand for damage; it was okay.
"You can start on Monday," said Mr. Norman. .
Pretty late in the 20th century, Bob felt a rare elation, a sense life was essentially fair and
good. He picked up his wheels and kicked up his heels into the budding springtime of the High
Sierra. If he'd been a hummingbird, he would've flown backwards and done a couple flips in an
open meadow; if he were—for Bob, more likely—a badger, he would've taken an uncustomary
daytime dip in a pool of cool water.
He punched the Harley out onto the Highway; the wind rushed over his face and parted
his beard as he gulped in buckets of air.
Bob tested out the big bike, feeling for its limits. How fast could it accelerate? (very fast),
how quickly could it stop? (quickly), how sharp could it turn? The suicide clutch, down by the
gas tank, meant the driver had to take a hand off the handle bars to shift gears; but one of this
driver's arms was as big and strong as two of most people's legs, and suicide was a concept as
foreign to Bob as North African nomads wandering around the desert.
VVRROOOM! He downshifted smoothly, leaned hard and accelerated around a sharp
curve ... ahead, two motorcycles on the side of the road and hands waving in the air.
"Hey man, got a reefer?" The hands belonged to two young men wearing high-altitude
sunglasses and identical leather jackets. On the jackets were embroidered insignias and the name
MONKS.
"Well lad, I can't say that I ... " Bob dismounted his hog bow-legged. Though no taller
than the handle bars, he was bigger around than all 1200 cc's.
"Nice fuckin' bike, man. You know how to drive this fuckin' thing?" asked the second
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Monk.
"I'm learnin'." Bob couldn't see their eyes through the high-altitude shades.
"Where's that reefer, man?" said the first Monk.
"I told ya, I don't... "
"Hey man, he asked ya real nice."
"Look't—" Bob pulled off a glove—"I was on my way home an' I thought maybe you
boys was outta gas."
"Outta reefer, man."
"Nice tool box..."
As Bob turned towards his bike to leave, the first Monk gave a whistle to the woods at
the top of the trail beside the road. VVRRRR000MM! Down at the foot of the High Sierra, two
dozen chain-saws started, and trees parted like Mr. Norman's nasal hairs in a great sneeze: more
Monks on motorcycles, lots of them, exploded down the hillside. They buzzed and circled,
circled and buzzed.
At this moment, life no longer seemed so fair and just to Bob. The hummingbird retreated
into seclusion in a shady thicket; the badger burrowed back under its daylight mound; one of
Bob's deltoids twitched and his clenched fist turned white. The old Harley and its new driver
were surrounded.
"Where's the key, man?"
"I bet it's a nice key..."
Emboldened, the first two Monks patted Bob's machine.
''Whoa, what's goin' on here, Jerkoffs?" Room was made for the Captain of the Monks,
who approached the hostage from behind and to the side. He had a deep, gravelly voice; there
was something familiar about the way he said "Jerkoffs."
Bob got a fuzzy feeling in his abdomen. Fear and Anger met and mounted like two
rabbits in his guts, humped frenziedly, and reproduced little furry Fears and Angers that grew
rapidly to maturity.
"Trouble, boys? Isshh—ARRGH!" The man with the gravelly voice suddenly found it
impossible to talk or swallow and very difficult to breathe. Bob had turned and clamped a steel
vise around his windpipe. The steel vise was Bob's left hand, and the Captain of the Monks
was—none other than Bob's brother, Mo.
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"Mo! What the hell!" said Bob, unsure whether to rip his throat out or shake his hand.
Knives clicked open, short clubs and long chains appeared around the circle.
"ARRGH!" said Mo, stunned that such an innocent encounter had become so dangerous,
that such a mellow day could turn so bleak, that such a short man could be so strong, and that
this same man could be his very grown-up little brother, Bobby.
"Mo, tell your goddamn friends here to get back where they come from." First things
first.
Mo's face was crimson, his knees buckled and his eyes bulged, but he managed to wave
his arms wildly to his comrades. The Monks were persuaded that the stocky, bearded man was
perfectly capable of straining their Captain through the wheel-spokes of his Harley. They pushed
and putted their bikes off the shoulder of the road. Mo gasped for air and continued his tantrum
until all of them were half-way up the path.
"Good to see ya, Mo!" Bob grabbed Mo's limp hand and let him breathe.
"Hey, it's my little [choke] brother—Captain Bob!" called Mo to the Monks, his now exCaptain's voice reduced to a hoarse whisper. He turned to Bob.
"Wanna [cough]go for a ride, Cap'n?"
"Yeah okay," said the new Captain of the Monks. "Hey Mo, I went an' got me a real job.
With wood."
Mo said he thought that was fine.
As for Cap'n Bob's and Mo's father, he didn't write many postcards. In all probability, he
was still somewhere on the road or beside the road in his Mack Truck, reading about Cowboys
and Indians and ambushes and heading 'em off at the pass. It was most unlikely that he had read
the obscure statistics journal that published Marx Overman's mother Mrs. Overman's Mack Truck
Hypothesis. Some guns in the paperback Western still hung on the wall. Do guns sometimes just
stay in trophy cases without ever going off and Mack Trucks maybe never come back?

18.
The Mack Truck Hypothesis stated, in simplest terms, that It is always possible, at any given
moment, for a person to be run over by a Mack Truck. From her several pages of proofs it was
relatively easy for Mrs. Overman to derive the Double-Mack Truck Corollary: It is also always
possible, however improbable, to be hit by two Mack Trucks simultaneously.
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Mrs. Overman did not finish her doctoral thesis in Probability. She took an administrative
assistant job—at the same Midwestern university where she had been a student and the late Dr.
Overman had taught Macro and Micro economic history—so she could support Marx. (Dr.
Overman had left his family mainly a macro home mortgage and a micro stamp collection.)
Because of the traumatic events that resulted from her family passing through a random noxious
cloud of steady-state chemophysics research one Saturday in the Utah desert, things that seemed
improbable to Mrs. Overman the scholar no longer seemed so improbable to Mrs. Overman the
single mother. She developed radically different views of Bernoulli Trials, Branching Processes,
Radioactive Decay, and the Persistent and Transient States of Probability. In fact Mrs. Overman
composed, in her "spare time," a new set of theorems and formulas—accompanied by long
mathematical proofs—which she felt more accurately reflected the apparent gap between life and
logic, the revolving door on the threshold of science and mysticism, the thick fog separating
circumstances from statistics.
While Mrs. Overman rationalized the Mack Truck Hypothesis as an adaptation of
Brownian Motion—a notion of physics that describes the chaotic movement of a particle
suspended in a homogeneous liquid and its random collisions with other particles, the molecules
in the liquid—Marx took to drawing. Small and pale, he found solace in his Crayolas.
"Crazy kid," said the mother of Tina, the scarred little blonde girl next door, after Marx
used up an entire Crayola 64-Pack in designing the walls, ceiling, and floor of his bedroom.
"It's the only thing he's interested in," replied Mrs. Overman calmly, although her leg
twitched just a bit when she said it. She bought him a new pack of Crayolas, some water-colors
and giant sketch pads. When he couldn't keep his drawings within the borders of the paper, she
set up sheets of plywood covered with butcher paper for him in the garage; eventually, he did the
whole garage in pastels.
"Oddest thing I've ever seen," said Marx's junior-high science teacher when the slender,
whitish boy led him outside to view his Biology Project. Behind the school was a large brick
wall which served on one side as a tennis backboard; on the other side, Marx had painted an
abstract mural depicting microscopic cell division.
While Marx moved from cases of Crayolas to gallons of paint and developed a minor
reputation for decorating billboards and broadsides of barns along Midwest country roads (once
the subject of a feature story in the local paper), Mrs. Overman began her mature work on the
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Big Deal Theorem. Starting with the premise
X (n+l) < X n , N = [1,2,3,4 ... ] ,
Mrs. Overman observed that a child four days old, on his fourth day, lived fully 25% of his
lifetime to that point. She had watched Marx do this very thing as an infant. However, an adult
turning 40, as Mrs. Overman was, would celebrate on her birthday only about .00007 or 7/1000
of 1% of her life so far. Each day, concluded Mrs. Overman in the paper she submitted, is less of
a Big Deal than the day before. NOTE 4
"Unexpressed anxiety," said his high school psychology teacher when Marx turned in a
drawing for his term paper. NOTE 5

Marx Overman's psychology term paper
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High school psychology teachers in the Midwest at this point in the 20th century were
rarely presented with such drawings. There was nothing like it in the Psychology Section of
Newsweek. The teacher Xeroxed a couple copies and tossed them into a drawer.
It happened that Bill Buffett—All-County Fullback, basketball squad hatchet-man, and
Senior Class Vice-President—got his hands on one of the copies by bribing the psychology
teacher's assistant, who was a pom-pom girl, with a date. Of the four or five interesting people
Marx Overman found in high school, one of them was not Bill Buffett. For Bill Buffett's part, it
was his contention that Marx Overman (who was still small and pale and had grown his hair
long) was something less than a Real Man, and he recognized a good joke when he saw one,
especially when it was to be had at someone else's expense.
During lunch hour on a sultry spring day in the Midwest, the All-County Fullback
mounted Marx Overman's psychology term paper on a big piece of cardboard and printed across
the top in bold black magic marker, MARX OVERMAN'S PENIS: A SELF-PORTRAIT.
Marx sat on a bench in the high school courtyard quietly eating a sandwich from his sack
lunch, when Bill Buffett appeared wearing his letterman's jacket (despite the heat) and carrying
his big sign. Bill had short black hair and sideburns and a short mustache which emphasized his
square head and jaw and the fact that he wore too much after-shave lotion; the look in his dark
eyes was at once impish and vaguely desperate. He was followed by several friends and
admirers, including the pom-pom girl who had been promised a date. They stopped and huddled
at another bench 10 yards from Marx's bench.
Marx probably wasn't aware that 10 yards was the distance necessary for a First Down;
he continued eating, as Bill faced the poster toward him and held it high.
"This is a picture of Marx Overman's penis!" Bill Buffett announced, loud enough for
Marx and everyone else in the courtyard to hear.
"Down here we have his balls, kinda small, yeah, small balls." The pom-pom girl
giggled, the friends and admirers chuckled. Bill used a drumstick from one of his admirers as a
pointer for the guided tour; another friend held the poster.
Marx finished his sandwich and peeled an orange.
"And here we have the Withdrawal Center!"
Other students in the courtyard moved closer to see what was happening, as the tour grew
more animated.
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"Right there, peeing out his Energy Channel! HAW!"
The impish look in Bill Buffett's dark eyes grew more vaguely desperate with Marx's
silence; beads of sweat formed in his severely-trimmed mustache and sideburns.
"NON-BEING! NON-BEING!" Bill Buffett yelled.
After one more quick huddle, Bill produced a dirty jockstrap from the pocket of his
letterman's jacket and stretched it over the cardboard-poster psychology term paper.
"And now—" the friend with the drumstick made drum rolls on the bench—"TA-TA-TATUM!"—the pom-pom girl swirled her pom-poms—"to present Marx Overman with, ahem, his
own penis!"
The jock-strapped poster was handed back to Bill Buffett, All-County Fullback, who took
the hand-off and cleared a path through the line of his friends and admirers. He broke free and
charged hard, square head lowered.
The sight of a galloping All-County Fullback bearing down, with a full head of steam, on
a collision course—this sight might have frightened the average Midwest high school student in
the late-middle 20th century, but anyone watching Marx Overman at this moment would have
seen, not a look of fear, but a most extraordinary and intense look appear briefly in his eyes as
his head turned a little to one side.
Bill Buffett did not make the First Down.
Short of half way, Zap!, the Fullback's feet were suddenly and inexplicably swept from
under him. He fumbled the poster and belly-flopped hard on the concrete. His face landed
squarely in the dirty jockstrap which covered Marx Overman's drawing. It was a good clean
tackle, and even though no one had touched him, the hardest hit Bill Buffett had taken in his
young football career.
Net gain on the play was 4.5 yards between the two benches, exactly his average.

19.
"Average" was the way Mrs. Overman characterized the Midwestern university hospital where
she checked in, knowing the odds were against her checking out.
Her condition she understood to be an undiagnosed, incurable nervous disorder dating
from an alleged chemical encounter in Utah; her bed she knew to be the middle of three on an
inordinately thirsty ward, facts punctuated and then italicized in Mrs. Overman's active mind
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because she controlled the single water pitcher. After passing the pitcher back and forth several
times, each time refilling her own glass in the middle, Mrs. Overman—for whom theories
followed experience like the wake of a boat—charted the water consumption on her side of the
ward, making her calculations on napkins and plastic-coated sickness bags, and named the result
the Middle-of-the-Canoe Benefit:

BED 1
TOTAL
GLASSES
OF WATER

5

BED 2
10

BED 3
5

It was her terminal hypothesis.
When the spots on her abdomen grew into large gray-green splotches that spread to her
extremities and her leg began to twitch wildly and uncontrollably against the canvas restraints,
Mrs. Overman pushed on her Nurse Buzzer, uncertain whether the amount of pressure she
exerted—or the length of time she held it—communicated a proportionate urgency at the other
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end.
The Buzzer lit a small red light on a three-by-three grid panel at the Nurse Station. Mrs.
Overman—always the student of statistics, about to become a statistic herself—would have been
pleased to learn that the pattern formed by the small red lights was apparently random and that
the Nurses were assigned alternating turns in the game.
The splotches on Mrs. Overman's skin thickened and pulsated; her leg gave a final,
violent kick that toppled the traction scaffolds onto her TV remote-control button so that
different channels flashed by like scenes from her life; there, three in a row at the Nurse Station,
Tic-Tac-Toe!

20.
Ivory Tower University Hospital—Adam Tinker III could not know, riding past on his ten-speed
bicycle—though more sophisticated than the average Midwestern university hospital where Mrs.
Overman died, would not have been able to save her life. Adam chained his bike to the old bell
tower at the center of campus. Erected by founder Herman Ivory himself —hence "Ivory
Tower," also referred to as "Ivory's Last Erection"—the campanile afforded a sweeping
panorama of the vicinity; and Adam hoped, as he climbed the stone steps of the structure for the
first time since his freshman tour of campus four years before, to gain some perspective. NOTE 6
He sat in the belfry. Herman Ivory's Last Erection reminded him of Old Man Tinker's
fatal but somehow hopeful hard-on; the bells hung over him like giant iron testicles.
The sun reflected gold off the familiar tiled rooftops and began to cast long shadows from
the mission-style buildings of Ivory Tower University, its well-financed research departments, its
highly-rated graduate and professional schools, its... Law School. The campus stretched for
thousands of acres, past protected pastures and groomed Eucalyptus groves, into the foothills
where parcels were leased to well-behaved high-technology businesses in industrial parks and
where other restricted areas, under long-term contract with the Security Agency for Government
Experimentation, were dug into the hillsides beneath huge radar dishes. Spread below him,
Adam realized, was the area's largest employer and biggest tourist attraction, highly respected in
the community not as an academic institution so much as a source of jobs, income, taxes,
prestige; a school which also had students and faculty, as required in the original charter by
Herman Ivory.
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Neat blocks of trees carpeted Woodsgate, the prosperous town adjacent to the stately
gates of Ivory Tower University, like the fairways of a miniature-golf course. He could see the
wide boulevards with invisible underground telephone lines and swimming-pool neighborhoods,
the tiled plazas of Woodsgate Mall, the supermarkets with aisles big enough for a Mack Truck,
the small charming specialty boutiques, the restaurants and bars with Atmosphere and Ambience.
No clear boundary interrupted the smooth transition to North Woods, and the other direction to
South Woods, along the broad avenue of Woods Way.
If the entire community in fact resembled a polite lawn-tennis match played between
Ivory Tower University and Woodsgate, Adam thought, with the expensive seats at net held by
North Woods and South Woods—then Eastwoods was the bleachers. The people in the bleachers
provided the ball-boys and ball-girls. Sometimes they made noise when they weren't supposed
to, during long boring volleys or just before a crucial serve.
There, under the lengthening shadows in the distance, was Eastwoods, Unincorporated:
defined as everything literally on the other side of the Tracks, the Railroad Tracks built in the
19th century by Herman Ivory and Chinese Coolies, the Tracks that now grew weeds amidst the
other refuse cast aside by Progress. Boarded-up factories, yards with wrecked autos, and autowrecking yards surrounded the abandoned freight facilities.
The Highway had replaced the Railroad Tracks: it brought all things Animal, Mineral,
and Vegetable into the community and transported them out. Adam could hear it—the constant
hum of passenger cars and motorcycles and fleets of sleek diesel Mack Trucks—as you could
hear the Highway from anywhere in Woodsgate, North Woods, South Woods, and the Ivory
Tower hills, though it was loudest in Eastwoods.
Living in the flatland between the Railroad Tracks and the Highway—inhabiting the
Eastwoods neighborhoods made treeless to build decking around nice homes in the foothills—
were the sons and daughters of blue-collar workers and Mack Truck drivers and dead black
infantry soldiers and the Mexicans who used to own California but now had to sneak in: sons and
daughters who bussed tables in Woodsgate restaurants with Atmosphere and Ambience.
Watching the sunset from Herman Ivory Tower was the son of Adam Tinker Jr.,
grandson of the late Adam Tinker Sr., and heir-apparent to Tinker & Tinker (& Tinker?) Inc.
From this height he could see that Lumber World straddled the Railroad Tracks that
divided the incorporated from the unincorporated lands, the redwood hot tubs from the smoky
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massage parlors, the intellectuals from the street-wise, the well-cultured from the wells of
culture. NOTE 7
Adam Tinker III thought about substance and meaning and hardness. Especially
hardness.

The boards he'd bought in his first visit to Lumber World that afternoon had substance. The
books they would hold were full of meaning.
"My favorite books from school," he insisted to the stocky, bearded Foreman who helped
him in the Yard.
The Foreman snorted. He'd already shown him four softwoods, five hardwoods, and a
half dozen plans from Sunset Magazine; he had other customers waiting.
Adam eyed the forklift parked in front of the Plywood Barn: and like a city boy ogling a
prize bull at the county fair, he had an urge to mount it.
"Lissen, lad," the Foreman said, "if the books is so goddamn special, then it don't matter
if ya stack 'em on top of the refrigerator."
Or, for that matter, under a chaise lounge.
"I don't suppose we'll be needing the forklift?" Adam wondered if the big chrome knob in
the middle was the one that tilted the mast.
"Depends on how big a bookshelf yer buildin' !" the Foreman said.
Adam lugged a pre-cut set of particle-board shelves and an armload of bricks to the cash
register inside. The Lumber Cashier looked up at him with warm chestnut eyes that did not blink
and held him still. The components of her face seemed imported each from a different land yet
worked together like a well-matched stereo system. Her ears looked Asian, her nose
Mediterranean, her cheekbones Latina or Indian; the striking amber-olive skin that covered them
could not, Adam thought, be the product of any single ethnic heritage. When the Cashier pivoted
to answer the phone, her black hair fell straight to her waistline like Lady Godiva's and the barest
outline of French-cut panties showed against her clinging white slacks.
She was international intrigue, a who-done-it mystery. She was gorgeous.
"What can I do for you?" she asked, turning back to face him.
Adam Tinker III longed to say something original, or at least memorable. Instead, he
dropped a brick on his foot. His leg recoiled and the particle-board shelves slid out of his grasp
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onto the floor, followed by his whole armload of bricks.
"Youch! Jesus," Adam said.
The Cashier smiled and stepped around the partition. As she bent to help him, Adam
could see that her beautiful skin continued across her breast-bone to somewhere under her
blouse. Their heads almost touched as they lifted the materials to the counter, and he smelled her
clean, fresh scent, the dab of perfume on her soft neck.
"Thank you," Adam mumbled and blushed. "Jesus Christ..."
"Pagan," said the Cashier.
"What?"
"That's my name—Pagan."
"Um, I'm Adam." Dynamic dialogue he had going with this girl. He noted that she had no
discernible accent.
"I'm so embarrassed for you, Adam," Pagan teased.
Adam grinned despite himself. Maybe this was the opening he was hoping for: "Can I
come back some time and make it up to you, Pagan?"
"Maybe."

From atop Herman Ivory Tower at the end of day, Adam could see the silhouette of a high stack
of construction lumber in the Back Yard of Lumber World. He pictured the gleaming forklift
with its chrome knobs. It was straddled, in his fantasy, by his own Lady Godiva. She was as
exotic and cosmopolitan as he was freckled and Mayflower-descended; she was Bali to his
British Isles and Paris to his Plymouth Rock. She joined him in the forklift cage, and they raced
off into some serene sunset: shifting the gears, mast tilted back, forks held high, Pagan the
Cashier's silky black hair reflecting auburn highlights and spreading in the wind and falling all
over him.
The easy, well-advised thing to do, he knew, was report to Tinker & Tinker Inc.'s New
York, New York, New York offices for another summer as an intern—his father expected it, the
Law School dean would applaud it, the corporation should reward it.
The hard thing, he realized, was between his legs. His balls gathered like oval magnets in
a scrotal slipknot.
After four years at Ivory Tower University, Adam Tinker III put his hands in his pants. It
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felt good. His vision pierced the dusk, went through the trees and manors of Woodsgate, through
the stacks of shelves and store walls and counters of Lumber World and penetrated the snug
white slacks of Pagan the Cashier. Mentally, he tugged on her French-cut panties as he looked
into her chestnut eyes. Physically, he tugged on himself, breathed heavily for several minutes,
and then leaned back in the Tower, closed his eyes, and lay as still and prone and unburdened for
a moment as he'd seen his grandfather lying in an open coffin.
DONG-dong-DONG-dong-DONG-dong!
He was roused by the deafening roar of Herman Ivory's iron balls, er, bells, amplified in
the echo chamber of the belfry, clanging out the hour.
Don't ask, Adam thought, who the bell's ringing for.

21.
HEAVENS PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL
Human Resources Memo—Personnel Status Change
California Retail Group/Model Store Project
Name

Pagan Rosellini
a.k.a. Jonathan Benders

Position

Lumber Cashier

New Job Title
Salary Change
Reason

Head Cashier
Increase to Step II

Impending implementation of computer system

Comments
Daughter of Paolo Rosellini, Senior
Editor of International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition;
writes Feature Stories of topical interest on back
page of International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
under pseudonym "Jonathan Benders."

As a young journalist covering the annual Snake Dance at a Hopi Indian village high on
the Arizona mesa, Paolo Rosellini—naturalized American citizen—met White-Feather-atSunrise, Native American. They fell in love. They got married. They had a striking ItalianAmerican/American Indian daughter. They named her Pagan; they got divorced.
Pagan Rosellini split her formative years between dusty pueblos and powdery prep
schools, underground kivas and high-rise condominiums, Rain Dances and Dante, Ancestor
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Worship and Mary Mother of God, matriarchy and machismo.
Her mother, White-Feather-at-Sunrise, became active in Southwestern Native American
Indian Leftists (SNAIL) to oppose Native American Indian Rightists (NAIR) who were
disrupting the Phoenix welfare operations of the Interior Department Indian Affairs Tribunal
(IDIAT) so obnoxiously that the government stationed a Special Weapons And Tactics (SWAT)
squad on the rooftop. When SNAIL clashed with NAIR in front of the IDIAT, White-Feather-at
Sunrise was gunned down at sunset by a SWAT sharpshooter.
Her father, Paolo Rosellini, returned to Italy to become Senior Editor of the International
Herald Tribune, Rome Edition.
Pagan Rosellini moved to Northern California where she eschewed political activism,
worked as a cashier, and published occasional Feature Stories in the Rome Edition of the
International Herald Tribune under the pseudonym "Jonathan Benders." Her father saved the
royalties for her in an interest-bearing travel account.
Curious if rude customers at Lumber World asked her what she was; men, rude or polite,
were attracted to her.

22.
When it was hard, Adam thought, his penis was the only thing in the world and he was the only
person. Unaware that he had discovered—jerking off high in Herman Ivory Tower—
the late Mrs. Overman's First Law of Concentration, Adam Tinker III returned to his Woodsgate
studio where he concentrated on setting up the bricks and boards from Lumber World and lining
them with his favorite books from school. He flipped through his Senior Thesis before placing it
self -consciously on the top shelf.
The Kif Djibberish perform their Sacred Circle-Jerk Ceremony on clear, cool nights
when the moon is new and idle hands begin to beckon a youth to manhood.
The men gather their mats in a circle aligned so that the Father is under the North Star, a
Holy Man is disposed towards Mecca, and the appointed Erotic Story-Teller is in concert
with Venus. The Initiate lines up with the Southern Cross, to symbolize his venture into
the Sahara and adulthood.
As drums throb softly and hashish is passed around, the Story-Teller reels off a long
series of ribald tales, a sort of Kama Sutra of kif, a Decameron of the desert. As the tales
grow more graphic and the rhythm quickens, hands go under robes, keeping time with the
beat, and move faster and faster until the last story climaxes and everyone gives the
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Sacred Circle-Jerk Ceremonial Scream. This sound, which has no known Western
parallel, pierces the night air and lets all things Animal, Mineral, and Vegetable know
that a boy has become a man.
The comparable female initiation, of which only hearsay accounts are available, is
shrouded in secrecy even among the Kif Djibberish. Roughly translated as the "Round
House," it is said to involve the symbolic or actual use of de-spiked cactus plants soaked
in a special solution and shaped to superphallic dimensions, and the noises produced,
according to at least one traveler, make the Circle-Jerk Ceremonial Scream pale by
comparison.
Young nomads, following their participation in the Circle-Jerk or the Round House, are
sent off on the Kif Excursion. Adolescent girls are dispatched into the desert with an
older, established married man, a tent, and a week's provisions. He shows her the
patience and gentleness that the young men lack. Similarly, boys are educated by...

23.
"Ivory Tower students—" Mr. Norman observed, his Adam's-apple bobbing like a toy boat in the
bathtub—"have got soft hands, but they learn fast." It was the same both-sides-of-the-coin type
of generalization that had enabled Mr. Norman to manage Lumber World for a quarter of a
century without offending its owners, alienating its employees, displeasing its suppliers, or
perturbing its public.
"Yes sir," said Adam tinker III, not speculating that Mr. Norman had raised wishywashiness to the level of practical success.
"Well we can always use some extra help during the summer," Mr. Norman said. It's just
all happening so fast, he thought, what with this Model Store Project and everything.
"Thank you, Mr. Norman," Adam said.
"For chrissake, Adam, you're going to get splinters," said Mr. Tinker Jr. by telephone
from the 86th-floor New York, New York, New York offices of Tinker & Tinker Inc. "What
would your grandfather think?"
"I don't know," Adam answered in the age-old way of sons striking out on their own. "It's
just something I have to do."

24.
In art classes at the same Midwestern university where his late father had taught Macro and
Micro and his late mother had been a scholarly, eccentric administrative assistant, Marx
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Overman was unable to keep his pictures on the canvas. Before he dropped out, he painted
several university maintenance trucks in matching day-glo designs, drew cat burglars climbing
the walls outside the upper floors of the Life Sciences Building, and completed a mural atop the
student cafeteria visible only by airplane and satellite.
Marx Overman, too, was called "eccentric."
Midwesterners in the second half of the 20th century thought misfits peopled California
the way cowpies dotted an Iowa pasture, and if you didn't watch your step you could very easily
step on one and seriously mess up your boots. Common-sense folk told Marx Overman, "Go to
California"; under their breaths they added, "— where you belong."
Marx put his mother's affairs in order; he collected her theorems and proofs, piled
published reprints together with notes scrawled on napkins and plastic-coated sickness bags, and
put them all in an Orgasm Oranges fruit crate from California. He painted over the muraled
walls of their home. He held a Garage Sale at which he sold furniture, dishes, books, his father's
micro stamp collection, a tricycle once coveted by little blonde Tina from next-door, and the
rusted and bloodstained Tonka Toy roadgrader that had left Tina with a scar—a Garage Sale at
which common-sense Midwestern folk stocked up on the things they would sell at a Garage Sale
when they had one; Marx sold the Garage as well, along with the whole house.
He did not sell the old Dodge Generic sedan. He stuffed it full of acrylics and oils and
brushes and rags. Hair tied into a pony-tail, paint-splattered blue jeans covering his small pale
legs, scaffolding sticking out his windows and trunk at various angles, Marx Overman drove
west through the cornfields and wheatfields, west over the Rocky Mountains, west across the
Great Basin of Utah where he was born—with some vague determination to begin a different if
not a new life—he drove west, down to the foot of the High Sierra.

25.
"Bikers in town," said the Rednecks.
"Bikers in town," said the Former Hippies.
"Bikers in town," said the Ordinary Citizens.
In season, they swept through like a chrome tornado, numbing eardrums, filling residents
with fear and awe, and filling gas station and general-store coffers with cash; in 19th-century
small towns of Northern California, Mark Twain and Bret Harte and Jack London had foreseen
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nothing like this particular breed of uncouth men who descended on the old Gold Country.
"Biker party in the foothills," said the Rednecks, Former Hippies, and Ordinary Citizens.
They were invited, too. The tornado moved up towards the mountains.
"Shrooms," said Mo, his pupils already like dark dimes from the psilocybin they
contained when Cap'n Bob arrived. They banged out the extensive Monk Handshake, finishing
with 360-degree spins and a final thwap-thwap of knuckles.
Cap'n Bob could see, in reflection from Mo's electrified eyes, the impossible gap
separating the zipper of his new Monks leather jacket. It hugged his chest like the skin of a
potato. He grinned generally at all the motorcycles and music and stoned people—and he smiled
specifically at a tall blonde in a white halter top with a butterfly tattoo above her eye. She smiled
back.
"C'mon an' do a push-up with me, Cap'n." Mo led him to an adjacent meadow, set amidst
lush redwood trees and punctuated by recent cowpies. The common-sense Midwesterners who
had advised Marx Overman to go west might have suspected: such cowpies in parts of California
sprouted a potent psychoactive fungus that could mess up your mind as well as your boots.
"Magic mushrooms?" said Cap'n Bob.
"Betcherass." Mo removed his jacket to demonstrate. He selected a medium mushroom in
a concentric cowchip and poured some beer over it to wash off the dirt. With his hands on either
side of the target and his legs straight out behind, he did a pushup into the cowpie and snatched
the mushroom off cleanly at the stem with his teeth. He stood, chewing rapidly and wincing,
took two big swallows and gulped a beer chaser.
"Do three," Mo recommended, his gravelly voice smoothed out somewhat by the Food of
the Gods.
Cap'n Bob, who could do pushups with just one arm as easily as most people raise up on
their toes, went down and snagged the foul brown delicacies quickly and tore at them with his
teeth. They had a pulpy consistency; they tasted like chalk-filled cardboard might taste. He
jumped up gagging, the parts of his face showing above his beard as white as paper.
"Don't suck on 'em," said Mo, shoving a mug of beer at him, "just break 'em up and
swallow hard."
Cap'n Bob guzzled the beer like a man about to be run over by a Mack Truck; he
hiccoughed and belched at the same time.
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"Haw!" said Mo. "HAW! Now look at yerself, Cap'n!"
Bob felt his face. A ring of dew-moist dung had clung around his beard, cheeks, and
forehead, a perfect imprint from the crater-shaped pie where he'd gotten his psychedelic meal,
and Mo thought it was hilarious. Cap'n Bob managed a queasy snort, drew a fresh beer from the
nearest keg, and walked to a wooded rise at the far side of the meadow to have a Camel Straight.
The country-rock band twanged out a ballad in the background. The rise dropped off several
hundred feet into a deep, shaded chasm; he sat on a rock and stared over the edge.
In a half hour, the nausea went away at the same time the abyss began to sparkle.
Redwood branches brushed each other with green, feathery tinsel. Patches of bright blue sky
popped on and off like flashcubes between the trees. The ground seemed to move and the air to
vibrate with a multitude of colors, electric-limegreen splotches of moss, day-glo red clumps of
bark, a jet-black beetle overturning a sudden leaf, a spider's silver target sparkling in the breeze
.... What was that sound? Notes from the band's pedal-steel guitar approached like fuzzy bees;
they zipped in, bounced off a couple bushes, brushed the tufts of hair in his ear, then flew over
the edge .... There, over the edge, there was another sound, a constant flowing that absorbed the
bees and the breeze. Maybe the Highway, or some Forest God taking a leisurely shower. Bob
inched forward on his rock: seemingly miles down through backwards binoculars, the wet
rainbow of a creek caressed the bottom of the gorge .... And the smells! Rotting things fertilizing
the fresh breath of the next generation. The smell of death, sex, Swanson's Hungry Man Sawdust
Dinners. Corpses and cousins and ancestors and descendants. For a moment, although he didn't
have many of the words to describe it, Cap'n Bob's fried synapses conspired to join all these
sensations into one process of water and air and dirt, of slow things and slower things, of hard
and soft—of all things Animal, Mineral, and Vegetable—feeding into each other and melting
away at the edges.
"Match?" There was a flash of fire to his right. A voice, a woman. It was the tall blonde
in the white halter top with the butterfly tattoo above her eye.
"Thankya..."
" ... Tina," said Tina.
She torched the Camel Straight that he had held unlit in his mouth while distracted by the
oneness of the universe.
"Kinda scared me there, Tina." She was herself, Cap'n Bob recognized, another wonder
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of nature. She had pretty blue eyes and a lean, hourglass figure. She wore knee-high boots and
tight jeans and cocked her hips as only a woman can; under the halter top, her nipples perked up
in the cool shade like teenage thermometers.
"Sorry. I was hoping you'd want to take me for a ride." Tina, girl-woman, flipped her
blonde hair back over her shoulder. The small forehead scar she had received in a childhood
scuffle over a Midwest tricycle was barely visible in one of the butterfly's wings; now she liked
bigger, California bikes.
"I saw your set of pipes in the parking lot," Tina said. "Steel extension bars. I asked
around. You're Cap'n Bob?"
"Yup." This was like a dream. Might as well go with it.
"Ya know what they say, Tina—" Cap'n Bob said, "No butt, no putt." Ya wanna see some
pink steel? It was what they said, although Bob was a little surprised to have said it himself. But
words spoken, like used rubbers, could not be rinsed off and resealed in their packages.
Tina knew what they said. Ass for gas. Bend for a friend, kneel for a meal. Long legs and
low miles, she only smiled.
They joined hands and walked. Groups of people lay around the mushroom meadow; in
the grove on the other side, where the country-rockers hung their speakers from branches, people
danced and drank and smoked. Someone sat naked up in a tree. Besides the Monks, there were
Vikings and Devils and Menbrains, Ladies Against Women and Dykes on Bikes. There were
Rednecks and Former Hippies and Ordinary Citizens. Everyone moved at different speeds and
talked at different pitches, yet somehow in unison—a colorful pageant of life and decay not so
different, maybe, from what Cap'n Bob had seen in the ravine.
The hundreds of motorcycles parked neatly in the dirt at the side of the road testified to
the unique combination of respect and defiance of nature peculiar to the particular brand of
uncouth men and women who rode them.
Cap'n Bob and Tina mounted the seat of a freshly-shined old Harley Roadster.
They rode, hugging turns through the foothills of the High Sierra. The wind in their faces
forced tears from their eyes. Tina could barely reach around Bob's trunk; she pressed against him
harder and said things in his ear. He held the handlebars with one hand and shifted the suicide
clutch and squeezed Tina's knee with the other. They rode and rode until they were so high they
could see all the way across California's fertile valley of fruits and vegetables to the setting sun
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above the Coast Range. As day became dusk, the Harley's headlight came on like a candle, then a
flashlight, then the long yellow tongue of a metal insect.
The memory stuck in Bob's mind like fresh corn on dental work: No one was coming.
Turn on yer fuckin' high-beam.
The psilocybin came in waves; the road came in curves. Straight or stoned, muscles cold
and stiff or warm and lubricated, driving was still driving; high-beam or low-beam, Cap'n Bob
did not know, or care to know, the difference between magic mushrooms and life.
The motorcycle pulled off the Highway about half-way between the foot of the High
Sierra and the face of the moon and doused its light. Crickets chirped out the mild night
temperature as the couple climbed off the warm seat and walked into the woods.
"I like bikes," Tina said.
"I like wood," Bob said.

26.
Adam liked the Kif Djibberish. Actually what he liked was the concept of the Kif Djibberish,
since he had never met one of them personally. He liked his concept of the Kif Djibberish all the
more once he started working for a living, 40 hours a week, punching the clock at Lumber
World.
He remembered from his Senior Thesis that Berbers inhabited most of North Africa from
before 3000 BC. After that, the camel-dung hit the fan; surely no other part of the world had
been conquered and reconquered so many different times by so many different peoples. Adam
had explained the etymologies of "Barbary Coast" and "barbarian" and even "Babar the
Elephant," which were to Berber as "vandalize" was to Vandal; he'd mentioned that most of the
natives got mixed up with the Arabs, who came to stay in the 7th century; he'd remarked on the
resiliency of the Kif Djibberish, who had resisted, retreated, reconciled and otherwise outlasted
every invasion intact; he'd emphasized their environmentalism and exaggerated their
egalitarianism; he'd detailed their delicate social structure, included idiosyncrasies like the
Sacred Circle-Jerk Ceremony, and concluded than an autonomous district about the size of
Connecticut could be cordoned off amidst Algeria, Morocco, and Mauritania—who continued,
late in the 20th century, the ping-pong match for North Africa—"so that Djibberish culture might
be preserved for future generations to study." Like a three-camel zoo on the edge of the Sahara.
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The map he'd drawn listed more combatants than a boxing card at the Olympics:

Adam did not know about the Unwaxed Dental Floss. He was not aware of Heavens
Products International's plans for a Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force
Field in North Africa; in Northern California, the Model Store Project was just underway.

27.
"There are currently two m-major fronts," stuttered the Chairman of Heavens Products
International, "where we need to b-be concentrating our energy."
The world situation was tense. The future looked bleak, dim, and uncertain; it winked
like a lighthouse on a rocky cliff whose power flickered and whose watchman had fallen asleep.
The Five Big Powers—America, Europe, the Two Asias, and California—had finished their
sumptuous meal and played poker with their economies. Huddled inside the cabin of a possibly
sinking ship, the Big Powers exchanged chips and bluffs and stashed cards in their cuffs.
Scrappy gulls and fragile shorebirds beat their beaks and flapped their wings against the
portholes, seeking food, shelter, or debt refinancing.
If there would be grapes for dessert, they must be plucked quickly from a dwindling vine.
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Animal things, Mineral things, and Vegetable things were hooked and harvested and hatched at
astounding but increasingly inadequate rates. Radioactive things glowed in the dark.
"Italy dissolves government," said a headline, subheaded "98th time since World War II,"
in the Rome Edition of the International Herald Tribune.
A hundred years before, the world's largest continent was annexed and divvied up like
properties in a Parker Brothers board game, but it had proven so obstinate and troublesome that
parcels were traded and monopolies in the low-rent district abandoned; hotels around Baltic and
Mediterranean were mortgaged to build houses on Boardwalk and Pacific.
The Big Powers had let Africa slip through their fingers like the sands of the Sahara.
"The Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical M-Mole-Molecular Stasis Force Field in
North Africa is foremost," emphasized the Chairman. "As you should remember from your mmemos, ladies and gentlemen—which is why they're called m-mem-memos—we have an
exclusive from SAGE on this Power Surge Effect."
Late in the 20th century at the corporate headquarters secreted deep in a mountainside in
the rugged Rockies of Middle America, the Board Room buzzed and blinked. Accordions of
green computer printouts poured Slinky-like from a document sorter onto the polished table of
Directors. Behind the Chairman, a light-emitting diode display summarizing the multinational
extraction, construction, manufacturing, and distribution activities of Heavens Products, in
obscure symbols like a wall-size Dow Jones ticker tape, was attended by his Japanese
bodyguard, Isata.
Before them, a huge holographic globe radiated the brilliant spectrum of a world in
conflict as it rotated; different-colored splotches receded here and expanded there as a forest was
cut down in Colorado, a family of big cats skinned in Kenya, or a uranium mine acquired near
Kathmandu; bold black lines connected far-flung operations in sweeping arcs as the Chairman
moved his pointer.
"In the m-meantime, we are stepping up the timetable for the M-Model Store Project
here, down at the foot of the High Sierra," he said.
The Chairman's halting speech belied his corporate savvy and determination, though it
may have explained his fondness for memos.
''Preliminary reports show things to b-be pretty goddamn sloppy at Lumber World. Our
Transition Team is on the way. If the M-Model Store Project can b-be completed by late
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summer—buh-before new technical innovations m-make it obsolete, b-before the world situation
degenerates too drastically or the tide of popular culture erodes the careful bub-beachheads we
have established—then we stand to muh-maximize the public relations b-benefits. We will stage
a promotional b-bonanza, harvest the fruits of a 20th-century coup de theatre ..."
The Chairman stuttered and mixed metaphors, but he knew he was on a roll.
"M-make plans to travel for the fall, ladies and gentlemen!"
He lifted a pre-Castro Cuban cigar from a silver box. Isata, his bodyguard, leaped to his
side and flicked a lighter with a Samurai flourish.
"Champagne has b-been ordered," puffed the Chairman, exhaling thick cumulus clouds
that darkened the holographic globe.
"Let's get to work."

28.
"C'mon lads, we got work to do." Cap'n Bob took to his job as Yard Foreman as butter takes to
toast, he matched it like the right stain on Miguel's well-crafted tool shed, he stuck to it like
chewing gum under a theater seat and grew in it like a magic mushroom in a moist cowpie.
"Yes sir!" said Adam Tinker III.
"Some Opener all right, Cap'n," said the red-eyed Joker as the sections of Arnold's tongue
continued to unravel.
"I'll rope this section off while I figure out what to do with it, Mr. Norman," said Marx
Overman, referring to the long tree pattern of spilled yellow paint that stretched halfway from the
Plywood Barn to the Lumber Dept. He had a couple ideas already.
"I trust not the same thing," said Mr. Norman, "that you've done with that, uh, forklift."
Mr. Norman went back to the Office.
It would take them all day, at least, to pick up the pieces of Lumber World.
"I guess the Bull, she'll dry quicker movin' than standin' still," Cap'n Bob said, starting
her up.
Marx Overman trapped another pigeon. First he tripped it as it walked across the
Driveway towards the rough redwood in the Fencing Yard. He used no hidden strings, piano
wires, nets, or other paraphernalia—no, he was some 50 yards from his prey when his head tilted
to one side, his eyes took on that special, intense look, and Zap! the bird's tiny legs were swept
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from under it and it landed plop! in a small fat cloud of pigeon dust on the concrete. Then Marx
crept up quickly on his own bony, bird-like legs and snatched the fallen pigeon in stride like Bill
Buffett scooping up a fumble.
"Shakespeare!" he said, attaching a color-coded nametag.
Exactly how All-County Birdcatcher Marx Overman accomplished this telekinetic feat
remained a mystery to him, but he had noticed a slight increase in the distance at which he was
able to tangle the feet of each succeeding pigeon.
Marx had loftier ambitions for Shakespeare than the Paint Dept. dashes and Screen Shop
forays of Picasso, Van Gogh, and Lenny Bruce: Shakespeare, he hoped, could be trained to make
the Deli at the Woodsgate Mall down the street.
Ah, there was so much left to do.
Probably only Marx Overman could finish transforming a forklift into a Bull after an
earthquake, make sketches for the paint spilled by an aftershock, and begin the training of a
pigeon named Shakespeare all before the regular workday started. Undoubtedly only Marx
Overman's late mother Mrs. Overman would have ventured an explanation of such energetic if
erratic behavior: the Power Surge Effect.
The fact that throughout his youth her son did not exhibit the proper fluctuations in
energy level or experience the roller-coaster route most favored by the squeaking, grinding car of
motivation had not gone unnoticed by Mrs. Overman before she met her untimely, leg-twitching
death. Since she applied theories to observations as readily as most people add salt to scrambled
eggs, she cooked up her hypothesis: Resonate one volume quantum mechanics into two wellsifted mols Second Law of Thermodynamics with nuclear magnetic mixer in large bowl;
separate three yolks of philosophy and clarify fat of behavioral science; knead in Cuisinart for
6.625 x 10-27 erg-seconds after straining Entropy through sieve; pour entire mixture into light
batter of greased statistics, bake at 43,200 calories per molecule, then pop into freezer precooled
to Absolute Zero; top resulting layer-cake of logical leaps with the sweet frosting of your
imagination.
A typical recipe from Mrs. Overman's kitchen, the Power Surge Effect analyzed personal
power as a function of time and space.
Marx tossed the bird in the air.
"Fly, Shakespeare!" he said.
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29.
Feature Page
International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Two
by Jonathan Benders
Pigeons were domesticated not long after humankind itself settled down, and if
the Egyptians of 5000 BC were any indication, then certainly the ancient Chinese
sampled pigeon pie too.
Perhaps the earliest recorded example of cooperation between man and beast
took place on that seminal, sailing Old MacDonald's Farm, Noah's Ark; the dove
who returned with tidings of land in the form of an olive twig was legend's first
Homing Pigeon. Jason got his Argonauts through the Clashing Islands by
sacrificing a swift pigeon. The Greeks, nursemaids of Western culture, trained
the birds to carry the dubious directives of the Oracles as well as news of the
Olympic Games, political upheavals, and military maneuvers—the hoary thrills of
victory and agonies of defeat—while Aristotle recorded breeds.
There were neither telephone lines between Athens and Sparta nor a satellite
link from Babylonia to Constantinople; conveying letters by bird has been the
only form of airmail known to most of the world's civilizations. The domain of King
Solomon and the Persian Empire of Cyrus the Great could stretch only as far as
their pigeons could fly; the Romans left detailed instructions for feeding,
breeding, and the proper construction of pigeon lofts along their well-built roads;
the great North African camel caravans of the Middle Ages communicated by
feathered friends. As late as the 19th century, the Rothschilds awaited word from
the Battle of Waterloo by attending to pigeon-holes as anxiously as their
descendants would ply the knobs of televisions.
Although electricity proved faster than flight, pigeons did not take the invention of
the telegraph in 1832 lying down. When wire service between Brussels and
Berlin was interrupted in 1849, Homing Pigeons were brought out of mothballs.
They continued to keep pace with technology, as the advent of microphotography
made it possible for them to carry much longer messages attached to their wings
or under their tails.
When Paris was under siege during the Franco-Prussian War, residents floated
well-informed Homers laden with microfilm over the German Army in balloons.
Their late countryman Joseph Michael de Montgolfier thus became the loose link
between the illustrious Histories of Homing Pigeon and Forklift, having invented
both the hot-air balloon and the hydraulic ram. That Montgolfier's grave is not
only tracked by D-Day supply trucks loaded by hydraulic forklifts but also marred
by gray-and-white splotches of pigeon shit from overhead blimps certainly offers
him a distinction more glorious than the sum of its parts.

30.
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"Yes," said the Transition Woman, "we may be able to keep some of those suppliers." She had a
small ferret face and spoke with a soothing, grandmotherly voice.
"And well, you see," Mr. Norman hemmed and hawed and breathed a noisy path through
his nose furs, "I don't usually do the lumber order on any set day, and that way ... "
"Right," said the Transition Woman, smiling as she cut him off mid-sentence. She
admired Mr. Norman's tumorous Adam's-apple, which seemed to revolve with a mind of its own,
rather like a testicle unsure whether it was hot or cold, bored or intrigued.
She said, "Those are some of the procedures we'll be evaluating."
Men in black blazers unloaded stacks of uniform crates from dollies. The crates were
sealed with red strapping tape and embossed with the Heavens Products International logo; the
blazers had a logo on the lapel and a red "T" patch on the breast pocket; the men in the blazers
made checkmarks on clipboards. When the stacks of crates reached the ceiling of the Office and
closed in from all sides, Mr. Norman gulped visibly. It's just all happening so fast, he thought.
"Upon completion of this Initial Inventory Outline, we'll be assigning discrete nine-digit
numbers to each item in stock."
These boxes did not contain Unwaxed Dental Floss, that much was sure.
"And call me Helen," added the Transition Woman.
"Helen," said Mr. Norman, peering around a new stack atop his desk, "what's the 'T' stand
for on those blazers?"
"Transition," said the Transition Woman.

Marx Overman wore kneepads and had brushes of various sizes stuffed in his belt. He was
painting the concrete in the roped-off section by the Gazebo; he concentrated and hummed a
nondescript tune in rhythm with his strokes.
"Excuse me."
His suspicion that someone was watching him verified when a man spoke and excused
himself with the kind of unapologetic "Excuse me" that really meant "Stop whatever it is you're
doing and pay attention to me," Marx looked up and saw that the man wore a black blazer with
red logos and letter-patches.
"Can I help you sir?" asked Marx. The blazered man looked like Hugh Downs from a
parallel universe where, Marx thought, he hosted the TV game-show Interrupted Concentration.
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"Manners," said the man.
"Manners?" Marx repeated.
"That's my name," the man smiled. He wore his politeness like a white shirt with a
stained collar. "Say—did someone spill some paint here?"
"Originally yes, Mr. Manners ... " and here Marx Overman paused, for how could be
encapsulate the enormity of this latest project he'd undertaken? How could he explain that his
somewhat-psychedelic tree taking form on the concrete would appear to be dripping off the
Plywood Barn wall where its roots would blend into the oak mural already there, how its limbs
would branch out towards the Fencing Yard and the Standup Sheds and the Screen Shop, that the
main stalk would form a path for customers to follow from the Lumber Dept. to the Gazebo with
their Yard Orders where Yard Clerks Marx Overman and Adam Tinker III would help them?
"You see," Marx began, pointing with his paintbrush, "this somewhat-psychedelic tree
taking form on the concrete will appear to be dripping off the Plywood Barn wall—."
"Then you're the one who painted the whole side of this building?" interrupted Mr.
Manners, scribbling something on a notepad.
"Yes!" said Marx, unsure if he were being accused or applauded, but standing anyway
and warming to the topic. " ... Where its roots will blend into the oak mural already there—where
was I?— and its limbs will branch out towards ... "
The roar of the forklift muffled the remainder of Marx's speech and stalled the interview.
The Bull sped by, breathing fire with nostrils flared, piloted by Cap'n Bob, who had Foreman
kind of work to do. The machine stopped with a belch.
Mr. Manners, left breathless by the blast of white smoke, glared at the Bull's bright target
and impressive private parts.
"And I painted that forklift too," Marx beamed. "Hey, are you a reporter from the
Woodsgate Times? Have you ever been on TV?"
"I'm from Heavens Products," said Mr. Manners, as if it should be obvious from the logo
on his lapel.
"Then what's the 'T' stand for?" Marx asked, disappointed.
"Transition ..."

The Joker's well-oiled roller skates hung by the door of his Screen Shop adjacent to the
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Teamsters Shed in the Back Yard. Inside, a portable cassette played old rock music while he
worked. The walls of the Joker's lair were papered in checkerboard fashion with the red "I Got
Loaded at Lumber World" flags used to mark oversize loads. Bins of screen doors and window
screens in aluminum frames lined the workbench, tagged with measurements on scraps of paper;
an old Coke machine, open a crack, revealed some C-rations and a can of Sterno.
Below the table, the Joker's dog Arnold awoke from his nap to the powerful odor of
Velveeta Cheese and the strong scent of a Doberman Pinscher.
The Joker turned as the Doberman Pinscher leapt forward in the silent, growl-less attack
bred into its ancestors. A small man with a Velveeta smell was jerked by his leash through the
doorway and onto the floor of the Screen Shop.
"Cut!" barked the man on the floor. His black blazer—like the dog, too big for him—had
been pulled up over his head. The Doberman backed up and sat rigidly, its lean muscles poised
and its black eyes staring coldly ahead. A red scarf with the Heavens Products International logo
hung around its throat.
Arnold had stood, the fur on his neck raised instinctively and the pink penis between his
legs peeking from its pouch inexplicably.
The Joker was less pleased by the intrusion. He gripped his big screen-making roller
blade in one hand, a glistening utility knife in the other, and appeared fully ready to use both of
them.
"Get that fucking dog outta here, Mister." The Joker wasn't kidding. He was back in the
man-eat-dog jungles of Southeast Asia. The small man in the droopy black jacket was a Viet
Cong guerilla, the Doberman sitting like a cocked trigger was a tracker dog, a mine dog, a
booby-trap dog.
"Move! Before I slice its throat open and then stuff you inside it!" The "HP" logo was
"Helicopter Patrol," the "T" was ...
"Taxi! Fall back!" squeaked the small man. He shifted the Doberman out of Park, put it in
Reverse and backed slowly out of the Screen Shop.
"Who the hell do you think you are?" The Joker advanced, adding a baseball bat to his
arsenal just in case.
"Pidcock—"
"I'll say!"
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"— from Heavens Products." Pidcock pulled a squished Velveeta Slice from his blazer
pocket with a shaking hand and wadded it into his mouth; dewdrops of digested cheese product
formed on his forehead.
"What's the 'T' for, Pidcock?"
"Transition ... "

Wilbur Lithe smiled and sweated as he worked. He had just been hired at Lumber World,
"killing two birds with one stone," Helen the Transition Woman had told Mr. Norman upon
filling out the Federal Affirmative Action paperwork, "Black and Handicapped!"
His unlikely, ear-to-ear grin, his profuse perspiration, his fulfilling multiple Affirmative
Action quotas—none of this was Wilbur Lithe's fault. Sweat glistened on his brown forehead like
snow on a night glacier and rolled down his dark temples like golf balls on outdoor carpeting.
The unit of kiln-dried 1x12 all-heart redwood had to be hand-carried into the Standup Sheds
before the hot sun began to warp the expensive wood, the Yard Foreman told him.
"Don't fight with it lad—slide 'em like so, let the wood move itself."
That was easy for Cap'n Bob to say, tossing the 16-footers around like toothpicks. But
Wilbur began to get the hang of it, separating several boards from the pile, simultaneously
bending his knees, lifting, and flipping them over so as to balance the fulcrum on one shoulder.
"Put yer arm out straight so the meaty part covers up yer shoulder-bone," Cap'n Bob said.
"That's it."
Wilbur marched into the cool Clear Redwood Shed and aimed the front of his load down
against a wooden stop nailed to the floor and, like a slow-motion pole-vaulter, walked the boards
up to a vertical position with his hands; he kicked in the bottom with his boot and leaned them
into place.
Finding a rhythm in the repetitive clean-and-jerk of lumber stocking, Yard Clerk Wilbur
Lithe let his mind wander as the Foreman left him. For one thing, he pondered the difference
between Haas and Fuerte Avocados. It would be break time soon, he smiled.
His smile was his Handicap: he wore it like a mask. Stab wounds he received as a
teenager in Eastwoods had damaged the nerves that formerly allowed Wilbur Lithe's face the full
range of emotional expression. His face was frozen with scrunched-up cheeks, crow's-feet at the
eyes, white teeth glistening. He'd learned to talk without moving his mouth well enough to
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moonlight as a ventriloquist. He was able, with difficulty, to chew—and the difficulty involved
in chewing while grinning ear-to-ear may have been one of the reasons Wilbur Lithe became
addicted to avocados rather than apples.
Haas were to Fuerte, he thought, as Prime Rib was to Spam. He knew; he ate several a
day.
While the etymology of his fruit habit was lost in folk legends and mired in oral histories
on the other side of the Railroad Tracks, the reason for Wilbur Lithe's constant grin was welldocumented in the medical literature of the 20th century. State-of-the-art neurosurgeons at Ivory
Tower University Hospital had tried and failed to correct it.
The Black Transition Man approached Wilbur Lithe, the Black and Handicapped Yard
Clerk, from behind.
The Black Transition Man had a bouncing walk, so that the padded shoulders of his black
blazer hunched up and his Heavens Products hardhat jiggled and surged from its webbing with
each step. Wilbur, flipping several more boards onto the fleshy part of his arm, heard the scuff of
shoes and turned to see who was there. His balanced stack of 16-foot kiln-dried 1x12 all-heart
redwood swung around like the rotor of a helicopter, clipped the Black Transition Man's hardhat
at the high end of his up-and-down stride, and sent the empty shell clattering into the Driveway.
The man ducked; the plastic webbing remained and clung to his head like wrestling headgear.
"Sorry man." Wilbur finished pole-vaulting the planks into position in the Shed and
hurried out. "You okay?"
"Might of thee Trinity! Lion of J'ah! Dejazmatch Tafari!" Wild-eyed, the man let out a
string of Caribbean oaths and Ethiopian epithets.
Wilbur Lithe thought he was being cursed in Voodoo.
"You think is funnee?" Quadrants of coiled hair sprang out between the plastic straps on
the man's head.
"No man, I just smile a lot."
"Oh, smard guy huh." He recovered his hardhat and with it, some composure. "Smard
guy, I Johnnie Walker."
"You oughta be more careful, Johnnie Walker. You could get hurt around here."
"No, you thee one auto be careful," said Johnnie Walker. He pulled something from his
pocket, which Wilbur was relieved to see was not a pin-cushion doll. It was a pocket recorder.
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"We here to see how you job going."
"Going fine. Just started. Gotta stock this unit. Break time soon." Wilbur delivered his
lines without moving a muscle on his grinning and sweating face.
"We glad to see you so hoppy in you job."
"Who's 'we'? You got worms man?" Wilbur Lithe was naturally suspicious. Ivory Tower
surgeons had seen worse cases from Eastwoods than his; perhaps, given the rough neighborhood
where he grew up, he was lucky to come out of it with only a permanent smile and a fondness for
guacamole.
"Ras Tafari! King of Kings!" Johnnie Walker waved his recorder in exasperation.
Wilbur thought his blazer, sporting an array of merit-badges and bar-patches, was some
kind of Jamaican letterman's jacket.
"What'd you letter in, anyway, man?" Wilbur asked.
"Wha?"
"Where'd you go to high school? What's the 'T' for?"
"Transeetion ..."

When Adam Tinker III returned from his 15-minute morning break, Mr. Manners stood by the
Gazebo at the spot Marx Overman had instructed him that customers wishing to fill Yard Orders
should wait, very near the place where Marx Overman's somewhat-psychedelic tree taking form
on the concrete would appear to be dripping off the Plywood Barn wall where its roots would
blend in to the oak mural already there, etc.
"How do you do?" Adam said, stepping into the Gazebo and his role as Yard Clerk.
"Fine. I'm looking for some wood please," said Mr. Manners pleasantly.
"Good," Adam smiled, "we've got a lot of it here!"
"What kind of wood do you suggest?"
"Now that depends. . ."—was this what it was like to wait on an Ivory Tower student
shopping for bookshelves?—". . . on what you're going to use it for."
"Yes, yes, of course." Mr. Manners gave no clues.
Adam looked at the man who bore a remote resemblance to Hugh Downs. The man did
not carry a Yard Order. He did carry a notepad, and he wore a black blazer with insignias.
Role-playing, Adam thought.
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"For example, if you're going to burn the wood in your fireplace, maybe we should take a
look in the Scrap Bin," Adam said slowly. "On the other hand, if you're building a stereo cabinet
... "
"I just want to see what you have," interrupted Mr. Manners, less pleasantly than before.
"So," Adam gestured grandly at the vast lumber yard, "then we'd better get started!"
"If you don't have time," Mr. Manners said with clenched teeth, the blood rising above
his stained collar, "it's probably because you took a 19-minute break."
"Huh?"
"Nineteen minutes, 22 seconds, and three-tenths." Mr. Manners lifted a stopwatch from
his pocket.
"Hell, let's just call it 20," Adam suggested.
"You're supposed to have a 15-minute break!"
"What's the 'T' on your jacket there stand for, 'Timekeeper'?"
"No it' s ... "
"TRANSITION!" yelled Marx Overman from the roped-off section and the Joker
rollerskating up the Driveway and Wilbur Lithe from the Standup Sheds simultaneously.

31.
The world situation was in transition. Contingency plans were revised for catastrophic scenarios;
the unspeakable was discussed aloud. Television got more and more channels all the time. Kids
got programmable toys for Christmas; Lincoln Logs and Erector Sets went out of business. The
price of gold fluctuated, while Twinkies, Velveeta Cheese, and Spam were costlier than ever.
The Big Powers, grinding against each other like the massive tectonic plates on which
they moved, released stress along minor fault lines located in small, unlikely nations as if to
deflect a cataclysmic earthquake.
The earthquake epicentered at Lumber World and measuring 5.7 on the Richter Scale and
VI on the Modified Mercalli Scale was selected by Ivory Tower University geologists as a
textbook example of the difference between magnitude and intensity, before it faded from
memory.
"Coalition breaks up—99th new elections called in Italy," said the International Herald
Tribune, Rome Edition.
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At the headquarters of Heavens Products, the Chairman's pre-Castro Cuban stogie went
out. G-forces transmitted to the end of the imported cigar by an animated gesture had ejected his
hot ash into the thick carpet of the Board Room, where it smoldered.
"Directing your attention to the wall m-monitor, ladies and gentlemen," stammered the
Chairman, "we have a report coming by SAGE surveillance satellite hookup, to update the North
African situation."
The stale stink of man-made shag fibers charring and melting lingered below the table,
just below the level of consciousness. Isata, the Chairman's bodyguard, glided along the wall of
mainframe hardware and sophisticated software as he decoded the incoming signals from the
Security Agency for Government Experimentation; Isata sensed danger.
"The first wave of structural engineers is b-be-being ferried in to the desert by helicopter
fleet from Agadir," said the Chairman.
The big screen came on-line.
The Chairman smelled smoke.
"Fire!" said the Chairman.
Ceiling sprinklers started automatically. The satellite transmission terminated. Protective
covers snapped shut over digital displays and consoles disappeared into the conference table. The
holographic globe stopped rotating and went black.
The entire electronic system blinked out like a star behind a passing cloud. Directors
gathered up accordions of printouts and yellow legal pads.
Isata followed emergency procedures: donning the Velcro asbestos karate gi and the allpurpose fire extinguisher that popped out of the wall like oxygen masks in a depressurized
airplane cabin, he sprayed the entire room with Heavens Products Chemical Foam®. NOTE 8
Isata turned off the sprinklers, replaced the extinguisher, and checked for flames.
Soapy gobs of white goo dripped from the cigar clenched between the Chairman's teeth.
A single dying wisp of smoke, slender as Dental Floss, curled up from the rug under the table;
the Chairman pushed his chair back and stood, looked around the wet, foamy Board Room, and
casually slid his shoe forward to squish out the offending ash.
"Shit," said the Chairman.

32.
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Down at the foot of the High Atlas, the Last Nomads saw an Omen. It was only the First Omen,
because as Chief Belga of the Kif Djibberish knew, Omens could be good or bad, but Omens
always came in Threes.
"Gavvens-hordix," she said, "possenaz ghorbezzak." Snake-angels, taking the form of
giant grasshoppers.
Belga squinted through the telescoping Kif Djibberish Spyglass that had been
commandeered from earlier colonists and handed down for generations. The fleet of helicopters
she saw flying low over the desert in assault formation had the same markings on their flanks
that decorated the little white spools of Unwaxed Dental Floss that had dropped out of the sky
not much earlier in the 20th century—the logo of Heavens Products International.
The helicopters landed and men in jumpsuits climbed out, unloaded a lot of strange shiny
ware, and unrolled big blue papers from tubes. Some of them planted poles in the ground that
didn't stay very straight because the ground was sand. As the sun went down they pitched tents
and built a fire.
The poles defining one edge of an area about the size of Connecticut had little flags on
them with the same Heavens Products emblem.
The Kif Djibberish had never heard of Connecticut, but their ancestors had seen many
different flags. Recently their parents and grandparents had grown dizzy from a century of tanks
and jets and personnel carriers going back and forth. They knew that where one fleet of giant
grasshoppers flew, others were sure to follow.
"Ghwa boo," said Belga when the cool blast of night rushed into the desert like a good
idea and the tribe gathered for story-telling, "faaksheet flossem"—I know now what to do with
the Dental Floss.
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YOU ARE THE CUSTOMERS

33.
"This here's Number Two, 'cause it has knots," Cap'n Bob said. "An' down here's Number Three
Pine, which has bigger knots. Take a look Tinker."
Adam looked.
"How big do the knots have to be for Number Three?"
"This big."
"I see," Adam said.
He followed the Foreman through the maze of the Standup Sheds. The whole building
was as large as the Plywood Barn but longer and narrower; its dusty attic space served as dry
storage for hundreds of wrapped rolls of fiberglass insulation, and its rafters as housing for a
small flock of pigeons. Each parallel Shed had a tall door facing the Driveway. Inside, the
connections were more complicated: cracks of light, well-worn footbridges, blind alleys, and
partially boarded-up crawl spaces led from one kind of wood to the next.
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"Clear Pine," called Cap'n Bob, squeezing between two columns at the back and
disappearing into the adjacent Shed, "has no knots, that's why they call it Clear! Also call it
Number One."
"You can always tell the difference between Pine an' Fir because our kiln-dried Pine has
these sharp milled edges—here, feel it Tinker."
Adam felt it.
" 'Course," added Cap'n Bob, "you can smell it too. Hmmph!"
"Sure can." Breathing in, Adam filled his head with Ponderosa Pine.
They continued through Clear Fir, Clear Redwood, the white birch and red birch and
shiny ash and characteristic grain patterns of oak and mahogany in the Hardwood Shed, and all
the quarter-rounds, screen beads, baseboards and crowns, concave coves and convex seahorseshaped picture framings in the Molding Shed.
Outside, the different shapes and textures and smells, along with substance and meaning
in general, did spin-rinses and tumble-dries through the wishy-washy cycles of Adam's mind.
One thing always reminded him of another, and everything reminded him of what it was he
didn't know what was, the hard thing he would someday do.
Cap'n Bob's mind had more inertia; it shifted gears less radically and lumbered along
more like a Kenworth than a Kenmore, Mack to Adam's Maytag.
"Ever driven one of these?" Cap'n Bob asked.
Adam squinted in the light: it was the Bull.
"No, but I ... "
"Hop in lad."
With Adam riding shotgun, Cap'n Bob picked up two units of plywood in the Back Yard.
Easy does it over the Railroad Tracks, then backwards down the Driveway. Backwards "when
you're carryin' a load, so you can see where you're goin'," said the Foreman. Turn on yer fuckin'
high-beam.
Adam searched through the strewn papers and discarded Yard Orders in the forklift cage
for an Operator's Handbook.
"You're outta school now Tinker?"
"Yeah." Yes, but he didn't know for how long.
"Instruction manuals is for college kids," Cap 'n Bob said.
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Up the slope to the Plywood Barn, mast tilted back, the instructor downshifted without
jarring his heavy freight, cruised down the aisle, spotted his slot and planned his maneuver. He
had his apprentice hop off to place chocks on the floor marks.
"Chock for me Tinker!"
There were only inches to spare along the sides of the 4x8-foot double stack of sheathing.
He made the turn sharply, nicking no corners as he simultaneously lowered the forks and edged
the load into place.
It fit in bookshelf-neat, a middle volume of The Complete Works of Plywood.
"Okay Tinker, your turn. Take 'er for a spin around the Yard, kind get the feel of her."
Cap'n Bob backed the Bull into the aisle and slid over.
In the driver's seat for the first time, Adam Tinker III realized he was more comfortable
with theory than experience and preferred words to machines, especially large and dangerous
machines. But he felt a certain thrill as he touched the cold steel knobs and levers that wielded,
apparently, so much power.
"Don't wet yer pants now lad."
"All right, Cap'n—let's go!"

34.
It was the night before that the black Doberman Pinscher with the embossed red scarf was
installed in a large welded-wire cage adjacent to and in fact sharing a wall with the Screen Shop.
The Doberman Pinscher was named Bruce. Neither the Joker, working long into the evening on a
big screen order, nor Arnold, awakened repeatedly by growls and scratches from next-door, was
thrilled by the addition—the less so because they were awarded the responsibility of letting
Bruce out of his cage to patrol and guard the grounds of Lumber World, Part of The Growing
Family of Heavens Products International.
It grew late; it was time.
The Joker walked outside and studied the cage and the animal inside. The cage was solid.
The animal was not friendly. The Joker calculated the distance to his van in the Employee
Parking Lot as he strapped on his roller skates. He looked around for a bone, not really expecting
to find one; he did not.
A bone, thought the Joker...
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Feature Page
International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Three
by Jonathan Benders
Bones found with early human remains indicate that dogs were probably
domesticated even before pigeons. Canine claims to the title Man's Best Friend
to the contrary, the use of dogs as weapons of war has produced a dubious
history of heroes and villains possibly surpassing that of the Homing Pigeon.
No matter. The Doberman Pinscher is strictly a dog of the 20th century: a dog
designed to be the fearless Super Breed in the century that produced Hitler's
Master Race, a four-legged killing machine created for the most bloodthirsty and
mechanized of centuries, a set of steel-trap, bone-crushing jaws and teeth for
tearing into a planet turning on itself. In 1890, Nietzsche went insane, having
observed that God was dead and warning that the motor-driven herd was taking
His place; in 1890, also in Germany, Louis Dobermann bred the streamlined
animal that in modern folklore became the Guard-Dog of Lucifer.
Louis Dobermann was a tax collector, security guard, and dog-catcher of Apolda
in Thuringia. In the 1870s he began cross-breeding German Pinschers,
Rottweilers, and Alsatians to create a dog with the strength of a shepherd, the
agility of a terrier, and the temperament of a Storm Trooper. An animal that
wouldn't question its orders and packed the punch to carry them out. Like a mad
Merlin brewing potions or an eccentric Julia Child seasoning the perfect canine
stew, Dobermann added a dollop of Manchester, a shot of Greyhound, and
possibly a pinch of Weimaraner.
He was only too successful. The exact recipe was kept secret, but the result was
a finely-tuned athlete, at once quick and powerful, with the lifeless eyes and
deadly endurance of a shark. Pound for pound, it had the strongest jaws of any
living creature. The early Aristocrat of Dogs was totally without fear of man or
beast and "it required a good deal of courage to own one," according to the
epitaph of at least one turn-of-the-century breeder. By 1900, God and Nietzsche
were both dead and the Doberman Pinscher was recognized as an Official
Breed.
Ideally suited as police and war dogs, Dobermans proved effective—though not
completely trustworthy—in the trenches, jungles, and cities of modern times. In
World War II both sides used them to flush out machine-gun nests and snipers
and one side to flush out Jews. The U.S. Marine Corps dubbed its troops the
Devil Dogs and made the Doberman Pinscher its Official War Dog. In midcentury the breed gained a questionable respectability by protecting George
Washington's estate on the Potomac and guarding Macy's of New York, New
York, New York.
No doubt well-meaning private owners—who ignore the chronic stories of
Dobermans turning on the children they're supposed to watch, and who insist
that their anvil-shaped heads are pretty and flying-wedge bodies attractive—have
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bred out some of the dog's original aggressiveness, so that the Doberman
Pinscher may stand poised, like its century, on the frontier of war and peace.

A big stick, thought the Joker. He found a branch under the Hawthorne tree.
He tested the latch: it worked. He tested the stick: it did not. Bruce snapped the branch in
two, as if the forearm of an intruder.
A bigger stick, thought the Joker. Better—two, very big sticks.
He cut a standard 2x4 stud on the radial-arm saw. He stuck one piece in the cage, and
with Bruce snapping at it, teased him and moved it around. Wielding the other half-stud as a
precaution, the Joker released the latch and threw the 2x4 as far as his veteran screen doormaking arm could throw.
Bruce went for it. Arnold padded, and the Joker roller-skated, through the hole in the
chainlink fence to their van.
In the morning, they repeated the strategy in reverse.

35.
In the morning, there was a squealing of tires followed by a loud crash in the Back Yard. Sparks
flew from steel scraping pavement. Adam Tinker III, lukewarm novice forklift driver, tipped
over the Bull and dropped his load. His load was Cap'n Bob, who sailed off when the forklift
careened onto two wheels.
The machine lay on its side burning rubber. Fallout from the accident rose and mixed
with the exhaust smoke chugging from the tailpipe into a horizontal mushroom cloud.
"Turn off the goddamn key!" said Cap'n Bob. He'd hit the ground feet-first, then rolled
over and landed upright.
Adam turned off the key. He was stuck inside the cage, seated sideways. He was dazed
and bleeding but not seriously hurt. His skin had lost the battle, as his skin had before, with the
concrete.
"Tinker!" The concrete had lost the battle with Cap'n Bob: where his shoulder hit, he took
out a divot. "You okay?"
"I think so."
Cap'n Bob squatted beside him, hooked his hands under the rollbar, and with one great
lunge—"Uumph!"—he righted the scuffed forklift as easily as a child restored a crashed tricycle.
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"Jesus Christ," Adam said, vertical again in the driver's seat, his trembling hands still
gripping the wheel. When the Foreman slid back in the cage, Adam said, "I think you better
drive, Cap'n."
"Nope," was all Bob said.
Adam dripped blood across the painted flame on the Bull's flank—the way, neither one of
them could know, that little Tina had repainted a yellow Tonka Toy later sold at a Garage Sale
by Marx Overman.
The path of least resistance—a well-worn trail Adam Tinker III had spent much of his
young life sniffing out—was to do what Cap'n Bob wanted. What Cap'n Bob wanted was for
Adam to keep driving. Cap'n Bob didn't know a Monk worth his weight in engine oil who'd
never lost control of a turn or a carpenter who hadn't smashed his thumb with a hammer at least
once.
"Well okay." Adam started 'er up and put 'er in gear.
"We gotta go patch you up Tinker," Cap'n Bob said.
There was a fluttering of wings above the forklift cage. A large domestic pigeon settled
on the rollbar, and Adam stopped the Bull in the Driveway. It was Van Gogh, carrying a roll of
gauze. Attached to the gauze was a note from Marx Overman.
Training flight, the note said.
36.
Feature Page
International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Four
by Jonathan Benders
Portable pigeon lofts—along with mustard gas—were the rage of World War I,
and produced Cher Ami, most famous of Homers and the first bird ever
decorated by a Distinguished Service Cross. Major Whittlesley's so-called Lost
Battalion, fighting in the French Argonne Forest, advanced too far over the
Meuse River and got surrounded by the Enemy. The Unfortunate Battalion was
bombarded ferociously by its own American forces; human messengers failed to
get through German lines. After six days, half the Battered Battalion were dead,
the rest starving. Major Whittlesley had four pigeons: three were sent up and
promptly shot down. But Cher Ami—carrying a small aluminum capsule revealing
his friends' location and asking to please direct the artillery fire elsewhere—Cher
Ami made it through!
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Cher Ami received no official recognition for this heroic deed. No, but when the
Whole Division advanced to join their Formerly Lost but Presently Decimated
Battalion, he was called into service again. It was decided that word must be sent
from Major Whittlesley's Reunited Remnant of a Battalion to Rampont, which
happened to be Cher Ami's home coop. Up, up, and away! Uh-oh—Rat-a-tat-tat!
Boom-boom! Half his breast was blown away, a leg shot off; he fell 15, 20, 30
feet ... and then leveled off and struggled on! Limping 35 miles in only 25 minutes
(so goes the story), he plopped into his cage a bloody mess, but still had the
insignificant message dangling from his tattered tendons!
Finally, nursed back to health but permanently crippled, Cher Ami was sent to
Washington where General Pershing covered up the gaping hole in his chest
with a Silver Medal. When he died he was stuffed and put on display at the
Smithsonian.
World War I was, of course, only a warm-up for World War II, when the Pigeon
Corps of the U.S. Army Signal Corps was ready with 54,000 birds, Army
Technical Manual No. 11-410 (The Homing Pigeon) and Field Manual 11-80
(Pigeons for Combat Use). So many Cher Ami-like heroes were produced that
the Smithsonian had to remodel. Techniques were honed, "night-flyers" and "twoway" birds tried out. Secret missions by the OSS brought Homers into the jungles
of Southeast Asia, launched them from the Great Wall of China, scorched them
in the sands of the Sahara.
The Second World War enabled the Signal Corps to set a world record Homing
Pigeon distance of 2300 miles, a record disputed only by the Duke of
Wellington's unofficial claim to 5400 aerial miles from a ship off the West African
Ichabo Islands almost to London, where the bird dropped dead only a mile from
its home coop on June 1, 1845, a hundred years before.
B.F. Skinner spent most of World War II teaching pigeons to play ping-pong and
training them to guide missiles by pecking at a gyroscope target in the nosecone;
the homing pigeon-guided missile, although interesting in theory, was ultimately
rejected by the Pentagon. Later in the 20th century microwaves filled the skies
and B.F. Skinner turned his attention to rats and put his daughter in a box. So
much for B.F. Skinner.
In an age accustomed to instantaneous worldwide communication, the Homer
seems a quaint curiosity and pigeon shit hinders the tourist trade.
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37.
They went out to lunch a few times. Lunches led to dinner at a Woodsgate restaurant with
Atmosphere and Ambience. With dinner there was wine. After dinner they took a drive.
"You sure have a lot of books, college-boy," said Pagan Rosellini. She noted that the
studio was clean but confused, as if its occupant wasn't sure whether he was still a student or a
full-fledged lumber clerk—tape measure and typewriter, textbooks and girlie magazines, The
Battle for North Africa framed by domestic beer bottles. But lots of books.
"Yeah," said Adam Tinker III. "And those are the shelves and bricks I bought from you
that day!" He liked his books—that is, he liked having books. He often rearranged them,
meticulously and voodoo-like, to make the world safe.
"You need some plants in here." It was a statement of fact rather than a topic for debate.
A couple of groomed Maidenhair Ferns, a Saxifrage Mother-of-Thousands hanging in the
window, and a leafy Dieffenbachia in the corner could ease the incongruities of the small room.
Maybe Jonathan Benders should submit a Feature on House Plants, thought Pagan Rosellini. IT
IS VEGETABLE, Part Two. Then again, maybe not.
"No!" Adam argued.
"Why not?"
"I'm a killer," he confessed.
"What do you mean?"
"Plants. Hard as I try, they just shrivel up and die. In fact, have you noticed that tree in
the Employee Parking Lot— ."
"It's a Hawthorne." Pagan Rosellini had noticed it; as Jonathan Benders she had written
about it.
"—Well even that Hawthorne tree hasn't been looking so good since I came to work
there."
"You sound a bit paranoid." Pagan sat on the bed, which was also the sofa, and slipped
off her shoes. "Plants just need a little attention."
"But they don't respond to me, except to get root-bound."
She unbuttoned her blouse and tossed it casually over the chair. Her breasts, olives with
pimentos, floated free under a camisole. She said, "Maybe you shouldn't take it so personally."
"I can't help it—I take everything personally." Heady from the dinner wine, Adam paced
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in a circle.
"The world doesn't revolve around you," said the worldly Pagan Rosellini, leaning back
to slide out of her slacks. Her pantyhose pressed her small pubic patch into a dark diamond, a
furry Star of Bethlehem.
"Jesus Pagan, but the world does revolve around you. Otherwise what you do doesn't
matter." Adam felt he could win this argument on existential grounds. "My problem is, I don't
know what to do. What are you doing?"
"Getting into bed." Which she was, pulling down the covers. She was naked. "What your
problem is, is that you're still dressed!"
She was different from the women he knew in college, Adam thought, as if college were
far behind him. Ivory Tower's liberated ladies had carved elaborate intellectual frameworks
around their waterbeds, "I think, therefore I fuck." Pioneering feminists reclaiming bodies
formerly possessed by men had risen so above their own sexuality that lovemaking was a
meeting of the minds rather than the hearts, and orgasm—whose, how many, how often—
became a political issue. People were victims or victimizers. Men performed, men carried the
seeds of the next generation, men were monitored and measured; not getting it up was called a
Dysfunction. Surely it was a logical step in social evolution, he thought, but there he was in the
middle, taking it personally.
"You may have a point," Adam said vaguely.
"About the plants?"
"No. Well, yeah. I mean, maybe you're right, that I take myself too seriously."
Pagan was propped on one elbow, her flowing black hair piled on the pillow, studying
him as he removed his clothes. There was nothing wrong with taking yourself seriously, she
thought. You had little choice really. She seriously wanted to travel, and she would as soon as
she saved enough money as Jonathan Benders. She led a double life too: her inheritance at once
primitive and refined, the twisted strands of her DNA a genetic cocktail, her hot blood calling her
to exotic places.
Someday, but not tonight. You should dream, thought Pagan Rosellini, but you shouldn't
take yourself seriously all the time.
"Get your ass in bed," she said softly.
Adam had to laugh as he turned off the light and lit a candle. "You're something else all
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right."
"Something good?"
"Good."
Under the covers they turned from the privacy of their thoughts to each other. Their
hands, hungry and intrepid explorers, scouted unfamiliar terrain rapidly; in the candlelight
Adam's eyes turned as green as the forest.
Pagan's shining round eyes, Adam saw, were the headlights of a sleek Italian sports car
horsepowered by Hopi stallions. A Lamborghini with Pontiac turbo-drive. Designed in Europe
but Made in America.
He reached down to start her engine. The candle flame sputtered and shadows made little
jumps and shifts on their moving forms.

38.
A single shadow descended from the Lumber World sky.
"Pastrami and Jarlsberg, lettuce and tomato, onion roll, cut in half ..."
Marx Overman unrolled the Woodsgate Mall Deli order taken, and delivered, by
Shakespeare the pigeon.
"Hey, what's the deal?" said Wilbur Lithe. His frozen grin belied his displeasure. The
phone lines that took the message "Frown!" from emotion-central to his facial muscles got only
busy signals.
"Waita minute Wilbur, here it is—'... Side Order Haas Avocado, peeled.' Right?"
"All right!"
Marx and Wilbur sat atop three units of 18-foot 2x6's in the sunny Back Yard and pulled
their lunch out of the white paper bag that had been secured to the bird's bony beak so that,
sailing over the rooftops and chimneys and antennas from the Mall, he'd looked like a stork
bringing a diapered bundle to some lucky couple. Shakespeare had passed the test with flying
colors.
"Good boy!" Marx scooped some bird granola from a pouch on his belt, a belt which
seemed to hold up everything—paintbrushes, rags, tape measure, pigeon feed—except his saggy
pants.
It was Sunday. The Teamsters did not work on Sunday, so the Yard Clerks extended their
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domain from the Plywood Barn and the Standup Sheds and the Fencing Yard down the
Driveway past the Joker's Screen Shop and across the Railroad Tracks into the Back Yard.
Sunday Back Yard duty consisted of long breaks, long lunches, and long frisbee tosses
occasionally intercepted by the roller-skating Joker or a curious customer who had lost his way
from the front. This was contractor land, and contractors rarely came in for big orders on
weekends. Like the Teamsters, they made enough money during the week.
So when three apparent paint contractors appeared below the high stack of construction
lumber on which Marx Overman and Wilbur Lithe ate their lunch—the first lunch in Lumber
World history delivered by pigeon—the Yard Clerks were understandably suspicious.
Unseen by the painters, Marx and Wilbur noted that they dragged equipment with them: a
shiny air compressor, bags of sand, and gallons of paint.
Unseen by Marx and Wilbur, invisible much higher in the Lumber World sky than the
flight path taken by Shakespeare from the Woodsgate Deli, a Security Agency for Government
Experimentation satellite took high resolution computer-enhanced photographs of a somewhatpsychedelic tree that had taken form on the concrete and appeared to be dripping off the Plywood
Barn wall where its roots blended into the oak mural already there, whose limbs branched out
towards the Fencing Yard and the Standup Sheds and the Screen Shop, and whose main stalk
formed a path for customers to follow from the Lumber Dept. to the Gazebo with their Yard
Orders where Yard Clerks Marx Overman and Wilbur Lithe could help them, unless of course
they were on Sunday Back Yard duty.
They were on Sunday Back Yard duty, and the SAGE surveillance satellite took highresolution computer-enhanced pictures of them as well, capturing for posterity Marx's pastramion-onion roll and partially-chewed avocado on Wilbur's gleaming gums.
One of the SAGE experts who analyzed the film was recently promoted to Aerial
Reconnaissance for the diligent attention to detail he demonstrated by discovering Mrs.
Overman's Power Surge Effect in his former tedious job of tediously sifting through obscure
statistical journals. He recognized Marx Overman. Though an art critic neither by occupation nor
inclination—in fact he'd spent most of his youth playing football—the agent was able to match
the artist to his work by spectrographic comparison of the paint splotches on Marx's jeans with
those on the concrete.
It seemed only the other day that Marx Overman had emitted a Banshee scream upon the
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transformation of the forklift into a Bull after an earthquake, knocked over a can of yellow
lacquer during the quake's aftershock, and then completed the joining of a mural in the vertical
plane to a mural in the horizontal plane, creating a unified work best viewed—he speculated—
from some distance.
Marx turned to Wilbur with a puzzled expression, and some lettuce and tomato, on his
face: So what was it that was so suspicious about these paint contractors?
Was it the fact that the Paint Dept. was all the way in front and they were about as far
from it as it was possible to get at Lumber World? No.
Was it their brand-new white Big Mac overalls that still had package creases? No.
Was it their black Dacron dress socks and spotless deck shoes? No.
Was it the sunglasses with plastic pricetags on the nosebridges? No.
Was it that the sunglasses did little to disguise the spring-loaded hair and bouncing walk
of Johnnie Walker Black or the game-show-host looks of Mr. Manners, members of the
Transition Team from Heavens Products International? Yes.

39.
"Yes, yes..." said Pagan. She cooed like a dove and moaned like a tigress. Her eyes half-closed,
her mouth and legs open, she was wet and wriggling.
"Yes ... " said Adam.
No, he couldn't get it up.
That is, he couldn't keep it up, at the critical moment. During their extended foreplay, he
had been as fully aroused as he got reading his girlie magazines one-handed or fantasizing atop
Herman Ivory Tower.
"Here now," Pagan said.
"Um ... well ... " Adam said. Here now was the sensuous pout-lipped model come to life
and sprawled before him, Lady Godiva a-straddle the Lumber World Bull flushed and breathing
heavily. What was he afraid of? A black fog crept over the internal landscape of his thoughts.
Substance, meaning, and hardness played jumprope in the dark, with hardness in the middle.
"Was it something I did?"
"No ... you didn't do anything. I mean, you did plenty."
He wilted in her hand. His rock candy turned to wet rope; his pink steel sagged like a hot
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garden hose.
They rolled over and lit cigarettes; Adam curled up like the smoke rising in the
candlelight.
"Don't be a baby now." Pagan, the tension in her writhing body unrelieved, was not
intimidated. "A man can be such a baby when he doesn't come. It isn't that big a deal. What
about me? You know a woman ...
"I'm sorry." Oh boy, here comes the old Orgasm Scorecard. The politics of sex.
Dysfunction. Adam's fair skin mottled.
"Me too," Pagan said.
"Look—don't put me in a category, all right? Men-this and women-that." The best
defense was a good offense.
"Fine!" so the college boy was going to intellectualize the issue. Pagan sat up. "You
know what? You think too goddamn much."
"Well Jesus Christ." Adam recoiled as if from a blow. His only recourse was to pout.
Adam considered himself a good pouter—no, a great pouter; he'd brought pouting nearly
to the level Mr. Norman had brought wishy-washiness. He could fold himself into a knot like a
moping Houdini, he could wrap himself about himself like a depressed Yogi. When the signs at
the intersections along the path of least resistance—Summer Job, Romance, Graduate School—
spun his compass out of control, Adam Tinker III could always rely on feeling sorry for himself.
"Hold me, Pagan ... just hold me." Adam buried his head on her warm chest and made the
soft whimpering and sniffling sounds at which he was so accomplished.
"And don't pout!" Pagan said, gently stroking his hair.

40.
The Joker's hairless head glistened, like a dewy billiard ball, with a thin layer of perspiration. He
snapped the aluminum frame together, slapped it on the workbench, and covered it with a piece
of screen; he dug the wire mesh into the channel around the inside edge of the frame with one
wheel of the roller blade—a tool that looked like a miniature bicycle without handle-bars—and
then with the other wheel started stretching and rolling plastic bead into the channel. Stretch,
push, roll. He flipped the frame around so the adjacent side was against the wooden stop on the
workbench. Stretch, push, and roll: There was a rhythm to screen-making. The Joker had three
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sides done, each time trimming the excess mesh off neatly with his utility knife. He had the
fourth side half-way beaded when a shout came through the door.
"Hey there!" called one of three apparent paint contractors passing the Screen Shop in
procession.
Stretch, push, roll—RIP! The Joker's roller blade slid off the bead and sliced the screen
mesh. This was the cardinal error of screen-making, to let your concentration slip on the fourth
and final side. You had to tear the whole thing out and start over. You were pissed.
The Joker quick-marched to the door, where he saw that the contractors wheeled an air
compressor behind them like a cannon with sandbags as ammunition. There was something
disturbingly familiar about the one who'd shouted. He was so short that the upturned cuffs of his
brand-new white Big Mac overalls met the hanging crotch midway to the ground. The steely
shudder of recognition shot up the Joker's spine like a ball in the alley of a pinball machine. It
was Pidcock, smiling meekly.
Another creature with deeply-bred instincts recognized Pidcock at the same time. When
Bruce the Doberman Pinscher caught a whiff of his former master's drifting Velveeta Cheese
smell, the short hairs on his neck rose into a crewcut and his gums curled silently above his
fangs.
Just as the Joker lit up like a double-bonus score and burst from the Screen Shop, Bruce
leapt.
POIING! Bruce forgot about the welded-wire cage. His wedge-shaped head got about
half-way through one of the 4x4-inch holes, stopping a little past his black eyes. Such was the
force of the Doberman Pinscher's leap that the front of the cage bent out several feet, the wire
welds giving but not breaking, and the skin on the part of his face that stuck out was stretched as
tight as a nylon stocking over an anvil.
The Joker skidded to a stop.
A growl gurgled in Bruce's throat.
Pidcock was no longer smiling.
"Here," Pidcock said, picking up a 2xl2 and taking a shaky practice swing, "you want me
to knock that Dobie outta there?"
Bruce frantically pushed and pulled with all four legs against the cage wall.
"No thanks," said the Joker.
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The Joker's dog Arnold chose this moment to pad outside and see what was what. He let
out a rare, single bark. It was a discordant bark, probably from lack of practice, that changed
keys as it jumped octaves, really two barks in one like the squeak of an adolescent boy's
changing voice; it was followed by the partial unraveling of his immense tongue.
"Why don't you just move along?" the Joker suggested to the painters, controlling
himself.
Arnold, the Joker could tell, had a plan.
Pidcock put down the 2xl2. He was leery of any dog—even a big goofy dog with a
ridiculous bark—who wasn't leashed, caged, or trained by terror. He was also leery of the Joker,
whose red-eyed look told him he could kill a short man dressed in white as easily as he'd killed
short men dressed in black. Pidcock fell back in formation with Mr. Manners and Johnny
Walker, and they moved along.
Arnold saddled over to Bruce, sniffed around his head which was wedged in the wire like
a crampon in ice, and wagged his tail. Bruce flailed in a violent canine windmill that wrenched
the Heavens Products International scarf from his neck and tore it to shreds in a cyclone of
sawdust.
What, the Joker wondered, was Arnold's plan?

41.
The painters' primary plan was a simple one. It was foiled by a simple man.
"No," said Cap'n Bob.
"You can't borrow the forklift," Cap'n Bob continued, "an' the forklift don't need painting,
'cause it just got painted—she's beauty-full ain't she?—an' I don't care who sent ya."
Cap'n Bob was on the Bull, and he had work to do. What is more, since it was still
Sunday and this was overtime, he worked even more religiously than he did on regular time and
would tolerate no nonsense, because, if he'd thought about it, which he didn't, he would've
thought that he was a no-nonsense kind of Yard Foreman.
What Cap'n Bob did wonder was, Who did these guys think they were anyway? and
What the hell was happening around here? He made a mental note to go ask Mr. Norman on
Monday. He repeated the questions to himself so he wouldn't forget, cross-filing multiple copies
in his memory under Bull, Mr. Norman, and What the hell.
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Mr. Norman, who did not have access to the Confidential Personnel Files of Heavens
Products, would be unable to tell Cap'n Bob that Mr. Manners had frequently been mistaken for
Hugh Downs by neighbors who watched a lot of daytime TV during his many years of service,
as a $5/hour security guard with various agencies, surprising teenage lovers in dark corners of
industrial parks, grilling janitors in closed office buildings, and patrolling suburban shopping
malls, before he beefed up his resume sufficiently to get hired by the Security Division of the
Transition Department of Heavens Products; Mr. Norman would not have the background to
reveal that Pidcock was bitten in the neck by a rabid Chihuahua when he was five years old and
had hated and feared dogs ever since, that he always wanted to be a Marine but could not meet
the minimum size requirement of 5-feet, 105 pounds and was told by a Marine Corps recruiter he
smelled "like cheese," that he ate Velveeta Cheese Slices plain, grilled black on Wonder Bread,
or rolled up in tampon-size layers around mayonnaise, or that he expressed his deep hostility and
took advantage of average people's insecurities by training Dobermans as Attack Dogs until his
brutal methods were exposed and Pidcock Kennels was closed by the Doberman Pinscher Club
of America at which time he began interviewing with equal opportunity employers seeking
highly motivated very short men; and Mr. Norman would be totally in the dark about Johnny
Walker Black, who took his name from the contraband bottles of Scotch—their original contents
decanted and replaced with cheap stuff—he drank with Rastafarian sharecroppers in the
Caribbean to elicit information from them in his first Transition assignment as Part of The
Growing Family of Heavens Products International.
Undaunted by the Yard Foreman's lack of cooperation, the Transition painters fell back to
their secondary plan. They loaded up on masks from the Paint Dept., where they had been
directed by Marx and Wilbur, rope and masking tape and extension ladders, which they found in
Hardware, and extension cords, which they found in Electrical.
While Marx Overman and Wilbur Lithe finished their airmail lunches in the Back Yard,
Mr. Manners plugged in the air compressor and tied ropes and extended ladders against the side
of the Plywood Barn.
While Cap'n Bob used the Bull to neaten all 86 kinds of plywood inside—like the cereal
aisle at the Woodsgate Mall Safeway, variations on a theme of glue-sweetened sawdust—
Pidcock sand-blasted years of accumulated layers of paint, including one very recent layer
painted by Marx Overman, into dust.
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While the Joker ripped out a torn piece of screen from its aluminum frame and started
beading a new one on Side One (stretch, push, and roll) as he waited for Arnold's plan to free
Bruce to reveal itself—Johnny Walker Black taped up a huge stencil.
As Pagan Rosellini and Adam Tinker III awoke in each other's unconsummated arms late
Sunday morning in a studio with lots of books but no plants, the Transition Team sprayed several
coats of bright red paint in place of the oak mural that formerly blended into the somewhatpsychedelic tree that etc., etc., leaving a small sand dune in the Driveway and a large Heavens
Products International logo on the wall.
The sand dune was mixed with cement and water in the correct proportions to resurface
the Driveway, so that the pulverized remains of one of Marx Overman's paintings were used to
cover up another.

42.
The plan devised by Belga, Chief of the Kif Djibberish, was both more intricate and subtler than
sandblasting, to which her people were impervious, as Allah knows. Belga knew her duties:
improvise poetry in clouds of hashish and rehash tribal history by the light of stars; detect Omens
and determine what to do about them.
She had detected the First Omen. She gave instructions for how to deal with it.
The Kif Djibberish unpacked a few crates of the Heavens Products Unwaxed Dental
Floss and lashed them onto their three scraggly camels with worn leather straps. They applied
their Blue Men face paint, uncoiled and rewrapped their headgear, oiled goatskin face paint,
waterbags, sharpened knives, and shined the bone handles of war-swords, just as in the days of
Hood and Schlema and Allah and Sheep and Nu and Nedd and Bertha and Sodd and Narabz-AnA-Rabz. Belga led her people in an adaptation of an old work song, roughly translated:
Zero docka
Mucha crocka
Hallabaloozabub
We are still all members
Of this ancient family club.
Zeras dackas
Muchas frackas
Hallabaloozabist
We will keep on tying Floss
Until we don't exist. NOTE 9
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Under the night canopy, the mini-caravan of the modern-day Kif Djibberish moved out
across the desert. Their camels burped, spat, and broke wind in protest. It was only a short
distance to the helicopter encampment of Heavens Products structural engineers, those men in
jumpsuits sleeping in tents by the giant grasshoppers.
It was the same distance back. The Hot Wind from the South—and centuries of practiced
stealth—covered their tracks.

43.
Arnold trotted back into the Screen Shop and nudged the Joker's arm.
It was time.
Arnold led the Joker to Bruce's cage door and indicated that he wanted In.
"If you say so," said the Joker, opening the latch.
The Doberman Pinscher squirmed, his head still anchored in the wall like a tent-peg
while his hind legs danced back and forth.
Arnold paced tentatively on the sawdust floor. The narrow end of his world-class tongue
flapped over his chin, concealing its true dimensions folded up somewhere in his throat; the thin
tip of his penis, a pink dunce cap, peered speculatively from its pouch as if testing the wind and
temperature conditions. He stopped pacing.
Arnold had a plan, but he would need a little privacy.
The Joker stepped discreetly around the corner. In a few minutes he heard the animal
sounds of Arnold's plan, and tongue, unfolding.
There were growls and snorts, whines and yaps. Arnold advanced repeatedly, sniffing
Bruce's brown balls and lapping at the tight fleshy flower under his clipped tail. Bruce kicked
freely. Arnold's lips curled inside out, revealing red and black ridges of membrane, as his tongue
sagged out section by section. The tapered wick between his legs inflamed into a crimson candle.
Bruce twisted and bucked as if he knew what was coming.
The big shaggy mutt mounted the butch-cut prisoner, sheer weight and determination—or
love—conquering all. This was true doggy-style. Bruce flailed and farted, then just as suddenly
as Arnold entered him, he stopped moving. His skinny Dobie dick squirted out like a line of
cherry toothpaste, a blushing little ICBM emerging from its silo. He felt Arnold's long dirty hair
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falling all over his flanks, and it felt good. His wedged face changed from angry anvil to
pumping billows as air escaped his snout with each thrust from behind, WHOOF-phew,
WHOOF-phew.
The humping was brief but intense. The Joker reappeared for Arnold's final stroke,
WHOOF-phew!
In the cloud of dust the Joker saw Bruce's back arch rigidly, then his taut muscles let go
all at once and turn to jelly. Bruce's eyes closed and his head slid noiselessly out of the weldedwire wall and fell on the floor.
Exhausted, Arnold and Bruce collapsed in a hairy heap in the sawdust, paws wrapped
about each other.
"Well-well," said the Joker. "I guess you got him out all right."

Later the Joker skated through the hole in the chainlink fence made by the Hawthorne tree and
retired to his home on wheels, alone in the Employee Parking Lot for the first time. Sliding open
the door panel that separated the van's rainbow from its hand grenade, he felt this was different
than losing a friend in war: this was like losing a son. He left the door open a crack for Arnold.
Under cover of darkness, the Transition Team painters were able to execute their primary
plan.
The Bull was backed up against a wall in the Plywood Barn. In their haste, Mr. Manners,
Pidcock, and Johnny Walker Black had failed to borrow the ignition key. They put it in Neutral
and took off the brake, but they could not budge it. Ah well, they focused their floodlights and
sprayed it where it sat, imprinting the Bull's aura on the corrugated metal behind like a Kirlian
photograph.
They covered the rest of the forklift with a new coat of gun-metal blue—closing the
Bull's eyes, camouflaging its horns, sealing its nostrils, quenching the fires and eliminating the
bloodstains of Yard Clerk Adam Tinker III from its flanks—but forgot about the crotch area
against the wall: The dangling tail, the painted penis, the striped-ass target.

44.
"About asshole-high to a 10-foot Indian," Cap'n Bob said, indicating to Hoggie DeJesus how
much to raise the forks of the electric lift-truck from Receiving.
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"We need more Latino Surnames," Helen the Transition Woman had told Mr. Norman.
"We have Black, we have Handicapped. We have a couple redneck Teamsters in the Back. We
need another Mexican." So Hoggie DeJesus had been hired off a migrant truck into the
Receiving Warehouse of Lumber World, where he stacked Hardware and other supplies for
inside the store with the little electric forklift.
Cap'n Bob remembered vaguely that the other Mexican at Lumber World was Pinché
Carlos. Cap'n Bob never saw Pinché Carlos, who for 25 years had completed his janitorial duties
and driven off in his '57 Chevy well before anyone arrived in the morning—but he remembered
his name because Pinché Carlos was the cousin of Miguel. NOTE 10 El mundo de madera and
Bippty-zeben Chebby, Miguel had told him in blinking Morse Code outside his Eastwoods
garage shop after presiding over Bob's marriage, a little earlier in the 20th century, to a scrap of
wood.
"We Go!" said Hoggie DeJesus. Hoggie DeJesus, Cap'n Bob learned, did not speak much
English either. We Go meant Yes; Nawwt meant No. Cap'n Bob was experienced in sign
language; he showed Hoggie how high ass-high to a 10-foot Indian was and had him turn off the
whining motor of the small machine.
"Where's that goddamn Bull when ya need it? Where's the Tinker?" Cap'n Bob asked no
one in particular. He referred first to the medium-size forklift—on loan to the Teamsters in the
Back—recently painted by Marx Overman and even more recently and incompletely repainted
gun-metal blue by Mr. Manners, Pidcock, and Johnny Walker Black, who were nowhere to be
seen on Monday after executing their primary plan on Sunday night; he referred secondly to
Adam Tinker Ill, promising if confused graduate of Ivory Tower University, who was also
nowhere to be seen after witnessing the arrival of a Mack Truck carrying two fully-loaded
trailers of fiberglass insulation.
"Insulation truck! Insulation truck's here!" Cap'n Bob's announcement, like a volunteer
fire department bell, had sent Clerks scurrying about the Yard in search of reinforcements and
forced Adam Tinker III into hiding inside the store. Marx Overman hurriedly scribbled notes and
dispatched his cadre of messenger pigeons—Picasso, Van Gogh, and Lenny Bruce—into the
Lumber World skies. Shakespeare rested; he would not carry a hurriedly-scribbled note.
"It's one-a them fuckin' pigeons," said Hoss. A flapping of wings interrupted his
examination of a bologna sandwich in the Back Yard. When the hour came, the Teamsters
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dropped whatever they were doing and opened their lunch pails under the Beaver of the Month
pinup in their Shed; it was in the Teamster Contract, along with stipulations that only Teamsters
could handle lumber above a certain dimension and forklifts bigger than a mobile home, so when
they needed a normal-size forklift they had to borrow it from a Yard Clerk up front.
"From that crazy kid in front," munched Derk, tearing his Twinkie in half to check for
cream filling. It was a daily ritual. Some day he would find a Twinkie without filling, he was
sure, and the Hostess people would send him a Lifetime Supply. That crazy kid in front, Marx
Overman, had told Derk that his dessert contained enough preservatives to survive well into the
21st century—an assertion that inspired no change of diet, but lodged like a splinter between
thick gray folds in Derk's brain.
The bird hovered and then settled on Hoss's hardhat. Hoss's hardhat was on Hoss's head.
The Teamsters wore their hardhats even while they ate under the Beaver of the Month; it was in
the Teamster Contract. A message from the bird slid down and landed on Hoss's bologna
sandwich. Hoss did not care that the bird was named Picasso—whom in any case he knew only
to be a dead Communist who drew square tits—when he grabbed it by the neck.
Two dead Communists were better than one, Hoss thought.
"Hold yer horses," said Derk, unwilling to have his dessert spoiled by a pigeon murder.
Derk snatched and read the note from the crazy kid in front:
Insulation trk arrvd—Pls return Bull
"Not durrin' lunch," said Hoss. It was in the Teamster Contract.
"Here ya go," said Derk, scrawling a response on the greasy cardboard of his Twinkie
wrapper and attaching it to Picasso's leg with a twist-em:
Come and git it yorself
"Okay birdie, fly," said Hoss.
Lenny Bruce found the Joker in the Screen Shop; the Joker strapped on his roller skates.
Van Gogh returned from Paint, unable to locate Adam.
Marx Overman brushed the Twinkie crumbs from Picasso's leg and went to retrieve the
Bull from the Teamsters.
"Be right back Cap'n," Marx said.
"An' go find the Tinker wouldya Marx?" Cap' n Bob said. "Gimme a hand here Pancho
Villa ... " He had Hoggie DeJesus help him arrange an empty pallet to serve as a platform on the
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forks of the little truck, about ass-high to a 10-foot Indian.
The driver of the big Mack Truck with the insulation delivery was growing impatient. He
shifted painfully on his hemorrhoid cushion, watching Wilbur Lithe's grinning hand-signals in
his rear-view mirror as he backed down the Driveway and up against the Standup Sheds. His
long trip had given him a stubborn case of constipation and swollen his hemmies into floriform
cataracts around his rectal eye.
"Why is that African smiling so goddamn much?" the Mack Truck driver asked himself.
He figured that black people probably invented hemorrhoids when they invented venereal
disease and gave it to the white people. He couldn't stand it any longer.
"Hey Afro!" he called from the cab. "You think this is funny or something?"
Wilbur Lithe did not think it was funny. He continued his hand signals—adding a new
one with his middle finger—and continued smiling.
After recovering the Bull from Hoss and Derk, Marx found Adam in Hardware.
"Give me another chance?" Adam was saying to Pagan Rosellini. Hardness, Adam
thought.
"If you'll give yourself a chance," Pagan was saying generously.
"We need you in the Yard, Adam—got an insulation truck to unload," Marx said.
Pretending he didn't know about the Mack Truck was one thing, but refusing a direct
appeal was another. Sometimes the hard thing was simply doing your part.
Marx and Adam whisked the gun-metal blue forklift down the Driveway and around the
truck, revealing its rear end to the truck driver. The Joker appeared at the same time, tugging at
his earring as he skated past the cab.
"Gawd, what a buncha fuckin' fruits," said the trucker. "I haven't got all day for you
guys!" he yelled out the window.
"You talkin' to me?" Cap'n Bob finished disattaching the back trailer. He walked up and
looked at the Mack Truck driver, who, he could see, was not his long-lost father finally returning
home.
"Well I..."
"Lissen pardner."
The driver listened.
"These here buncha fruits is gonna unload yer whole goddamn truck in 30 minutes flat,"
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said the Foreman, "if you'll kindly pull that other trailer up."
"That's good man," signaled Wilbur Lithe. "Hold it."
The driver had been holding it for three days. He felt an intersection unclog in his
plumbing. Maybe he could kill two loads with one stop, so to speak.
"Where's the can?" he asked, climbing from the cab in anal agony.
"Honky shitter," Wilbur grinned eerily, "is inside the store."
Cap'n Bob parked the Bull near the other forklift manned by Hoggie DeJesus and hoisted
the Joker on a pallet about asshole-high to a second 10-foot Indian standing atop the first 10-foot
Indian's shoulders. Wilbur climbed into the truck trailer, Marx stood below him, and Hoggie took
a position on the first platform. They all turned their collars up and put on gloves.
"Tinker! Where the hell are ya?"
Adam had disappeared again.
He reappeared grudgingly, wearing—in addition to his gloves—a full mouth and nose
mask, eye-goggles, and a makeshift Styrofoam scarf like a neck brace.
"Fiberglass," Adam said through the mask. This was dirty work.
He struggled from one pallet to the other and on up to his appointed place in the attic high
above the Standup Sheds, where he'd soon be knee-deep to a 10-foot Indian in pink fiberglass
dust as thick as snow.
The Foreman directed a test blanket of insulation along his bucket-brigade of Yard
Clerks. Wilbur rolled it to Marx, who threw it to Hoggie on his platform, who swung it
underhand to the Joker on the upper pallet, who fired it to Adam in the rafters, who started his
first stack in a dark corner.
"Only 499 rolls to go before lunch," Cap'n Bob said.
Like a huge hungry snake, the chain of uncouth men swallowed, digested, and deposited
the contents of the trailer. If Wilbur was the Mouth, burrowing in deeper, then Hoggie was the
Stomach and so on to Adam the attic Anus. In a cotton-candy whirlwind, they unloaded the first
trailer in 15 minutes. Cap'n Bob, the Muscles, adjusted the positions of the forklifts and the
heights of the pallets and fielded the misfires.
"We Go!"
"Curve ball!"
"Heads up!"
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"Hey!"
"Next one comin' !"
"Nawwt!"
"Jesus Christ!"
In a pink blur of R-19 quilts, they cleaned out the second trailer in 10 minutes. Quicker, noted
the Mack Truck driver when he returned from the bathroom, than he'd unloaded his bowels and
popped a Preparation H.
"What the hell," he shrugged.

45.
''What the hell is happening around here? Who do these guys think they are anyway?" Cap'n Bob
sat down heavily in the Office, where Mr. Norman fine-tuned the signal from his Middle of the
Road radio station.
"Well as I understand it Bob," Mr. Norman said, "the Transition Team is here to help us
kind of clean things up and streamline our operation for Model Store Day in a way that might be
more streamlined and also cleaner you see, and so, ahem—" he cleared his throat in a way that
made his Adam's-apple rise and also rotate—"they'd like to have our full cooperation in the way
of helping them out, to smooth things along, because Helen the Transition Woman will be
returning soon to evaluate the progress of our situation, if any, which of course will be to their
benefit and our benefit and your benefit in the Yard too, sort of like helping them to help you
help yourselves, er, ourselves."
Words, to Bob, usually confused rather than enlightened; words danced around the
campfire in the middle but never burned their toes; words were always catching up to what had
already happened, letters crossing in the mail, a postcard too late from a Mack Truck.
"How's that again? Model Store Day, the Transistor Woman?" Cap'n Bob tugged at his
beard.
"Transition Woman," said Mr. Norman.
"Pachelbel's Canon in D," said Mr. Norman's MOR radio station. They played this
selection several times each hour, it was so uncontroversial.
"Hmmph," snorted the Yard Foreman.
"It's just all happening so fast," admitted Mr. Norman. He paused, secretly pleased at the
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inspired conclusion of his previous speech, trying to recapture the bumbling logic that led to it.
Model Store Day, the Transition Team. Convince his Foreman they meant business.
"Take a look at this Bob." Mr. Norman put on his bifocals and shuffled papers on his
desk. "Memos and Flow Charts. A Systems Analysis of the Players in the Yard. Positive and
Negative Feedback Loops Generated by Relevant Factors in the Current Conflict. Now my
problem is..."
Cap'n Bob drifted off in the fog of Mr. Norman's explanation and background music. A
Systems Analysis to Bob was like an Environmental Impact Study to a Gurkha Commando;
listening to Pachelbel in the Office of a lumber yard was like speaking French at a Biker Kegger
in the foothills.
"So tell me Bob—" after painting himself into and out of various corners with halfexpressed opinions and nearly-completed thoughts, Mr. Norman reverted to one of the
elementary rules of wishy-washiness, Answer a question with a question—''is there some
problem with the pigeons?"
"Pigeons?" said Cap'n Bob.

46.
"What the hell is happening down there?" asked the Chairman when power and order began to be
restored to the Board Room of Heavens Products International after the ash of his pre-Castro
Cuban cigar had caused a fire emergency.
Directors indomitably retook their seats at the conference table. Isata inscrutably
reprogrammed the ceiling sprinklers and cleaned up a lot of white goo left by the Heavens
Products Chemical Foam®. The Chairman impatiently reviewed the Memo up on his modemlinked monitor.
Confidential Memo
HEAVENS PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL
California Retail Group / Model Store Project
From: Transition Team
To: Helen Hawkens, Transition Team Captain
Subject: Pigeon Pacification Program
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While on routine general assignment securing area for
forklift painting procedure, Agent P. subject to
unprovoked, premeditated attack by airborne
projectile which subsequent titration revealed to be
animal fecal matter consisting of digested granola
grains. Delivery system of projectile determined to
be large gray and white bird. Called for back-up,
Agents M. and B. Reconnaissance revealed subject fled
to loft hideout in rafters above #2 Pine. Suspect
difficult to distinguish among other large gray and
white birds, flock estimated to number several.
Repeated questioning, offers of Velveeta Cheese
(expense sheet to follow) failed to produce
confession. Pigeon shit everywhere.
Some concrete evidence established in Yard personnel
interviews. Teamsters report company property soiled
in instances involving secret messages. One employee
found to carry granola feed-pouch, refers to pigeons
by code-names. Does not deny alleged sandwich
deliveries from Woodsgate Deli. Other personnel
either apathetic, tight-lipped, didn't speak English,
or intentionally ignored interrogation. Suspect
conspiracy.
Carbines cleaned, barricades built, positions planned
for ambush assault. Flow Chart analysis, casualty
reports to follow. Foresee minimum bloodshed.

47.
Pagan Rosellini had been shedding blood and sloughing mucous for several days. Now, at the
Woodsgate Public Library, Government Documents Division, she felt the dry cotton pressure of
her last tampon inside her as she checked over the figures.
There were, this late in the 20th century, over 2.4 billion females in the world. Less 140
million-odd who were pregnant, the Security Agency for Government Experimentation estimated
1,045,320,544 women of child-bearing years and counting. Pagan punched up the unclassified
numbers on the computer display. If they averaged 28 days per cycle and five days per period,
each menstruated 62.85 days of the year or 17.86% of the time. Therefore, SAGE demographers
determined—discounting the lunar tides factor—today there were 186,694,249.1 women
bleeding an average of 3/5 of a tablespoon each, producing some 437,564.646 gallons of blood
or 7,955.72 55-gallon barrels.
Incredible, Pagan thought. SAGE had calculated everything.
"I hope you have what you want here." The Government Documents reference librarian
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looked over her shoulder. The Government Documents reference librarian was past menopause.
She held a dogeared Sunset Magazine. She had hot breath, as if something were incubating in her
throat, and she did not pluck her eyebrows, as if this gave what she said more emphasis. "Yes,
thank you." Pagan batted her eyelashes. Surely SAGE had more pressing problems to worry
about. So did she. Pagan went to the bathroom.
The bathroom wall had little opaque openings of different sizes and shapes like the
windows of an envelope.

48.
Marx Overman received a letter with little openings of different sizes and shapes in the envelope
like opaque bathroom windows. NOTE 11
BULK RATE
Late in the 20th century
Mr. Marx Overman
℅ Lumber World
Part of the Growing Family of
Heavens Products International
Down at the foot of the High Sierra
California
TIME VALUE
OPEN AT ONCE!
CONGRATULATIONS Mr. Overman !
You may already have won
a lifetime permanent disability award worth

Millions of Dollars!

It has come to our attention that you were exposed to a dangerous
and top-secret chemical/biological sub-stance released during
government steady-state physics experiments in the mid-1950s.
What is more
The Whole Overman Family
passed through the dense gray-green gas from which you may not
have recovered, and your late mother Mrs. Overman authored an
article called "The Power Surge Effect" in an obscure statistics
journal outlining a theory that is now highly classified for
reasons of national security.
While we are not certain what connection may exist between these
events or what coincidences might prove to link them,
Just for coming in to SAGE Regional Headquarters for your
FREE EXAMINATION
and debriefing within five (5) days, we're
prepared to refrain from issuing a federal warrant in your name.
NO SALESMAN will call! Only our Special Agent
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You are under surveillance. We recommend against flight.
Security
Agency for
Government
Experimentation

49.
"Maybe I need a lawyer," Marx said tentatively, a weathervane of a thought, a licked finger
thrust into the wind. The wind came from the air conditioners. Although it was Happy Hour at
the Turn-of-the-Century Lounge, Marx Overman was not particularly happy.
"Have a drink first," Adam said. Since Adam Tinker III had been accepted at Ivory
Tower University Law School, maybe Marx thought he could offer some advice.
"Have a couple drinks," Adam advised.
They had a couple drinks and studied the letter from SAGE.
"They're probably watching me right now," Marx said, looking around the Lounge with
hunched shoulders like a fugitive. The Turn-of-the-century was located in the Woodsgate Mall
next door to the Deli.
"These are no people to be messing around with," Adam said. "Maybe they just want to
talk to you."
"Or study me."
"What's this Power Surge thing anyway?"
"One of my mother's recipes. You know, she had lots of them," Marx said. "Hey—your
father's a lawyer."
"I know," Adam said.
They looked at each other. "You want me to ... ?"
"No, it's no good," Marx said. "Guess I'll have to disappear for awhile."
"Jesus Marx."
Adam studied him. The matter-of-factness with which Marx Overman considered such a
decision mystified Adam and compelled him to ponder, as many things did, the situation near the
end of the 20th century. The exchange between Adam's idyllic concept of the Last Nomads and
the nitty-gritty of Tinker & Tinker (& Tinker?) curved like a whiffle ball in the air-conditioned
breeze of the Turn-of-the-Century Lounge. Events were ganging up on his fellow Yard Clerk.
What was at stake exactly? Would Marx be a victim of Lumber World, Heavens Products, or
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SAGE surveillance? A casualty of the times? Lucky winner of the Eccentrics Clearinghouse
Sweepstakes, or slave to the gaseous fate of his parents? Inevitability made Adam
uncomfortable; difficult choices left him delirious.
"The only real questions," Marx said, "are Where and When. Where to go, and When to
leave."
"Jesus Marx," Adam said again. "How do you figure?"
"I'll figure out when to leave if you tell me where to go."
"Wait a minute, will you?" Adam ordered them another round of drinks. He thought a
minute. "I have an idea about where to go if you tell me why it's so damn important to go there."
"Okay. You tell me first."
"Somewhere safe?"
"Safe," Marx said. "No computers or condominiums."
"Devoid of acid rain, untargeted by particle-beam weapons?"
"No Tonka Toys and no Twinkies for miles."
"Spam and Velveeta Cheese totally unavailable!" Adam raised his drink.
"Gilligan's Island reruns out of broadcast range!"
They clinked glasses.
"Down at the foot of the High Atlas in North Africa ... " Adam began.
"Shh! Not so loud." Marx bent forward.
Adam estimated that there were fewer than a dozen scholars in the entire world, and only
a handful of Moroccans in Agadir, who actually knew how to find the nomadic Kif Djibberish in
the actual Sahara Desert.
Marx envisioned, as Adam gave details, a great unpainted canvas of virgin sand where
boundary lines were irrelevant, where simple people dressed in colorful robes and rustic beasts
of burden trudged in the shadows between dunes; he saw sabers swing ceremoniously, daggers
drawn in daytime dances; he passed oases where water and blood were the only common
denominators in the brotherhood of man, the sisterhood of woman; he heard tribal histories
recalled by campfire and slept under the stars in a desert so vast it would take the Security
Agency for Government Experimentation a long, long time to find him.
The unlikelihood that the most invaded place in the world could by any stretch of the
imagination be the safest place did not occur to Adam.
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Of course, Adam still didn't know about the Dental Floss, Unwaxed or otherwise.
Marx still didn't know when exactly he'd disappear, even if he had a vague idea about
where he'd disappear to; his pale face and bony shoulders relaxed a little now as he looked
around the Turn-of-the-Century in a new way, as if he could see right through the walls all the
way to North Africa, as if by making the simple choice to go he had opened up a whole new
world of possibilities.
"Your turn—you haven't told me why," Adam reminded him.
"No choice," Marx said. "Don't you see—it's the Power Surge Effect. They've found
some use for it. They know I have it. Or even if I don't have it, they know I know about it."
What Marx didn't know, besides when he'd leave, was that the use SAGE had found for
the Power Surge Effect was licensing it to Heavens Products International for the construction of
a Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field.
Neither one of them knew about the Pigeon Pacification Program.
For that matter, the Chairman of Heavens Products still didn't know there was a
possibility that a hole about the size of Connecticut in North Africa could have any connection to
the Model Store Project on the other periphery of his operations; Mr. Norman still didn't know
why it was just all happening so fast; the Joker was still the only one who knew how his dog
Arnold had unstuck Bruce the Doberman Pinscher from the wall of his cage; Pagan Rosellini
was still in the bathroom of the Woodsgate Public Library; and Mr. Manners, Pidcock, and
Johnny Walker Black still didn't know much, period.

50.
Pagan's period had ended, but when she pulled on the little white wick to remove her last tampon
after peeing in the toilet of the Women's Room at the Woodsgate Public Library, it didn't come
out easily. She leaned back against the seat and relaxed her muscles. She thought about work,
pictured Adam's curly hair and green eyes shining on the gun-metal blue forklift in the Yard,
daydreamed of overseas travel, lunch at Canterbury, a candlelight canal tour of Amsterdam. Her
fingers stayed, and strayed, between her legs.
She brought her other hand down slowly and closed her eyes. It was warm there. She
dragged a fingertip along her exposed flesh and felt herself moisten. Her muscles contracted
around the rolled cotton inside her, let go, squeezed again. She inched the tampon out part way
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and clamped down on it.
"Umm," Pagan breathed. She opened herself, pressing gently, prodding, and rubbing slow
circles until her red button could feel the friction of the cool bathroom air rushing across its tip
and wriggled out of its conical robe. She gripped the flush-handle of the toilet with her other
hand and spread her legs farther on the ceramic seat; she saw herself sprawled on the leather
cushion of the Bull pressed against the inside of the cage as Adam penetrated her, thrust, and
thrust again, steel knobs surrounding him, his curls close upon her chest, while the forklift
fumbled and bumped along the winding vias of Rome in a gala parade, past outdoor cafes and
crowded sidewalks and the offices of the International Herald Tribune, throngs cheering and
whistling around the Trevi Fountain.
She breathed heavily. She was the Princess of Lumber World riding her float, the
humping International Homecoming Queen pleasing the crowd. She rubbed herself vigorously,
there, right there, yes, yes! The door swung open and someone came into the bathroom.
It was the Government Documents reference librarian, Pagan could see between the stall
slats.
The reference librarian hummed to the mirror over the sink. She set down her Sunset
Magazine and fussed with herself, patted powder on the peach fuzz above her lip, combed her
eyebrows.
"Ummph." The compelled silence, although it interrupted her fantasy, made the pleasure
of Pagan's orgasm more intense. Her low moan was muffled by the sound of the toilet flushing as
her hand involuntarily pulled the handle down at the same time her hips pumped and vaginal
muscles contracted in quick rhythmic jerks that popped her tampon out into the clockwise
spiraling downward flow of the Northern Hemisphere.
"You okay in there?" asked the Government Documents reference librarian, who no
longer had any use for tampons.
"Yes," said Pagan Rosellini.

51.
At daybreak on the other side of the world, Heavens Products structural engineers emerged from
their fiberfill sleeping bags and polyester tube tents into a sinewy, alabaster web.
Thousands of miles of fine twine had been tied and twisted through every gear and rotor
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and piece of equipment. The fleet of helicopters was mummified, metal grasshoppers in white
cocoons, the company logos on their sides hardly visible. The structural engineers, when they
tried to move, found their tent strings and sleeping-bag zippers and even the flies of their
jumpsuits were all woven together as intricately as the fragile financial affairs of the late-20th
century world as fabricated—some were aware—by Tinker & Tinker Inc. and their own Heavens
Products International, and as fretted about—they could not know—by Old Man Tinker himself
in a senile seizure before he climbed the gold staircase.
"It's ... Dental Floss!" said one engineer, struggling to extricate himself with a Swiss
Army knife.
"Got to ... get to ... the radio," said another, crawling from one section of the maze to
another as if across the panels of a skewed comic strip.
"It's ... Unwaxed Dental Floss!" said the man with the Swiss Army knife, breaking out
and finding hundreds of little plastic containers strewn about the perimeter, but finding in the
sand no trace of anything else Animal, Mineral, or Vegetable.

52.
"Is my animal a queervert?" asked the Joker of no one in particular.
Arnold wagged his tongue through the chainlink fence, followed by Bruce. The different
way the skin clung to Bruce's bony head, the new less-angular curl to his lips, and the slightly
more slouching posture of his athletic build conspired in his awkwardness.
"Ha!" snorted Cap'n Bob.
"Look at this, Marx," said Adam.
An embarrassed Doberman Pinscher was a disconcerting sight: A beast reduced from
quadruped killer to kiss-ass, converted from blood-lust to puppy-love; a security guard with a
squirt gun, a riot-geared SWAT Team with diarrhea.
"Can dogs actually be gay?" asked the Joker.
Arnold panted, his red eyes blinking independently.
Under the Hawthorne tree, the Yard Clerks were flanked by the Joker's former Telephone
Company van, Bob's extended Harley, Adam's ten-speed bicycle, and, instead of Marx
Overman's old Dodge Generic, there was a late-model black sedan of the type usually driven by
federal agents on TV.
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Marx had a bad feeling about this late-model sedan.
"A furry midnight cowboy?" said the Joker.

"Security Agency for Government Experimentation, Special Field Agent," said the neatlydressed man who had entered the store through the unlocked Lumber Dept. door and had crept
stealthily up and down the aisles for some minutes before appearing in the Office across Mr.
Norman's desk. He flipped open his billfold ID.
"Huh?" Mr. Norman jumped.
"All right, where's the Dodge?"
"The Dodge?" Mr. Norman said, stalling for time to regain his wishy-washy equilibrium.
"Old Dodge Generic. Registered to Marx Overman. It's not in the Employee Parking
Lot." The man was built strongly and squarely, the cut of his clothes and hair in straight lines
like his late-model sedan. He had rectangular sideburns, a short black mustache, jaws with
corners, and a scar that looked like a small caterpillar on his cheekbone. The look in his dark
eyes was at once impish and vaguely desperate.
"Um, yes I see, well I suppose it's possible Marx isn't at work yet, although sometimes..."
Mr. Norman recovered and straightened up. He gulped deftly now, an amphibian snatching an
insect with equal ease on land or water. "... Sometimes he has been known to come in early to
work on special projects, you know, but the way things are going lately, things just happening so
fast and all, I'm not really sure if ... "
"I can wait," snapped the man from SAGE, recently promoted to Special Field Agent
from Aerial Reconnaissance for picking Marx Overman out of a high-resolution computerenhanced satellite surveillance photograph by spectrographic analysis of paint splotches on his
jeans. He helped himself to a seat. The look in his dark eyes grew less impish and more vaguely
desperate.
"Well okay," Mr. Norman said.
The man opened his black briefcase and removed a portable electric shaver. With short
quick strokes he trimmed his mustache and reemphasized his sideburns, as if there could be any
doubt about their definition. Zzhht. He felt around the scar on his cheek.
"Old football injury," he said.
Mr. Norman, of course, had no way of guessing that the SAGE Special Field Agent who
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sat and shaved in his Office could possibly be Bill Buffett, Former All-County Fullback, who
had suffered the injury not on the playing field but in his high school courtyard during a
lunchtime practical joke that backfired. Or that the tackle had been made not by a bruising
linebacker in the secondary but by an odd, wimpy classmate named Marx Overman—from a
distance at that.
"Of course," Mr. Norman said.

"Canine fairy?" said the Joker.
Bruce and Arnold curled up and laid down together, an unlikely mingling of long and
short hair.
"Beauty-full," smiled Cap'n Bob, holding his breath and passing an Eye-Opener. Adam
waved the joint by to Marx who politely passed it on to the Joker who needed to mellow out and
took a long hit.
The Opener reversed direction.
"That's okay" Marx said and "No thanks" Adam said in what was certainly an example of
the Double Middle-of-the-Canoe Benefit Declined.
Marx and Adam held a brief, huddled conference under the last living tree at Lumber
World. The Power Surge Effect, Marx whispered, was in an Orgasm Oranges fruit crate among
other twisted boxes of his and his mother's possessions restuffed into the Dodge Generic which
was parked out in front of the store on Woods Way. He was all packed. Adam whispered that
Marx should write as soon as he was safe. Marx whispered that he would.
"Doggy bone-smuggler? Mixed breed switch-hitter?" the Joker was saying.
Arnold and Bruce nibbled at each other playfully.
The Hawthorne tree rustled slightly in the breeze; Mr. Norman rustled slightly in the
Office as Special Field Agent Bill Buffett stroked his shaver, Zzhht; the Lumber World Theme
Music quietly repeated a familiar refrain in the Employee Parking Lot; above the Standup Sheds,
the pigeons...
BA-WAM! BA-WAP! Two rifle shots rang out across the Yard. Heads turned. In the
distance a small poof of feathers floated out from the rafters above the Knotty Pine 16-footers.
The pigeons! Marx Overman knew.
BWAP-pzing!
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"The pigeons!" Marx Overman screamed. "They're shooting at Picasso and Van Gogh!
They're trying to kill Shakespeare and Lenny Bruce!"
They were already running, Cap'n Bob and Adam and Marx, across the Fencing yard,
past rows of rough redwood and over units of concrete bricks. The Joker herded Arnold and
Bruce into the Screen Shop and started strapping on his roller skates.
In the Office, Mr. Norman cracked open rolls of coins into cash register drawers,
punctuating the buzzing Buffett's electric razor, Crack-Zzhht.
Three men in full hunting dress were positioned around the Standup Sheds. One had built
a bunker out of Douglas-fir studs along the parallel edge of the Fencing Yard; one crouched
inside the Gazebo as though it were a duck blind; one carried a camouflaged pallet in front of
him around the Driveway, ran a few steps and stopped, ran a few more steps and stopped again.
They all wore brand-new wool plaid shirts, flak pants, shin-high boots, and caps with earmuff
flaps. They fired 30-ought-6’s with large scopes.
Pzing!
Poof!
Of the five or six interesting people Marx Overman met at Lumber World, Mr. Manners,
Pidcock, and Johnny Walker Black—whether disguised as hunters or painters—were not among
them.
“HEY!” yelled Cap’n Bob, “what the hell…?” but before he could finish, Marx flew past
him and dashed behind the man behind the pallet in the Driveway—who was Pidcock, not quite
as tall as a perpendicular pallet —and right into the Hardwood Shed. Pidcock dropped his
portable camouflage and ran in after him as fast as his little legs would take him.
“Coover me!” called Johnny Walker Black from his Gazebo duck blind to Mr. Manners,
and as if acting a part in a paramilitary training film, he belly-crawled across the concrete into
the other end of the Standup Sheds.
Cap’n Bob twitched with anger and considered into which orifice of the man in the
Douglas-fir bunker he was going to place the man’s weapon when he got the chance. Adam
Tinker III trembled with fear and excitement and uncertainty, the substance and meaning and
hardness of it all. Would he pee in his pants?
No. The hunter pivoted and pointed the gun at them.
“Freeze!” said Mr. Manners.
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They heard only muffled noises from inside the Standup Sheds. Heavy bootsteps. Names
called, warnings given. Gun-bolts cocked. Pigeons trying to sound like doves.
“Pidcock! Black!” yelled Mr. Manners.
“Marx! Hey Marx!” yelled Cap’n Bob.
Adam figured the odds. Marx was outnumbered and surrounded. Pidcock and Johnny
Walker Black toted powerful rifles and limited imaginations—shooting a bird or a puny artist
with a 30-ought-6, after all, was something like blowing away a house cat with a bazooka. Marx,
on the other hand, was armed with his freshly-acquired fugitive attitude, a strange ability to trip
people at a distance, and an intimate knowledge of the maze-like connections inside the Standup
Sheds.
There was a thud, another rifle shot and its ricochet, a crash of boards. Then there was
silence.
Several minutes passed. They passed slowly, like time in the hospital. They passed like
little insects traversing a lawn by crawling up and over and down and up and over and down each
blade of grass. They passed like a caravan of the three remaining Kif Djibberish camels carrying
empty Dental Floss crates across a moonless Sahara night.
Finally a small form, dressed in plaid shirt and flak pants and a cap with earmuffs,
emerged from the Knotty Pine Shed, glanced quickly from side to side, then ran up the Driveway
Gazebo and the Plywood Barn. Towards the front.
"Pidcock??"
"Marx??"
Was there long hair poking out under the ear flaps? What was the large bundle ballooning
the bosom of the plaid hunting shirt?
A battle cry came from the other end of the Driveway. The hairless Joker roller-skated
towards them in a zig-zag pattern waving his arms wildly and roaring like a one-man helicopter
gunship. He was unarmed, but also unintimidated by rifle shots. He knew that guns had to be
aimed.
Mr. Manners looked from the bundled and fleeing figure to Adam to Cap'n Bob to the
Standup Sheds to the approaching madman-on-skates and back again. He waved his rifle
erratically. All his experience as a security guard, when Mr. Manners added it up so late in the
20th century, suddenly came to naught; he didn't know what to do, and probably wished he was
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back busting teenage lovers in industrial parks and patrolling suburban shopping malls and .
being mistaken for Hugh Downs.
Cap'n Bob's experience as a short but very strong man told him to grab the gun quickly,
while it wavered—and when Cap'n Bob's experience told him to do something, he did it right
away.
Bob snatched the rifle as cleanly as a toothpick from a Twinkie.
Adam, armed only with the liverwurst sandwich and fruit salad he'd planned on having
for lunch, ran after the fleeing figure up the Driveway, whom he recognized to be Marx Overman
disguised as Pidcock disguised as a bird hunter.
Now, Marx Overman new, was When to leave.
Gunless, Mr. Manners took off after Adam.
The Joker skated after Mr. Manners.
Cap'n Bob threw the 30-ought-6 all the way across the Fencing Yard where it landed on
top of the Screen Shop and fired a shot that scared the shit out of Arnold and Bruce and
penetrated two walls before blowing a hot powdery hole through the Beaver of the Month pinned
in the Teamster Shed.
In the Lumber World Office, as SAGE Special Field Agent Bill Buffett turned off his razor
and splashed after-shave copiously over his face and neck, Mr. Norman looked out the window
and saw Marx Overman speed by in a hunting outfit with a large bundle under his shirt and a
spray of gray and white feathers floating behind him like a hydroplane's rooster-tail. Marx was
followed closely by Adam Tinker III, who wore a look Mr. Norman had never before seen on the
face of a soft-handed Ivory Tower University graduate. Mr. Norman watched as the trailing Mr.
Manners was overtaken and tackled at full speed by a red-eyed, bald-headed man on roller skates
whom Mr. Norman recognized as the Joker.
God, Mr. Norman thought, It's just all .... Special Field Agent Bill Buffett, without even
waiting for Mr. Norman to finish his thought, snatched his briefcase together and sprinted out of
the Office as though he'd just received the second-half kickoff.
When he screeched around the corner from the Employee Parking Lot in his late-model
black sedan, of the kind usually driven by government agents, Bill Buffett saw the old Dodge
Generic—of the kind driven by Dr. and Mrs. Overman through a poisonous cloud of experimental
gasses—pulling a U-turn across the center divider of Woods Way and heading the other direction.
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The square black sedan gave chase.
The Dodge made a sudden turn off Woods Way up Ivory Tower Lane, a turn so sharp
some of the scaffolding which stuck out its windows and trunk at various angles nearly came out.
It raced past the Quad, turned between Biology and Chemistry and seemed to defy Physics, and
zipped into the Law School parking lot, where it paused a moment before zigging past the
Business School's Affluent Mid-Career Student Residence and zagging by the Fading Political
Activism Theme House. It circled Herman Ivory Tower twice, reversed direction and circled it
again, ran three stop signs on Campus Drive before faking a turn into Emergency at Ivory Tower
University Hospital and speeding past Neurology where state-of-the-art surgeons had been unable
to wipe the grin off Wilbur Lithe's frozen face. It accelerated around Lake Labia, so nicknamed
by fun-loving voyeurs who faithfully manned the telescopes dotting the rooftops of Fraternity
Row during skinnydip season, then pushing 65—which was the top uphill speed for heavilyloaded Dodge Generics of that midcentury year—it flew up the narrowing roads past the Tennis
Courts and the Golf Course and the Primate Reserve and the Radar Dishes into the foothills of the
High Sierra on the outer fringes of Ivory Tower University.
This kid, thought Bill Buffett, sure seems to know his way around campus. But he kept
his car—which had oversized radial tires, on-demand synchromesh four-wheel drive, and an
auxiliary fuel tank for just such an emergency—right on the Dodge's ass.
On him like stink on shit, thought Bill Buffett, recalling one of his old sports metaphors.
He dodged cyclists and pedestrians, engineering students with calculators and coeds with English
professors, he scattered crosswalks of ill-dressed computer hackers and preppy-dressed protestors.
He honked his horn and interrupted intense interns and intensive-care nurses, he got a rise from
ROTC recruiters escorting undeclared-majors on financial need scholarships to their morning
classes, he clipped a crew of maintenance men trimming eucalyptus trees, sailed by department
secretaries taking coffee breaks and alumni attending conferences and a mole-eyed Microfilm
Room clerk emerging from cavernous duty. When horses and cows and monkeys started
appearing in the foothills as his prey entered a Restricted Area, there seemed to Bill Buffett little
distinction between people and animals; when the beat-up Dodge crashed through a chainlink gate
into an enclosed pasture, he knew he had it cornered.
The driver of the Dodge spun to a stop in a cloud of dust in the middle of the field.
The driver of the black sedan slammed on his all-terrain brakes, dug his oversized radial
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tires into the dirt, and ran over with gun drawn.
"Security Agency for Government Experimentation! Come out with your hands up!" he
commanded.
The other driver rolled down the window and looked out.
"Wait! " said Bill Buffett . "Who the hell are you?"
The driver of Marx Overman's big Dodge Generic, Bill Buffett could see, was not Marx
Overman at all.
"Tinker, Adam, III.” Adam pulled his license from his wallet as if he'd been stopped by
traffic cop.
"All right kid —where’s Overman?”
“I don’t know.” Adam didn’t know exactly.
“Get out, spread ‘em!”
Although Adam didn’t know where Marx Overman was, he knew his rights. He was a
college graduate.
"Am I under arrest?"
"Maybe so." The SAGE Special Field Agent—whom Adam had no more reason than Mr.
Norman to recognize as Bill Buffett, Former All-County Fullback—was looking into the
overflowing piles of boxes and cans crammed into the Dodge that were all of Marx Overman's
worldly possessions. A renegade Goodwill Store on wheels. The rolling suitcase of a dangerous
eccentric.
"What are the charges?"
Bill Buffett scratched his jaw just below his sharply-defined sideburn and flipped through
his SAGE Emergency Powers Handbook.
"Suspicion of conspiracy to aid and abet interstate flight," he said, "and this here's my
badge." He pointed to his pistol.
The drawn gun of the 20th century, the final arbiter of authority. The police state versus
the armed society. Mandatory N.R.A. Convention in the Yukon, Adam thought. Every white
man, woman, and child gets 20 rounds. Blow each other's heads off, a toast to futility. Survivors
get all the Spam, Twinkies, and Velveeta Cheese hoarded for Armageddon by the Latter Day
Saints.
"Guns make me nervous," Adam said.
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"Get the hell out! Hands on the hood!"
Bill Buffett dove into the Dodge as though trying to recover a fumble in the end zone. He
wrestled with ropes and tossed containers aside as so many weaker opponents. He emptied the
contents of the car in five minutes, including a fruit crate labeled Orgasm Oranges that
contained the very Power Surge Effect responsible for his first promotion from the tedious desk
job in which he discovered it to Aerial Reconnaissance responsible for his second promotion to
the exciting work of Special Field Agent.
Bill Buffett was in the field now.
He ran a sideline pattern to the trunk, where he furiously scattered scaffolds and lateraled
ladders and jettisoned gallons of lacquer until the area around the car looked like a Garage Sale
held after the painting of the Sistine Chapel.
"Where is he, goddammit."
"I don't know." Although Adam didn't know where Marx Overman was, he knew where
he wasn't. He wasn't in the Dodge Generic.
Bill Buffett grabbed Adam with a short, stiff arm that smelled of too much after-shave.
"What're you doing with his goddamn car?"
"He gave me the keys, for one thing. And, well, I'm on my lunch break," and, well, to
prove his point, Adam bent into the strewn rubble and produced his mangled liverwurst
sandwich.
"It's a little early for lunch, kid."
"Say, did you happen to see a fruit salad in a little Tupperware thing about this big?”
Bill Buffett began to overboil. His face went crimson, his excessively-trimmed mustache
quivered and quaked, and the small scar on his cheek contorted like a prodded caterpillar.
Somewhere in the locker room of his unconscious, some athletic instinct told him he'd been
tripped up twice in as many tries to tackle Marx Overman. He ran—low to the ground, faking
past a box of rags, hurdling a spare tire—back to his car.
He sped away, spurting a fountain of dirt. Even if he managed to retrace their route
through the 10,000-acre campus, it would take Bill Buffett a while to find Woods Way again.
In a cow pasture in a Restricted Area in the foothills on the outskirts of Ivory Tower
University—with the chaotic contents of Marx Overman's car spread around it like a vandalized
Halloween bag—Adam Tinker III recovered a Tupperware dish about this big, sat down on an
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Orgasm Oranges fruit crate, and analyzed the adrenaline level he'd achieved in this long scene.
The campus had looked much different, racing around it as a Yard Clerk in Marx's Dodge with
hot pursuit by a federal agent, than it did from the bird's-eye view of Herman Ivory Tower. He
was pumped-up, bigger than life. He'd felt the wind on his face like the first time he shifted the
Lumber World forklift into High.
He was pleased with himself; he'd helped his friend. He'd tasted a little conflict and it
tasted good. He tasted his little fruit salad, and it tasted warm.

53.
A scene describing the casualties left in the wake of Marx Overman’s narrow escape—Pagan
Rosellini thought, after witnessing the same when she arrived at work that morning—would have
to include the Joker dusting himself off and Mr. Manners arising slowly, painfully, and bloody,
his skin having lost the skirmish, as skin usually does, with the concrete; it would show Cap'n
Bob dragging the unconscious Pidcock, unwillingly disguised in baggy, paint-splattered jeans as
Marx Overman, out from the depths of the Knotty Pine Shed into the Driveway, dragging him
like an unstrung Velveeta marionette; it would tell how Johnny Walker Black crawled into the
daylight, his leg broken in two places, and then might forego speculation that Johnny Walker
Black would receive another merit of valor stripe to sew on the sleeve of his black blazer before
being quietly retired by the Office of Transition.
In the second paragraph, Pagan proposed, the scene would show ambulances arriving at
Lumber World so vividly that you could hear their sirens and would be forced to blink each time
the blue and red lights swung around and then wince as paramedics splinted Agent Black’s
injured leg. The second sentence of the second paragraph would describe Mr. Norman, who had
called the ambulances, standing in the Driveway with his hands on his hips and also describe the
blank, weary expression on his face, and then the same sentence would go on to relate how Mr.
Norman and Cap'n Bob, two very different men brought together through no fault of their own in
a single tidepool of the 20th-century ocean, just how Mr. Norman and Cap'n Bob looked at each
other as if to say that whatever was happening was bigger than the both of them, which in Bob's
case was very big indeed. The casualty scene would close with a restrained portrait of gooey
pigeon parts fused to rafters, dangling ligaments and osterized innards, and gray and white
feathers riding rivers of blood down the Knotty Pine 16-footers, so that positive identification of
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individual corpses was out of the question—had Shakespeare been silenced, Picasso turned to
tenderized squab?—then the sound, a distant whine, of ambulance sirens trailing off down
Woods Way. NOTE 12

54.
"Things are getting m-more serious," the Chairman said to himself when full power was restored
and all four telephones at his command console lit up at the same time.
To buzz the Chairman of the Board of Heavens Products International directly, each call
had already been sifted through priority procedures and penetrated security measures as finely
woven as the fiberoptic cable that carried it.
The Red Phone was Domestic Operations; the White Phone was Overseas; the Blue
Phone was a direct line to Tinker & Tinker Inc. in New York, New York, New York; the Black
Phone was an ad hoc connection with the Security Agency for Government Experimentation.
This was damn hard work, motivating your people while directing so many concurrent
lines of action, he thought. But the Chairman had not achieved the corporate equivalent of
sainthood without a certain ability to reckon with many factors—and several telephones—
simultaneously. Though his speech was muddled and faltering and occasionally foul, his mind
was crystal clear.
"Lingual titubation characterized by betacism and mytacism," the medical specialists had
told him, which meant that he stuttered his b's and m's.
"Anal fixation dating from childhood trauma," the psychiatrists had told him, which
meant that his parents separated before he completed his potty training. He'd blamed their
divorce on his early failures at toilet hygiene, said the shrinks, and thereafter internalized their
nagging entreaties, "BM! BM!" NOTE 13
The Chairman didn't swallow it, except in the most general way. He freely admitted he
had more than the ordinary drive for success and power, and cared little how it was related or
unrelated to the inadequacies of his infancy. Order was what he strove for; and in the way of
adults, he'd constructed a credo based on his life, not the other way around.
From the vast array of information-processing equipment at his desk the Chairman could
track, like St. Paul as an air traffic controller, the simultaneous arrivals and departures of his
species. Dive! Pull up! Take off! Circle! Circle some more! While the world's water continued to
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spin down the drain clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere and counterclockwise in the Southern
Hemisphere and hardly at all in the Sahara Desert, while government replaced government in
Italy and a billion people slowly starved and 186,694,249.1 women menstruated an average of
3/5 of a tablespoon each, there had gathered quite a backlog of Flow Charts and Memos and
Confidential Personnel Files at the headquarters of Heavens Products International.
The Chairman was well aware of the contradiction between his vision of a well-ordered
world and the unwieldy bureaucracies necessary to bring it about.
The Chairman was never more aware of it than now, as his Red, White, Blue, and Black
Phones all rang at once.
The Chairman picked up the Red Phone.
"M-Ms. Hawkens?" the Chairman said.
"Helen, please."
"Helen, please—what's all this crap about pigeons?"
"They got carried away before I could stop them. It's over and done with. And you don't
have to patronize me because I'm a woman with your 'crap.' If you mean 'shit,' just say shit." She
summarized the Casualty Report from the Pigeon Pacification Program.
"Shit! Shit, Helen—pigeon shit! I rem-m-mind you we've got a shitty deadline to meet for
the M-Model Store Project! Advance press releases have b-been distributed, reporters have bbought their airline tickets, the century is coming to an end! I'm turning six cases of 1955
Roederer Cristal B-Brut in the ice every twenty m-minutes! I'm putting you on Hold, Helen!''
The Chairman picked up the Blue Phone.
"Tinker, I'm glad you called."
"Yes sir—how's everything going?"
"A little hectic Tinker. I need some quick advice. Lia-b-bilities and that kind of thing.
Can I b-beam you a Casualty Report?"
"Sure thing. I'll stay on the line."
The Chairman put the Blue Phone on Hold and picked up the White Phone. Overseas
Operations wished the Chairman to hear directly from the Supervisor of the party of structural
engineers calling from Agadir, Morocco. There was satellite static on the line, but the Chairman
was able to get the gist of the situation. There had been an incident. With some locals. Nomads
most likely. Dental Floss was involved.
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"Dental Floss?" said the Chairman.
"Heavens Products Unwaxed Dental Floss," said the Supervisor.
"Something else," said the Chairman. The Chairman put the White Phone on Hold and
picked up the Blue Phone.
"Something else, Tinker," said the Chairman.
"Yes?"
"Re-m-member the lease you negotiated for the area in North Africa about the size of
Connecticut?"
"Very well."
"Well there's b-been some trouble with some locals. I want to b-beef up our presence
there. You know, a few armed guards to protect the engineers. We've got a lot of heavy
equipment arriving to dig a very deep hole. We've got construction crews coming to lay the
foundation for the Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical M-Mole-Molecular you-know-what. I
don't need an international incident on m-m-my hands, Tinker. I want you to check over the fine
print on that contract."
The Chairman put the Blue Phone on Hold and picked up the Black Phone.
"Chairman here."
"You let my man get away!"
"Huh? Who is this?"
"Security Agency for Government Experimentation."
"I know that. M-my Black Phone doesn't go anywhere else."
"Special Field Agent Bill Buffett."
"I've heard of you, B-Buffett. Aren't you the one who dug up this Power Surge thing?"
"Yes. By Mrs. Overman, who's conveniently dead. Unfortunately her son, Marx
Overman, is not dead, and your bird-brained Transition Agents flushed him out as I was about to
pick him up."
"Sounds to m-me, B-Buffett, like you let your m-man get away," stammered the
Chairman. Too many b's and m's, he thought. "B-but if I m-may b-be frank, B-Bill, who really
gives a damn about him?"
"He's a dangerous eccentric. He may have special abilities. He knows about the Power
Surge Effect. He passed through a highly-classified vapor when he was born."
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He's a dangerous eccentric. He may have special abilities. He knows about the Power
Surge Effect. He passed through a highly-classified vapor when he was born. Jesus Christ,
thought the Chairman
"Jesus Christ," said the Chairman.
"Overman," hissed Bill Buffett, "must be captured."
"Keep me posted," said the Chairman, hanging up the Black Phone. It didn't matter, to the
Chairman, who knew what about what. He knew that Bill Buffett's superiors at the Security
Agency for Government Experimentation were even now buying up parcels of land in Utah and
Nevada and piecing them together jigsaw-fashion into an area about the size of Connecticut to
prepare for the duplication of the Heavens Products Prototype; but he also knew that once his
Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field was in place in North Africa,
no one—not Marx Overman, not Bill Buffett, not SAGE itself—would be able to crack it. And
The Growing Family of Heavens Products International would have taken another, giant step
towards a well-ordered world.
The Chairman picked up the Blue Phone.
"Yes Tinker?"
"No problem on reinforcements in Africa. We've got stipulations to cover everything. I'd
avoid bringing in any governments at this time; remember this is disputed territory surrounding
us. I'd recommend trying to defuse the situation locally—you know, maybe these nomads need
work, or perhaps they could use a little extra cash in the old tribal fund. A gift of course."
"I like the way you think, Tinker."
"As far as this pigeon mess goes, aside from a little negative publicity, it seems pretty
simple. The fact that the birds were there at all is obviously an Act of God. Workman's Comp
will cover the Transition Agents. Unless you want to press charges against this Overman kid?"
"Overman has disappeared, and good riddance. B-besides, he's got b-bigger problems.
SAGE is after him. He's a dangerous eccentric. He may have special abilities. He knows about
the Power Surge Effect. He passed through a highly-classified vapor when he was born."
"Jesus Christ," said Adam Tinker Jr.
"That's what I said," said the Chairman.
"Hey—you know, my son works at some lumber yard around there somewhere ... "
"Is that right?"
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The Chairman put down the Blue Phone and picked up the Red Phone.
"Helen?"
"Still Holding. I want to assure you that we'll have the store ready on time. From here on,
I'll be assuming personal control of Transition ... "
As the Transition Woman explained her plans, the Chairman smiled to himself. Helen
was the right man for the job all right. He retrieved her Confidential Personnel File on his
monitor screen and glanced through it while he listened. She had been married once to a jazz
musician named Big Slim Hawkens, a dreamy job-to-jobber. Probably he toted a long instrument
with a couple curves in it, mused the Chairman. Whether or not Helen's ambitions blew Big
Slim's saxophone sour, she grew weary of supporting him and took only the name Hawkens on
her corporate quest. She must have thought sometimes that life would've been different with a
child; her file said only that she said it was his fault. No matter, she never again fell prey to the
sweet charms of an artist-type. She'd climbed her way up the glacial face of Mt. Corporation and
ascended the purgatories of Heavens Products by looking like a woman but constantly asking
herself one question: What would a man do in this situation?—and finding always an answer
more hard-assed than the next guy. Yes, thought the Chairman, Helen Hawkens was sprite but
ferret-faced, grandmotherly but tough-minded; she had a Honda but drove a hard bargain; she
was the right man for the job.
"Sounds like a good plan to me," the Chairman said when Helen concluded. He hung up
the Red Phone and picked up the White Phone.
"Reinforcements are on the way," he told the Supervisor of structural engineers in
Agadir.
He hung up the White Phone and picked up the Blue Phone again.
"Tinker, I almost forgot. I wanted to invite you personally to the fall christening—MModel Store Day. I'm turning six cases of 1955 Roederer Cristal B-Brut in the ice every twenty
m-minutes…"

55.
It took only twenty minutes for Adam Tinker III and Pagan Rosellini to plumb the mysteries of
Mrs. Overman's Second Law of Concentration.
Each had come independently upon Mrs. Overman's First Law of Concentration—Adam
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in Herman Ivory Tower, and Pagan in the Women's Room of the Woodsgate Public Library—
without giving it a second thought.
Sex stopped you from thinking—one of its virtues, Mrs. Overman thought—and then
again sex made you think. The First Law had made Mrs. Overman think of the Second Law,
which concerned the amount of concentration involved in mutual pleasure and simultaneous
orgasm, but was too esoteric even for the obscure statistics journals which published her other
theories.
Anyway, it took them only twenty minutes.
They lay panting in the moonlight, moonlight that angled through the window so that it
seemed to support the wall like a bookend in the studio that had lots of books but still no plants.
Mission accomplished; there was the promise of the future. Pagan wanted to travel, she
said. Adam wanted to change the world, he said. Pagan wanted to ride on a forklift; everyone
wanted to change the world, she said. Everyone did change the world, he said. Then that wasn't
much of an ambition, she said. Depended on how you went about it, he said. Pagan's mother,
White-Feather-at-Sunrise, had joined SNAIL to oppose NAIR, who were disrupting IDIAT, then
got shot by SWAT, and so died changing the world, she said. Everyone dies changing the world,
he said. Pagan wanted to ride on a forklift and travel first, she said.
Of course, Adam Tinker III and Pagan Rosellini discovering the Second Law of
Concentration was sort of like Christopher Columbus discovering America, in that Columbus
wasn't really the one who discovered America, and he didn't really know it was America when he
discovered it anyway. In fact, the "savages" had been living there for centuries.
"Let's do it again," Pagan said.
"Jesus Pagan, you're not supposed to say that right after we do it," Adam said.
''How come?''
"Because you're supposed to be so satiated that you can't even think about doing it
again."
"Maybe if I want to do it again," Pagan said, "it means I liked it."
"Well what I'm trying to say is ... " but the moment was over and it didn't matter what
Adam was trying to say, it only mattered what he did.
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56.
In the morning, by placing himself under hypnosis, Isata would be able to repeat back the
conversations verbatim. It was an ability the Chairman's bodyguard had gained as a Ninja. Isata
was asleep but vigilant outside the Chairman's steel-reinforced leather-quilted bedroom door
when he heard two of the Chairman's personal lines buzz at the same time. The Black Phone and
the Blue Phone, Isata knew, though he couldn't see them.
Born during a Karate demonstration in Kyoto, Isata learned as a child all the common
martial arts forms in Japan. By age 13 he had so many belts he kept them on a tie rack. Finding
Jujitsu, Aikido, and even Shotokan too tame for his developing tastes, he traveled to China and
mastered during his teen years all 44 forms of Shaolin Boxing. This began a fighting-arts
odyssey that made the adventures of Ulysses look like a stroll around the block.
Isata studied Bandesh in India, Bando in Burma, Kick-Boxing in Thailand, and two
ancient styles of Pentjak-Silat in Indonesia—Harimau, in which combatants crouch and stalk like
tigers until close enough to spring, and little-known Joduk, which employs self-induced trance
states. Still dissatisfied, he was drawn to Korea—where Hapkido, Tang Soo Do, and especially
Taekwondo, with its emphasis on aggressive kicks to the head, were more to his liking.
In his late twenties, Isata returned to Japan with another trunkful of belts and learned the
secrets of Kumi-uchi, a battlefield form of Sumo, before beginning a 10-year study of Ninjutsu,
the most exotic and secretive of all martial arts. Ninjas dabble in everything from highlyspecialized weaponry, Mission: Impossible disguises, underwater hide-and-seek, and foolproof
assassination techniques to detecting feigned sleep, walking on the fingertips to reduce vibration
during burglaries, hang-gliding onto rooftops like Santa's sleigh, and running sideways very fast
to prevent tracking or to confuse opponents, or for no reason at all.
Isata developed the aggregate reflexes of a herd of impalas, the brute strength of a lion
pride, the deadly striking quickness of a mongoose, and the precision timing of electronic fuel
injection. He could break through a concrete wall or fight off a small army single-handed as
easily as he could pick his nose in a crowded elevator without being caught.
Late in the 20th century Isata went to work for a powerful South Korean industrialist who
claimed to be the Second Coming of Christ. NOTE 14 Later in the 20th century, he was hired away
by the Chairman of Heavens Products International, who offered him something even a powerful
South Korean industrialist who claimed to be the Second Coming of Christ couldn't get his hands
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on, a fully customized Pontiac Trans Am.
Isata slept, but he knew what was happening.
The Chairman picked up the Black Phone at his bedside.
"Special Field Agent Bill Buffett, Security Agency for ... "
"Do you have any idea what time it is, B-Buffett?"
"Why yes sir. Oh, but I guess I'm in a different time zone—"
"I'll say, B-Buffett. What the hell is it?"
"Marx Overman. Someone fitting his description hopped a Liberian freighter in Panama
that called in Casablanca. I believe Overman to be somewhere in North Africa."
"Where do you b-believe yourself to buh-be, B-Buffett?"
"Madrid."
"You call m-me in them-middle of the night from mah-Madrid to tell m-me you bub-bubbelieve Overman to b-be somewhere in North Africa?"
"You told me to keep you posted."
"Do m-me a favor B-Buffett."
"Yes sir?"
"Send your next report through regular channels."
The Chairman disconnected his bedside Black Phone and picked up his bedside Blue
Phone.
"Yes, Tinker. I just happened to be up. Something important?"
"My son works there."
"Where?"
"The lumber yard. Lumber World. Part of The Growing Family of Heavens Products
International. He's supposed to start Law School in the fall."
"So he's a college graduate? Ivory Tower I suppose. M-maybe we should promote him.
This is getting b-better than I imagined! Probably he's smarter than the old m-man, eh Tinker?"
"Could be. I'm sitting here looking out the window of my 86th-floor office in New York,
New York, New York holding a Casualty Report from a Pigeon Pacification Program in a
California lumber yard and picturing giant splinters lodged in scalps like broken arrows. What
the hell do they do in this lumber yard anyway?"
"They fill Yard Orders. They stock lumber. They cut b-boards.
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"They get splinters?"
"Yes, Christ Tinker, they probably get splinters too! You can ask your son yourself on MModel Store Day. Why don't you surprise him?"
"Surprise him? "
"You know, m-maybe pretend you're a customer ... "

57.
"You are the customers. . ." wrote Pagan Rosellini, recently promoted to Head Cashier at Lumber
World, Part of The Growing Family of Heavens Products International, but increasingly on the
lookout for travel bargains, as she took some notes for the Jonathan Benders byline in the
International Herald Tribune:
YOU ARE THE CUSTOMERS
•

You are a building contractor with an account at Lumber World, but you haven't had
a bid accepted for weeks, maybe months. You know Derk and Hoss in the Back and
Mr. Norman and the Yard Clerks in front; in the store you always wink at Pagan the
Cashier and ask her what she is, and she gives you different answers every time such
as "Samoan and Swedish," "Iraqi and Icelandic," or "Mayan and Polish." You are
only dimly aware of the worsening world situation. You just submitted your 18th bid
to the same Asian American account executive with a nice home in Woodsgate who
considers some remodeling work every year, reconsiders exactly how to do it, and
then changes his mind altogether.

•

You are an emeritus professor of philosophy at Ivory Tower University but you have
absolutely no idea how to go about repairing a broken latch on your kitchen cabinet.
The Gnostic version of the Passion of Christ, with which you are intimate, and the
cosmic protoplasm that binds the hylozoic cycles of medieval Paracelsusian
Pantheism—which inspires you to a fever pitch—are as mysterious to most people as
how the physical world is physically hinged and screwed together late in the 20th
century is mysterious to you. You walk to Lumber World where it takes you a couple
hours of wandering around before you ask any questions. On the sidewalk along
Woods Way, you enjoy watching Ivory Tower coeds ride bicycles in gym shorts. You
don't seem to care whether the stripes on the gym shorts are vertical or horizontal or
even if there are any stripes, for you probably imagine that they are wearing no shorts
at all. How the mental stripping off of gym shorts while tight tan youthful legs pump
the pedals rhythmically ties in with Nietzsche's notion of Eternal Recurrence—about
which you have written several papers—is unclear to you; however, in your next
lifetime, you would like to be a bicycle seat.

•

You must think you were a carpenter in a previous lifetime. At present you are the
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Government Documents reference librarian in the Woodsgate Public Library, who no
longer has any use for tampons; you have a thin gray mustache and don't pluck your
eyebrows. Your breath is hot, as if something were incubating in your throat. You
read Sunset Magazine and buy Sunset Books. The lumber clerks say you have turned
your pantry into a mini-shop where you use your bias tape, hacksaw, and Elmer's
Glue to construct planters and bird-feeders and magazine racks from Sunset Plans to
hold Sunset Magazines. You've come to Lumber World several times; at no time did
you recognize the Head Cashier as the young woman you once helped to obtain
SAGE worldwide menstrual statistics in the Woodsgate Public Library, nor is it likely
you will recognize her in the future.
•

You are a real carpenter with a real shop in your garage. According to Cap'n Bob, you
once presided over his makeshift marriage ceremony to a scrap piece of 2x4, which
led to his becoming the Yard Foreman at Lumber World where you buy materials,
though this is difficult to discuss with you since you don't speak much English. You
blink your eyes arhythmically and use all the muscles of your face to do it, as if you
were broadcasting in Morse Code. It’s only a nervous habit, so don’t worry about it
Miguel.

•

You are an Asian American account executive with a nice home in Woodsgate. You
prefer "account executive" to "salesman." Your home is tended by a Latino gardener,
a Latino pool man, and a Latina cleaning woman from Eastwoods. You are
considering remodeling your kitchen; in past years you have considered re-roofing
the garage, adding a bathroom downstairs, and digging a fallout shelter adjacent to
the old septic tank. You are considering the 18th bid submitted by your building
contractor; it seems high. If you heard Helen the Transition Woman's "joke" reference
to Asians as "Ornamentals" (or for that matter "Orientals"), you would not think it
was funny. There are many other things you do not think are funny. Your wife has
left you and your dog has run through the screen door; this should not be surprising to
you since you probably always paid more attention to your dog than your wife
anyway; you carry the mangled screen door to Lumber World.

•

You are a couple coeds from Ivory Tower University. You appear to have between
you hardly a worry in the world as you glide along Woods Way on your imported
bicycles; you seem oblivious to the emeritus professor of philosophy who probably
wishes he could be your bicycle seats

•

You are a Latino gardener, a Latino pool man, and a Latina cleaning woman who
come to Lumber World for your supplies where you wait in line like everybody else.

•

You wear thick wire-rim glasses and rumpled overalls and walk with an exaggerated
side-to-side motion that may or may not be typical of Microfilm Room clerks. It is
your first trip to Lumber World, and you strike up a conversation with the Head
Cashier. You say you dropped out of school to read Gravity's Rainbow. Next you'll be
reading Finnegan's Wake. Down there in the Microfilm Room below the
Undergraduate Library, you say. You are accompanying your parents, who are retired
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and shop slowly and carefully. Your father was a Telephone Company repairman
before he retired; your mother was an elementary school teacher.
•

You recently separated from the Asian American account executive, who paid more
attention to your dog than to you, according to your husband's building contractor.
You may have spent years fantasizing before the TV, doing your exercises and
continuing them during ads in which virile deep-voiced men miraculously appear in
kitchens with firm instructions about household products such as floor wax and
plastic wrap. You still have a good figure and it looks like you've begun dressing
more suggestively in public. Now that you're on your own you must secretly long to
do something wild. In the meantime you are taking courses at the community college
to help you reenter the workforce. You come to Lumber World because you need a
length of dowel about so big in the closet. You wear an Aerobic Dance decal on the
leotard under your open shirt like a campaign button; you probably have an Aerobic
Dance bumper-sticker too next to your community college parking sticker.

•

You avoid dangerous women in leotards—along with smoke, coffee, drugs, meat, and
direct sunlight. You keep your vitamins in alphabetical order. You sip ginseng tea and
prepare your meals of wheat-germ crackers and fruit-nut-berry drinks nonviolently
and later you probably have nonviolent wet dreams on your Japanese bedroll. You do
Tai Chi awkwardly in shady parts of public parks wearing white cutoffs that come to
your knees and black socks that droop and a red handkerchief rolled into a headband.
You feel that your pasty white skin is a sign of health and that you are paving the way
for the New Age while stamping hands and taking tickets at the Turn-of-the-Century
Lounge at the Woodsgate Mall, where the Lumber World Head Cashier has seen you
before. She sees you again as you lock up your old Schwinn in front of the store,
wearing knee pads and elbow pads and rear-view mirrors angling from your crashhelmet like antennae or dental instruments. NOTE 15
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THREE
MODEL STORE DAY

58.
Several weeks passed.
They passed quickly, like clouds on a windy day covering and uncovering the sun. They
flew by like fleets of Heavens Products helicopters down at the foot of the High Atlas. They
sneaked past like motorcycles between lanes during rush hour. They went by in a blur of
headlines from the Rome Edition of the International Herald Tribune.
"New government for Italy—eighth this year."
"Cabinet minister kidnapped in moped assault."
"Embassy bombing: Competing terrorist groups claim responsibility."
The world situation deteriorated in inverse proportion to rising sales of Spam, Twinkies,
and Velveeta Cheese. The Big Powers issued bold warnings; lesser powers name-called from the
global bleachers; materials for a Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force
Field in the Sahara Desert were prepared for shipment.
Summer and the Sierras slapped each other on the back, old friends recalling established
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rituals. The snowpack had melted and filled underground reservoirs; colorful quilts of
wildflowers blanketed mountain meadows; creatures crawled out from the woodwork, wiggled
through the waters, and roller-coasted in aerial performances of their ancient, daily routines.
There was everywhere the thick smell of mature August, nature in its seasonal prime; there were
the sounds of all things Animal, Mineral, and Vegetable expressing themselves in a vast
symphony rising from the valleys and reflected from the peaks into some sky-high graphic
equalizer.
Power mowers roared in Woodsgate; the strong fragrance of grass clippings was the
surest sign of suburban summer. Ivory Tower students skinny-dipped in Lake Labia and tossed
frisbees over sculptured fountains on big lawns below libraries. Children rose early and mounted
the bikes, trikes, skateboards, and roller skates of a California culture on slick wheels. A
mountain of rubber tires burned black clouds above an Eastwoods auto wrecker. There was a
constant pace of traffic—and an occasional convoy of Mack Trucks—on the Highway.
The Monks took sunset rides along the dry foothill curves of Biker Heaven. Up in front,
Cap'n Bob and Mo whooped and hollered under the lengthening shadows of the redwood trees.
Turn on yer fuckin' high-beam! They stopped here and there at Vista Points to have a smoke.
Haven't heard nothin' from Dad have ya? Bob asked. He don't seem to write many postcards, Mo
said. How about that groupie Tina, the blonde with the little tattoo on her forehead? I could use
some more of that, Bob said.
Adam Tinker III began receiving the International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition in the
mail.
At work Adam kept driving the forklift that was repainted gun-metal blue by the exTransition Team from Heavens Products headquarters, except for its hindquarters, which
remained solid Bull. He went fast and slow and set things aside and picked them up later and
rearranged the Yard until he felt he'd gained a minor mastery over the controls. He could make it
do almost anything he wanted now.
Out in the shrubbery lining Woods Way something scurried, maybe a furtive squirrel or a
skittish cat, like the first small mammals in the Age of Giant Reptiles.
At Lumber World all the shrubbery had been cleared except for the lone Hawthorne tree
buckling the pavement and warping the chainlink fence at one edge of the Fencing Yard. Its
clusters of white flowers were in the pungent bloom of their third trimester. Its dubious fruits had
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persisted all winter and spring. A few ripe Haws fell and spilled their seeds in the broken ground
of the Employee Parking Lot.
One particular Haw landed on the hood of the Honda belonging to the Transition Team
Captain overseeing personally the Model Store Project of the Western Retail Group of Heavens
Products International.
"And call me Helen, please," said the Transition Woman.

59.
"Helen, please—"said Head Cashier Pagan Rosellini as she punched an employee code, date
code, time code, account code, account number, cash check or charge code, department code, zip
code, and a discrete nine-digit stock number into the computerized console that had replaced her
old ring-and-ding cash register—"can you give that gentleman over there directions to the SelfService Yard?"
Pagan rang up the Heavens Products Carbide Drill Bit® for a building contractor who
had a business account there but only a vague notion of the worsening world situation in general.
She pointed Helen to the gentleman in question, an emeritus professor of philosophy who had
been wandering around for a couple hours.
You are the customers, Pagan thought.
Helen gave the professor a grandmotherly smile and snappy directions.
Pagan handed the Heavens Products Carbide Drill Bit® back to the building contractor,
aware that the blips and flashes of light from her console were communicated directly to Simon
Says®, the new brain of Lumber World, and Simon's arms and legs, Gofer Lift®, the robot that
had replaced Hoggie DeJesus in the Receiving Warehouse. Pagan did not know that the blips and
flashes sometimes added up to a visible dot of color on the Holographic Display Globe before
the conference table in the Board Room at corporate headquarters, though this would not have
surprised her. NOTE 16
Helen Hawkens, the Transition Woman, did not know that in the Employee Parking Lot a
ripe Haw had landed on the hood of her Honda, where it bounced, skidded, and rolled to a stop
against her hood ornament, a chrome replica of the Heavens Products International logo.
"What are you, really, Pagan?" winked the building contractor.
"Norwegian and Nepalese," Pagan suggested.
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"I don't think so," said the contractor, then he noted, "There's been some changes around
here."
"I'll say," Pagan said.
Gofer Lift® came tooling down the aisle and beeped its horn. The little electric forklift
from Receiving had been radically modified at the Heavens Products International Robotics
Works in Oaxaca, Mexico. Gofer Lift® blinked its turn signal, wheeled 90 degrees to the correct
shelf, and extended its hinged telescoping arm to replace the Heavens Products Carbide Drill
Bit® just purchased by the building contractor.
The Transition Woman clicked a stopwatch and furrowed her brow.
The contractor shook his head.
"It gets better," Pagan said. "Go take a look around."
The Government Documents reference librarian from the Woodsgate Public Library
came in the front door carrying several Sunset Magazines with dogeared pages and walked past
the Head Cashier without recognizing her. The reference librarian preferred to think of herself as
a carpenter and so continued on, the length of the store, to the Lumber Dept. She was followed
closely by Miguel, a real carpenter from Eastwoods. The building contractor, too—after pointing
out to Pagan the Asian American account executive to whom he'd just submitted his 18th bid—
headed for the back.
The Asian American account executive was impatiently unstrapping his mangled screen
door from the roof of his car in the parking lot.
Pagan looked past him to Woods Way, where a couple of coeds from Ivory Tower
University wearing striped gym shorts rode by on imported bicycles. The emeritus professor of
philosophy, trying to follow Helen's snappy directions to the Driveway, stared down the
sidewalk after them.
The Asian American account executive did not see his Latino gardener, his Latino pool
man, or his Latina cleaning woman as they parked and walked by, and they did not see him
either.
A Microfilm Clerk who'd dropped out of school to read Gravity's Rainbow engaged
Pagan in conversation.
"It's the only way I could really concentrate on the book," the Microfilm Clerk explained.
"Next I'm going to read Finnegan's Wake."
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"I see," Pagan said.
"This is my first time here," the Microfilm Clerk said. "This place is a trip! I better go
find my parents." She shuffled off in an exaggerated side-to-side motion that may or may not be
typical of Microfilm Room clerks.
"The Avocado Green is very nice this year," Wilbur Lithe smiled, surprising another
customer, the estranged wife of the Asian American man. Wilbur, only recently transferred from
the Yard to the Paint Dept., had made a fast adjustment. Instead of a tape measure, he carried
now a feather duster in his back pocket and, with only the slightest provocation, Pagan Rosellini
discovered, he would strut and bob his head so that he looked like a grinning black chicken.
"Charming, I'm sure," said the woman customer. She didn't know that her husband was
struggling with a screen door in the parking lot, nor would she have cared had she known. She
was on her own now. She wore a leotard under her open shirt with an Aerobic Dance decal. "But
I'm looking for a dowel rod for my closet."
Wilbur Lithe did not change expression, because he could not change expression. He told
the woman how to get to the Lumber Dept., pointing with the duster.
"Helen, please—" Wilbur Lithe said, referring her to a pasty white man who awkwardly
sidestepped the woman in the leotard—"this gentleman wishes to speak to someone in a position
of authority."
"Can I help you sir?" The Transition Woman looked up from her clipboard. This guy
needs some help, Helen thought. Tall and skinny, with a graying pony tail hanging below his
antennaed bicycle crash helmet, he reminded Helen of her wimpy ex-husband, Big Slim
Hawkens.
"Yes please, I'd like to interest you in some of these." He gently lifted a stack of paisley
signs from his backpack. The signs said
This is a
Smoking
Carnivorous
Aggressive
Violent
Establishment

NON

Wilbur bobbed his head and strutted off, dabbing at a Heavens Products Rainbow Array®
paint display with his feather duster.
"Umm, very nice," Helen cooed, pushing the paisley signs back at the pale man. "But I'm
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just so awfully busy today. Perhaps you can come back some other time and we'll talk business."
Business. Even the word seemed to shake his delicate skeletal structure. She might as
well have said Cancer, Agent Orange, or Baby Seals. It was the old run-around. The paisley man
faded out towards the Lumber Dept.
The Transition Woman was awfully busy today, and she had little time for a born-again
wheat germ activist. What he really needed, to put some color in his face, was a thick bloody
pepper steak and a good blow job, neither of which she was prepared to give him. There were
many other customers to deal with, not to mention the employees that Helen had reshuffled like
so many Heavens Products Woodstain Sample Wafers®; and the Model Store Project was
nearing completion.

"Nawtt!" Hoggie DeJesus had said when Helen green-carded him. No, he got no stinking
immigration papers.
"I queet," was what Pinché Carlos said, and since these were the only two words he
spoke—his character only dimly perceived by the fresh Styrofoam pucks in the urinals, the
morning smell of sanitizer, the daily dumping of ashtrays for a quarter of the 20th century—the
words hung in the air of the Lumber World Office for a moment, heavily, like the iron bells of
Herman Ivory Tower.
He quit. "Laid off," was what Helen said.
"I don't know what to say," was what Mr. Norman said. It was the most honest thing he
could've said under the circumstances, circumstances that were just all happening so fast.
The Transition Woman gave her token apologies. Affirmative Action reports had been
filed for the fiscal year; it was time to get down to business. The business at hand was that the
robot Gofer Lift® could do the jobs of Hoggie DeJesus and Pinché Carlos better, faster, and even
cheaper. Such was the fine line, for Hoggie DeJesus, between Latino Surname and
Undocumented Immigrant (or Illegal Alien, in Helen the Transition Woman's terms)—and for
Pinché Carlos, between employed and unemployed.
Pinché Carlos got two weeks' severance pay for his small contribution to the end of the
20th century to take along with his '57 Chevy; Hoggie DeJesus was offered a job—at lower
wages of course—at the Heavens Products International Robotics Works in Oaxaca, Mexico.
"We Go!" said Hoggie DeJesus.
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A line was forming in the Lumber Dept. The Joker, former Screen Shop Man, and Cap'n Bob,
former Yard Foreman, were behind the counter. They were Lumber Salesmen now.
The building contractor waved to them with his Heavens Products Carbide Drill Bit® and
went outside, shadowed by the Microfilm Clerk in search of her parents.
The Government Documents reference librarian commanded Cap'n Bob's attention with
her hot breath. She spread her Sunset Magazines out on the desk.
"You see I want to combine the redwood magazine rack here with the wine rack there so
they'll go around the corner behind my dinette set like this darling entertainment console on the
July cover ... " she was explaining.
"Hmmph," Bob said.
"El Toro!" blinked Miguel, who was behind her in line.
Bob nodded to his neighbor from Eastwoods. Behind Miguel were the Latino gardener,
Latino pool man, and Latina cleaning woman who worked at a nice home in Woodsgate.
"So how much wood will I need for that?" asked the reference librarian.
"Well now lady ... " sighed Cap'n Bob. These people wanted you to design their projects
for them too. He wondered if Miguel had brought one of his well-crafted joints. He could use an
Eye Opener about now.
"I need a good strong dowel rod for my closet," the woman in the Aerobic Dance leotard
said to the Joker.
"Well how large is your opening?" asked the Joker. He kicked Bob behind the counter.
"Oh, about so."
When she spread her hands apart to indicate the length she wanted, the Joker noticed the
low cut of her leotard.
"I see," the Joker whistled. "And how big around?"
"About like this."
When she made a circle with her thumb and middle finger to indicate the diameter she
desired, the Joker noticed she was staring at him and smiling.
The Joker's shaved head was making the woman think of Mr. Clean, and Mr. Clean made
her think of the Ajax White Knight, and the Ajax White Knight made her think of the Man From
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Glad, and the Man From Glad made her think of virile deep-voiced men in general popping out
of her TV into her kitchen with strong advice about household products. And all this was making
her nipples swell against the leotard under her open shirt.
"Yes," said the Joker. "I think I can show you what's available outside."
"Oh good. This is so exciting, being in a lumber yard and everything!" More exciting
than being married to the Asian American account executive had been, anyway.
The Joker led his customer out through the Self-Service Fencing Yard towards the Back.
The Self-Service Supervisor—former Yard Clerk Adam Tinker III—backed the Bull up
against the Self-Service Standup Sheds, hiding its privates. He recognized the man wandering
around where the Gazebo used to be as the emeritus professor of philosophy from whom he'd
taken "Introduction to Wang Yang-Ming" as an undergraduate at Ivory Tower University. It
seemed so long ago.
"I was wondering," said the professor, palming a broken latch from his kitchen cabinet in
his sweaty, girl-watching hands, ''how this damn thing is supposed to fit together."
"The restriction by material force and obscuration by external things that you have
mentioned,'" Adam replied, quoting the only line he remembered from the quasi-Confucian
Instructions for Practical Living, "'are but the restriction and obscuration of the mind.'"
"Wang Yang-Ming!" exclaimed the professor.
"Go to Hardware!" instructed his former student.
Adam did not recognize the Asian American man who approached quickly, waving the
mangled screen door he had finally removed from his car and carried up the Driveway.
"Tell me—where's the Screen Man?" he demanded.
"Should be inside," Adam said, indicating the Lumber Dept.
What the former Screen Man was inside of actually was the former Screen Shop, as well
as the leotard of the estranged wife of the man with the mangled screen door.
Outside the Screen Shop near the Employee Parking Lot, the Microfilm Clerk found her
parents.
"Look at that," said her father, a retired Telephone Company repairman, pointing to the
rainbow and hand grenade painted on the Joker's van.
"This is disgusting!" said her mother, a retired elementary school teacher, pointing to the
big shaggy mutt mounting and frenziedly humping the Doberman Pinscher in the cage behind
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them.
They would have been more disgusted if they'd known that the Doberman Pinscher
getting mounted in the cage was a male, that the converted Telephone Company van in the
Employee Parking Lot was the same van in which their daughter had been conceived before it
was sold at auction years later, that the van's new owner was preparing to mount, also doggystyle, one of his customers in the adjacent Screen Shop, or for that matter that their daughter was
about to read Finnegan's Wake.
"This place is a trip!” said their daughter, the Microfilm Clerk.

The building contractor found the Teamsters in the former Back Yard. Derk set down a flat of
Pink Geraniums. Hoss put some Hyacinth Bulbs in alphabetical order between Ground Ivy and
Ice Plant. The Self-Service Nursery was open for business.
"This is some sight. Azaleas!" said the contractor.
"Fuckin'-A," said Hoss. He folded the old Beaver of the Month—complete with the
powder burns from a stray bullet from the Pigeon Pacification Program—into his lunch pail.
They sat down to eat. It was in the Revised Teamster Contract. Derk broke open a
Twinkie.
All the big construction lumber was banded and stacked at the end of the Standup Sheds
awaiting shipment to the Heavens Products Big Construction Lumber Regional Warehouse, and
from there, who knows, probably to the Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis
Force Field in North Africa; the Teamsters' mobile home-size forklift had been dismantled and
crated for delivery to the Heavens Products International Robotics Works in Oaxaca, Mexico.
"Can't believe it," Derk said.
"Me neither. Azaleas!" the contractor said.
"Fuckin'-A," Hoss said.
"No," Derk said, "I mean I can't believe I found one! Yerall the witnesses. Here it is –
lookit!—a virgin Twinkie. No cream filling inside, not a goddamn drop!"

Inside the former Screen Shop the former Screen Man found what he was looking for too inside
the leotard of the Asian American account executive's estranged wife.
The bins that had held screen doors and windows in various stages of repair served now
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as storage for Heavens Products Greenhouse Windows®. The Joker's workbench was dusty but
intact. The woman in the Aerobic Dance leotard was bent over the table, her nipples stretching
the material like bolts, their areolas dark silver dollars.
E Pluribus Unum, Eisenhower's nose, the bald eagle's talons, the cratered bicentennial
moon, the crack in the liberty bell—thought the Joker.
The Shell Answer Man, the Maytag Repairman, Mr. Goodwrench—thought the Joker's
customer.
He pressed up against her.
"Harder," she breathed.

"Faster," Helen said, clicking her stopwatch as Gofer Lift® completed another round trip from
Simon Says® to Hardware and back to the Receiving Warehouse.
"Simon Says you can go faster," she chided the beeping robot.
Helen was still unaware of the Haw leaning against the Heavens Products hood ornament
on her Honda, a Haw slowly melting as the sun rose high and warm above the Employee Parking
Lot. A sticky goo oozed like pus from the fallen fruit and mingled with the multiple petroleum
binders and complex carbon-chain paint hardeners that comprised Japan's latest lacquer. A
hitherto unknown chemical reaction had begun.
Progress, Helen thought. As she flipped through the Operator's Manual for Simon
Says®, the master inventory control computer, she pictured Hoggie DeJesus boarding the
Immigration Service bus for the border and Pinché Carlos climbing into his '57 Chevy. Bipptyzeben Chebby, she smiled, dialing the appropriate command code into the computer and
calibrating the robot's universal joint. Why hell, Simon Says® had the capacity to store the entire
family trees of Pinché Carlos and Hoggie DeJesus and every single illegal Mexican sneaking into
California all the way back to when Cortez first fucked an Aztec; Gofer Lift®, she mused—with
its all-terrain suspension, high-speed synchromesh drive shaft, 16-way differential cannuter
valve, and zircon-encrusted muffler bearings—could accomplish the work of a generation of
slave labor in a week, its twisting torso and mechanical arms and hinged hands with opposable
thumbs could have built Montezuma's Palace in a day.
And now it was time to test Saint Peter®.
"Ready?" Helen asked.
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"Ready," Adam said.
The Transition Woman plugged in the sleek apparatus that had replaced the gutted
Gazebo—whose jagged pieces of lath overflowed the Scrap Bin, useful now only as kindling—
between the Plywood Barn and the Lumber Dept.
The Self-Service Supervisor thought Saint Peter® looked like a combination between the
self-feeding board planer the Teamsters used to have in the Back and—with its bubble cockpit
and aerodynamic design—what Detroit engineers used to envision as The Car of the Future. A
ramp sloped up to the plastic dome, where liquid crystal displays glowed as circuits kicked in,
and sloped down the other side. There was no trunk. The People of the Future would travel light.
"Go."
"Okay."
Helen clicked her stopwatch.
Adam set a pre-cut, pre-priced 2x4 on the slide.
A laser detected the board and friction rollers conveyed it noiselessly into the dark
passage below the cockpit. In milliseconds, sensors evaluated the piece—length, diameter,
moisture content—to verify the encoded electronic price stamp, and Saint Peter's® bubble brain
reported to Simon Says® in Receiving with advice about whether to activate Gofer Lift's®
restocking function. A printed ticket that matched the cash register receipt necessary to open the
new Smart Gate® at the end of the Driveway popped out and buzzed like the turnstile of a
parking garage as the 2x4 slid down the other end.
Gift-wrapping was available.
Helen was ecstatic.
Adam was amazed.

The Asian American account executive was growing irritated. Time was money. He had to wait
in the back of the same line in which his Latino gardener, Latino pool man, and Latina cleaning
woman waited, and that irritated him even more.
"Where's the Screen Man?" he called.
"He's coming sir." Cap'n Bob eyed the man at the back of the line waving his mangled
screen door.
"Then how about this cute bird-feeder here on page ... " the Government Documents
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reference librarian was saying.
"How about it," Cap'n Bob said.
Behind her, Miguel blinked his face.
Behind him, the gardener, pool man, and cleaning woman were getting antsy.
"Bender board ... " said the gardener.
"Mortar ... " said the pool man.
"Kindling ... " said the cleaning woman.
"Outside…Outside…Outside," said Cap'n Bob.
"If there's some way I could maybe attach it to the gutter like this so the darling little
birds can ... " the librarian was saying.
"Blade stone ... " the gardener said.
"Grout ... " the pool man said.
"Keys ... " the cleaning woman said.
"Hardware ... Hardware ... Hardware!" Cap' n Bob said.
"Is the Screen Man coming or not?" the Asian American man called.
If the gardener, pool man, and cleaning woman were getting antsier and the Asian
American man was growing more irritated, then Cap'n Bob was about ready to steam. If there
were Inside and Outside kinds of people, he was Outside. Behind a desk, Bob felt like a pit bull
on a diet of Pablum. He pulled a Camel Straight from his pocket and lit it.
"I'd like to interest you in some of these," said a pale skinny man gliding around a stack
of Heavens Products Prefinished Panels® and stepping behind the lumber counter, as if in the
New Age, people would not have to wait in line anymore. He held his stack of paisley signs that
said
This is a
Smoking
Carnivorous
Aggressive
Violent
Establishment

NON
in front of Bob's face.

It was the wrong time to make a Right Thinking inroad. It was a low moment for the
Higher Consciousness.
Cap'n Bob put his Camel Straight between his lips and stuffed the signs up under the pale
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man's bicycle crash helmet and walked out from behind the lumber desk.
"Aren't you going to do something about this screen door?" scowled the Asian American
man.
"Yes sir," said Cap'n Bob.
He took the screen door from the man's hands, placed it over the man's head, and pushed
the frame to the floor.
"Screen Man's coming," Bob said, and went outside to finish his Camel.
"Toma tu, Toro," Miguel said, following him and slipping Bob something else to smoke.
The Screen Man came—back to the Lumber Dept. The woman in the Aerobic Dance
leotard came too. It was so exciting, being in a lumber yard and everything. Seeing her husband
standing framed in his mangled screen door, she said Hello.

"Goodbye, and thank you for shopping at Lumber World," Pagan Rosellini said as the Microfilm
Clerk filed out the door with her parents. She punched an employee code, date code, time code,
cash check or charge code, department code, zip code, and a discrete nine-digit stock number
into her console for the Heavens Products Spring Latch® finally purchased by the emeritus
professor of philosophy. He left too. Eventually, all the customers left, and a small new dot of
color appeared on the Holographic Display Globe at corporate headquarters somewhere down
under the foot of the High Rockies.
The sun dipped behind the High Sierra and a steady breeze funneled down the mountain
valleys, fanning the trees of the flatlands and cooling the hitherto unknown chemical reaction on
the hood of Helen's Honda in the Employee Parking Lot. The Haw was bonded to the chrome
ornament, a curious marriage held together by this new, turn-of-the-century glue.

60.
The Turn-of-the-Century Lounge shared a vestibule and bathrooms with the Woodsgate Deli
next door. The Men's Room, the Joker noted, was well-supplied with hot water and toilet paper.
It would do fine, yes sir.
The Joker wasn't surprised when he was asked to remove himself and his shaggy mutt
Arnold from the Employee Parking Lot. He had been a foot-soldier, not an officer, and he
survived by following orders. Though he never talked about the war, he continued to shave his
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head about it.
Helen told him he could no longer shave his head inside the store. And she made it clear
to the Joker that his new position of Lumber Salesman required the wearing of a shirt.
He packed up his roller skates, his dog food, his dog; he gathered his C-rations and
Sterno cans from the former Screen Shop and pulled down the red wallpaper of "I Got Loaded at
Lumber World" flags used to mark oversize loads and taped one of the flags on the back of his
van and drove the van around the block into the parking lot of Woodsgate Mall, only a long
frisbee toss away as the pigeon flies. He selected a space adjacent to the Handicapped Zone, on
the theory that Handicapped Parking Spaces outnumbered Handicapped People by such a margin
that he would have few neighbors to interrupt his access to the Men's Room between the Turnof-the-Century Lounge and the Woodsgate Deli.
"You want a Doberman Pinscher?" Helen asked him on Moving Day. There was the
suggestion in her voice that she was not entirely without compassion, that maybe she felt
Doberman Pinscher guard dogs were not exactly on the cutting edge of the electronic future.
The Joker was ambivalent. He looked at Bruce; Bruce looked back.
"I don't know what's gotten into that dog," Helen said.
The Joker knew what had gotten into that dog.

61.
What the Chairman's bodyguard Isata got into was a combination karate gi and tuxedo, customtailored for Model Store Day. He tried on the brushed gung-fu boots, samurai cuffs and sleeves,
and silk-striped drawstring pants with his formal 22-degree black belt as cummerbund. He made
a few moves; the fit seemed snug but versatile.
Isata stepped into the gymnasium adjacent to the Chairman's private office. A short
workout would suffice to test the garments. He bowed ceremoniously to the mirror and stood in
praying-mantis meditation stance—elbows in front, wrists curled inward below eye level, fingers
lightly touching, legs like immovable rocks, face stoic. He breathed, aware and unaware, poised
but relaxed, allowing the energy of ch'i to flow freely along his tuned meridians.
He heard static on his karmic receiver. There was something—an intermittent hum or
buzz, far away but nearby at the same time. There was some disharmony of yin and yang; there
was conflict unresolved, specific danger in innocuous disguise. There was a lone fly, too,
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buzzing around the padded room, and to Isata it sounded like a B-47.
He closed his eyes, disguising himself as a piece of gymnastic equipment. The fly landed
on the mirror before him. His hand flew out, straight and quick as a ray of light, and snatched a
single wing from the fly. He opened his eyes and watched the fly drop to the carpet.
His suit looked good, he thought.
"Looks good," nodded the Chairman, putting his Red, White, Blue, and Black Phones on
Hold when Isata somersaulted into the office, at precisely the right time, to turn the six cases of
1955 Roederer Cristal Brut on ice for Model Store Day.
Isata landed softly so as not to disturb the effervescence mise en bouteilles. Using hands
and feet with equal dexterity—in a blur of black and white, like a speedreader scanning several
newspaper columns—he pounced from case to case and deftly gave each bottle a quarter-turn.
Looks like a Japanese penguin, the Chairman, thought, but moves like an African cat.
Yes, Africa, the Chairman thought: so late in the 20th century still the Commodities
Market of continents, not for the squeamish investor or virgin speculator. Land of extremes, high
and low and hot and cold, construction site and demolition derby, birthplace of a species and
possible scene of its demise, where ape became man and man maybe monkey, Genesis and
Armageddon tucked between the covers of the same book. His book. Land where the Geothermal
Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field in a hole about the size of Connecticut
would skew the old partnership between Big Power and Big Company irreversibly in his favor.
Nation-states—and all their puny petty self-interest—had messed the world's pants. Order, the
Chairman thought. A new First Class world order, no less.

62.
Marx Overman bought a First Class ticket from Casablanca to Marrakech, but found when he
boarded the train no discernible class distinctions. Première, Deuxième, Troisième—all were
Cattle Class. The Moroccans could cram more things Animal, Mineral, and Vegetable into a
train compartment than Marx could fit in a dozen Dodge Generics. Bodies spilled into the aisles,
chickens clucked in the luggage racks, and whole families squatted with huge baskets in the
vestibule by the W.C. There were veiled women and hooded, turbaned, fezzed, and woolcapped
men. There was a girl wearing Henna make-up and a boy wearing a UCLA teeshirt. There was
the blare of the Arabic Top 40 from competing cassette players, the continual haze of tobacco
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and kif.
The Marrakech Express did not have a Non-Smoking Section.
He thought the pigeon he carried in a woven basket, his only luggage, fit the scene nicely.
But Marx's pasty white skin, long hair, and the latest edition of the International Herald Tribune
purchased at the train station and folded prominently in former Transition Team Agent Pidcock's
plaid hunting shirt pocket, all marked him as an étranger. Probably an American. Probably from
California.
"California!" said the boy in the UCLA teeshirt, puffing out his chest.
"Yes," Marx said.
This brief exchange sparked a vigorous discussion among the Moroccans in the
compartment and allowed Marx to strategically re-deploy his arms and legs to less cramped
positions.
The men argued and laughed open-mouthed, revealing 86% more cavities and 44% fewer
teeth. Fluoride toothpaste, Marx thought, was not in widespread use here; probably there wasn't a
single strand of Dental Floss in all of North Africa.
The veiled women giggled and averted their eyes. The chickens clucked. The Hennawearing girl smiled shyly then whispered something in the ear of the boy with UCLA teeshirt.
"You eat?" grinned the boy, pointing to Marx's pigeon.
"God no!" Marx scowled. Eat Shakespeare? How could these people consider such a
crime?
The compartment lapsed into smoky silence.
Marx hugged the basket to his chest and looked at the chagrinned boy.
"No eat, California," the boy said.
"No eat," Marx said. He lifted Shakespeare to his shoulder and petted the bird. Then he
managed a pantomime of the writing, attaching, sending, and receiving of a message by Homing
Pigeon.
"Morocco-California! California-Morocco!" The boy in the UCLA teeshirt was delighted.
He repeated the charade with his own narration. The Henna girl poked him in the ribs and the
whole compartment burst into renewed hysterics.
Marx put Shakespeare back in his basket and consumed instead the Rome Edition of the
International Herald Tribune.
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"Corruption revealed in Italian cabinet; Vatican issues statement."
"Coups topple governments in Latin America."
"Rumors of large Sahara energy project denied."
"California Teamster wins lifetime Twinkie supply from Hostess Co."
Marx devoured the headlines and sunk his full set of teeth into the meaty articles,
savoring the English language—its elegant range of expression, its unsurpassed terrain for wit
and irony—while passing through a strange and foreign land. He polished off the appetizers and
digested the entrees as coastal trees were replaced by scrub brush and camels outside the
window. Dessert was on the Feature Page.
Feature Page
International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Five
by Jonathan Benders
The camel's origins are supposed to follow a fossil trail back to North America.
The scientific justification for the claim is the famous hypothetical Bering Strait
Land Bridge, which if it ever existed at all surely collapsed under the weight of all
the species reckoned to have made miraculous treks across its icy wastes.
One of the most charming and convenient catchalls of scholarship—which in
some versions has risen and fallen more frequently than the Dow Jones
Industrial Average—the Bering Strait Land Bridge has been invoked to explain
everything from the demise of the dinosaurs, Navajo resemblance to sunburned
Mongolians, and Chinese participation in the laying of America's transcontinental
railroad to the General Theory of Relativity, Christ’s visit to the Incas, and
international forklift proliferation.
In any case, the best evidence that camels originated in Wyoming is the
persistence of llamas in Peru—the shaggy camel-cousins having migrated
across the more tangible Panama Land Bridge.
It is not known whether camels were domesticated before pigeons or dogs (or
women?). A papyrus 34 centuries old testifies to their use as beasts of burden in
the Middle East. If pigeons were the direct-dial telecommunications and
electronic computer mail of the ancient world, camels were the Mack Truck
convoys and mobile missile-launchers. Wars were waged on them, spices
traded. Abraham had camels. Job boasted some 3000, before he got into trouble
with God. And Mohammed declared that of God's 100 names, man could know
only 99; the camel, who knew the 100th, epitomized the wisdom of Allah.
True enough—for while the Bactrian camel of Asia may have two humps and a
greater cargo capacity, the Arabian one-humper is as well-designed for harsh
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desert life as the pigeon is for aerial marathons. Its wide padded feet act like
snowshoes in the sand, its long eyelashes and extra set of eyelids can lock out
the gritty wind, its nostrils can flap shut like turbine-engine intake valves when
they're not sensitively sniffing out the nearest underground water. It eats such
unlikely bitter thorny plants and brackish water that it must be the only animal to
ever subsist on a diet of Haws before the North-African native Hawthorne got
transplanted to the New World, probably by way of the Bering Strait Land Bridge.
The camel's legendary ability to survive without food or water for weeks or
months or years is mostly legendary, but it can go a few days with no water—as
sphincter-like muscles in multiple stomach sections release stored moisture—
and longer without eating, as the fatty nutrition in its hump gets reabsorbed.
Every morsel the animal doesn't consume of itself has been exploited by its
desert-dwelling masters: mother's milk, hair and hide for rope and clothing and
waterbags, high-quality bone for fake ivory, flesh for meat, oil for oil, testicles for
delicacies. Unremoved testicles sway heavily to counterbalance the camel's
clumsy gait—left fore and left rear leg together, then right fore and right rear—
which, though agonizing for the unadept rider, can carry a man 100 miles in a
day.
The blood corpuscles of camels, bulls and cows alike, are testicular in shape—a
primitive trait uncharacteristic of mammals but shared by llamas, birds, and
reptiles. And it is the camel's equally reptilian disposition that accounts for the
ages-old love-hate relationship between human and dromedary. That is, the hate
part. Camels have not participated in the dubious dealings of their owners
willingly or joyfully.
These ugly, smelly, farting and belching beasts will turn on their trainers quicker
than Doberman Pinschers drilled by reluctant Nazis. They would as soon lop off
the side of a man's head or sever his arm to the ligaments as snatch a rare
Saharan rose. They fight dirty. They bellow and snort, they bite and kick and
knee. They hold all Guinness World Spitting Records in the categories of
Distance, Accuracy, Quality of Salivation, and Lack of Provocation. If pissed off,
a bull will blindside opponents and then crush them to death, whether fellow bulls
or puny humans.
It may have been the camel's bit that spread the Gospel and made Moslems out
of Infidels, but it was a man walking in front of a camel who coined the term
"back-biting" for the Koran.

63.
"In other words, you're Jonathan Benders!" Adam Tinker III seemed to consider the implications
of this revelation as he flipped through the Feature Pages of back issues of the International
Herald Tribune.
"My father's saving the royalties for me in a travel account. In fact, he should be sending
me a check pretty soon." Pagan Rosellini watered the new Coral Vine crawling from a tub up
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one wall of Adam's studio. She misted the Bouvardias trailing down the front of his bookshelves
and pinched back the Wandering Jew in the window.
"You mean you might leave?" Adam said.
"Not before I get a ride on that forklift!"
"Jesus Pagan, just when you've repotted my house plants." Adam stuck his lip out.
"I want to see the world while it's still got some character, before, you know, everyone
joins The Growing Family of Heavens Products International or whatever. Why don’t you come
with me?”
"The world's got plenty of character. Take the Kif Djibberish in the Sahara Desert.
They've never been conquered by anyone."
"One little tribe living hopelessly in the past," Pagan said.
"Preserving the future," Adam argued.
"You are a dreamer." Pagan dreamed of sipping sangria in Seville, sprawling on the
beach at Cannes, sharing cappuccino by the Duomo in Florence.
"Takes one to know one," Adam said, but the words sounded hollow even to him. He'd
begun to doubt his conviction that he would ever do something really hard, that how he
conducted his own wishy-washy life could possibly affect the rest of the world, or that events at
a lumber yard in Northern California could have the remotest connection to the Last Nomads in
North Africa.
"Have you heard anything from Marx Overman?"
"No." This depressed Adam further. Probably the Security Agency for Government
Experimentation had picked up Marx's trail by now. Surely they would have intercepted any
message sent by letter or wire. At least if he went to Law School, Adam thought, he could
represent Marx and fight SAGE in court. He certainly was going nowhere as a lumber clerk with
a lot of books, a Senior Thesis and a B.A. in History.
"What is it?" Pagan recognized the signs of Adam’s pre-pout phase.
"Look at you Pagan, you've written all these essays that have been read by millions of
people."
"My father's the Senior Editor of the Rome Edition."
"And my father's the Senior Partner of Tinker & Tinker Inc. But don't you see, you've
done something. "
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"Let's you and me do something." It was hard to tell from her voice whether Pagan was
prescribing travel or sex, or both, but as they moved closer on the couch, which was also the bed,
it began to rain softly outside. It was a cool late summer rain, a warm early fall rain down at the
foot of the High Sierra, where the rainy season was not supposed to start until winter. Whatever
sounds they produced or promises they made were muffled as the rain came steadily harder. The
water gathered in the gutters and pelted the grass and dripped from the trees and rushed to the
storm drains and it was the old water of the centuries recycled, the same water once carried in the
pails of a Roman slave, the teapot of a medieval Japanese warlord, the bladder of a Des Moines
insurance salesman, the radiator of a Moroccan bus.

64.
The Moroccans could fit even more people and animals on a bus—in the seats and aisles,
hanging out the sides, strapped on top with huge woven baskets full of vegetables—than they
could in a train compartment, Marx Overman noted. A bus that traversed an endless, bumpy,
dusty road along the High Atlas. A bus that stopped every couple of curves, where various
people claiming authority from the Transport Company or the King argued for some minutes
with various passengers claiming authority from Allah and wishing to board or insisting on
disembarking at a variety of unlikely locations for a wide range of disputed tariffs. A bus that
made Marx wish he had his old Dodge Generic.
At first glance Agadir was a cool, colorful town of whitewashed houses and clean white
beaches on the azure Atlantic, just as it said in the tourist brochure. Somehow this didn't explain
the inordinate numbers of white-skinned Americans bustling about and looking important. Nor
could the fact that the city was antiseismically rebuilt after the 5.8 earthquake that levelled it a
quarter century earlier account for the fleet of yellow roadgraders suspended by cables from
Heavens Products International helicopters that flew over Marx Overman's head after he arrived
at the bus station.
Tonka Toys, Marx thought as he watched the heavy equipment disappear over the hills
towards the desert. Somewhere out there, he knew, were the Kif Djibberish.
In the marketplace he bought a djellabah, the long hooded garment worn by the locals,
and pulled it on over Pidcock's pigeon-hunting outfit. Still carrying Shakespeare in his basket,
Marx worked his way down to the port. The port where, according to the tourist brochure, a
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German gunboat had defied the French in 1911, setting the stage for World War I. The port
greatly enlarged in 1953, and then enlarged some more very late in the 20th century to
accommodate the huge freighters now bobbing in the bay. The bay that was lined with the clean
white beaches; the clean white beaches that were piled high with crates bearing the Heavens
Products International logo.
"I'm looking for the Blue People," Marx told a man at the loading docks. It was true, he
was.
"Come this way," the man said.
"I'm looking for the Blue People," Marx told the man's supervisor.
"Through here please," the supervisor said, unlocking a security gate.
"I'm looking for ... "
"Yes, the Blue People," the supervisor's Supervisor said, inviting Marx to set his basket
down in a restricted office inside the security area.
"Well?" Marx said.
The Heavens Products Supervisor studied him. Outside, cranes lifted cargo from ships.
"You were sent by the Transition Team?" the man asked.
"Why ... yes." In a way, he was.
"Prove it."
Marx reached inside his djellabah to the plaid hunting shirt and pulled Transition Agent
Pidcock's ID from the pocket.
"Here," Marx smiled enigmatically.
"You'll have to excuse our security precautions, Mr., ah, Pidcock," the man said, relaxing
a little. "I see you're traveling undercover."
Indeed he was; Marx patted his djellabah and said, "This is an important mission, isn't
it?"
"I'll say," the man said. He unlocked a steel drawer and handed Marx a package of
wrapped bills. "We gotta get these damn nomads off our backs. Here's the money. Unmarked
100s. Stacks of $10,000, I've checked them all. You think that'll be enough?"
"I ... think so." Marx began to sweat under the hunting shirt under the long hooded
garment.
"And when you're done bearing gifts, heh-heh—" the Supervisor smiled and winked—
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"how about dropping this off at the project site?"
"The project site," Marx repeated.
The man gave him a small aluminum capsule. The project, Marx gathered from the label
on the cannister, was a Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field.
The man was staring at the basket Marx carried as his only luggage.
"What's with the bird, anyway, Mr. Pidcock?"
Marx gathered all his fugitive resources to rise, look surreptitiously from side to side and
lean forward confidentially. He pulled his hood over the Supervisor of supervisors' ear and
whispered, "The pigeon flies West at sundown."
The man nodded knowingly and whispered back, "The Blue People lie in the pass East of
Goulimine."

And the pass East of Goulimine is where Marx Overman went, renting for the journey the last
remaining four-wheel drive in Agadir—a tinny Citroen convertible with a fold-down
windshield—and securing in the car his bird, the small fortune in $100 bills, and the aluminum
capsule whose entire label took six and a half revolutions to read:
Heavens

Products

International

•

Geothermal

Solar

Prototype

Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field • Agadir Staging Area •
Partial Summary of Bills of Lading from Master Supply List •
Attention: Chief Engineer • Film 1 of 12.

Marx broke the seal and had a look inside.
"Microfilm!" he said to Shakespeare.
Shakespeare, his basket belted to the passenger seat, did not reply.
Marx drove south through Tiznit to Bou Izakarn, east of Goulimine, then turned towards
the desert. In the distance, curtained behind the southern extreme of the Anti-Atlas, there was a
cloud like that from an immense forest fire, a forest fire, he thought, about the size of
Connecticut. The dirt road was ill-defined until it rose into a narrow pass with many
switchbacks. He saw no signs of the Kif Djibberish.
"Maybe I won't find them," Marx said to Shakespeare, and again Shakespeare said
nothing.
He didn't find the Kif Djibberish; around a blind corner near the end of the pass, the Kif
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Djibberish found him. The Dental Floss Ambush took Marx Overman by surprise.
The dense fishnet of floss strung between two argan trees bent but didn't break when the
tinny Citroen convertible French-kissed it at 40 kilometers per hour.
Heavens Products Unwaxed Dental Floss, so said the strewn plastic containers; the
Citroen's four-wheel drive quickly dug all four wheels deep into the dirt and wrapped and
rewrapped the twine hopelessly around the axles. Marx turned off the engine and stood in the
seat. The first dunes of the Sahara's sand seas were barely visible through the cloud curtain—a
cloud that was itself sand, Marx could tell now, the sandstorm rising from a vast array of earthmoving machinery digging a hole about the size of a small New England state.
A scraggly Arabian camel approached up the hillside, followed by several blue-faced
warriors.
Another small fleet of large helicopters, this time carrying back-hoes, came from the
coast. They flew low over the pass, directly overhead.
One of the Blue Men crouched and pitched a dagger straight into one of the helicopters'
fuel tanks; a second Blue Man threw a small torch end-over-end. The flame caught the dripping
fuel and followed it right up like a bolt of lightning. Fifty meters ahead, the aircraft blew up in a
ball of fire, dropping the backhoe onto the rocks.
The Kif Djibberish pounced on the backhoe, tearing components from the engine and
tying every conceivable part with Dental Floss from crates carried by the camel. It took them a
long time with the Dental Floss, because they had to run back and forth to the stubborn camel,
tugging it, prodding it, cussing at it.
This is no paradise, Marx Overman thought, this is guerilla warfare.
He also thought, These people need a forklift for that Floss. And these thoughts are what
Marx Overman scribbled on a scrap of paper from the glove compartment of the trapped Citroen
convertible. He slipped the paper into the small aluminum capsule containing the Heavens
Products microfilm and peeled off as many of the $100 bills as he could roll in a tight bundle and
squeezed them into the canister too. Then he secured the capsule to Shakespeare's leg with a
double half-hitch of Unwaxed Dental Floss.
"Now let's see what you're made of!" whooped Marx Overman, tossing his last pigeon
into the sky like Major Whittlesley of the Lost Battalion.
"This is the real thing, Shakespeare!" he cried, and "Fly, my friend!"
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Shakespeare circled the narrow pass south of Tiznit and east of Goulimine at the edge of
the territory hotly disputed by Morocco, Algeria, and Mauritania, leased controversially to
Heavens Products International, and claimed ancestrally by the Kif Djibberish—and Shakespeare
circled again, as if he too were a bit confused, then circled once more, before flapping off
tentatively toward the west.
The sun dipped low, painting broad strokes across the rugged terrain. Marx waved his
arms and gave a Banshee scream.
"Take me to your leader!" he said when the Blue Men came.

65.
Cap'n Bob got a postcard. It was from Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. The postmark said
so. On the back, or maybe it was the front, was a wide-angle picture of the chrome grille of a
Mack Truck.
The handwriting was a childish but legible mix of lower-case and upper-case slanted in
various directions, the grammar and syntax the very combination that might be produced by a
man lacking in formal education, unsentimental about family ties, and unaccustomed to writing
postcards—but a man who'd also read a lot, who'd digested a pulpy assortment of Western genre
novels, eaten some victuals, licked his pencil thoughtfully and scratched out a few long-overdue
lines: Cap'n Bob's father. Mo's father too.
"He says he still got the rig and he's readin' this good book," Bob said.
"What good book?" asked Mo, who had been to New York, New York, New York and so
considered himself more worldly than his brother.
"This good book, that's all he says."
"So he's comin' home?"
"Convoy on old 66, then north the valley and over the pass. Should be here by the end of
the book, he says," Bob said.
"What book? Haw, hup!" The gravel rattled in Mo's throat when he laughed.
"Hmmph," Bob snorted.
"How about us all goin' for a ride when he gets here."
"Yeah okay. Come on by the lumber yard. And try and find that Tina girl, willya? I'd
kinda like to fuck her again. I been imaginin'!"
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66.
Belga, the Chief of the Kif Djibberish, did not imagine that the Second Omen would take such a
form.
Down at the foot of the High Atlas, Marx Overman tripped a camel. He tilted his hooded
head a little to one side, his eyes flared in that special look, and Zap! the camel's scrawny legs
flew into the air. The camel dropped its load of Dental Floss and landed upside-down on the
boxes, smashing them to toothpicks.
"Fhaggast!" Belga said.
Marx wondered, Was that good or bad?
Marx had only reacted instinctively. He'd done nothing when the camel belched, blasting
him with hot noxious waves from its multiple stomachs. He'd stood stoically when the camel
farted in his direction, making him faint and nauseous. But when he turned his back and the
camel spat on him—a wad of such velocity that it stung like a stone, the indescribable slime then
dripping down his new djellabah—that's when Marx sent the animal flying.
"Lehbeest!" Belga yelled. The Blue People were stunned. Never—not since Hood and
Schlema and Allah and Sheep, not since Nu and Nedd and Bertha and Sodd, not since NarabzAn-A-Rabz imported the beasts and the Kif Djibberish came down from the Rif—had a camel
been so stylishly and decisively disciplined.
Belga declared Marx Overman, the pale stranger with the long hair, to be the Second
Omen for which they'd waited. There would be a small celebration. Marx gave Belga one of the
packages of $100 bills. Belga used it to start the campfire.
The tribe surrounded Marx and touched him and remarked about him. They made him
repeat his feat, tripping each of the camels in turn, from farther and farther distances. They sang
songs and smoked kif and performed dances.
Marx Overman himself wondered what the limits of his ability were, but said things like
"Gosh, it was nothing" and "That's a $10,000 fire you've got there!" and, finding that the tribe's
huge pile of camouflaged and crated Unwaxed Dental Floss was still stacked on pallets, found
himself saying also, "Just think what you people could do if you had a forklift."
The celebration lasted all night. At daybreak Belga looked west, the direction Marx
Overman had come from, with renewed confidence that Omens came in Threes.
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67.
The unseasonal rain continued steadily but did nothing, contrary to Helen Hawkens' hopes, to
loosen the Haw stuck on the hood of her Honda. It was a small thing, this Haw, wedged as it was
under one wing of the chrome angel hood ornament, the symbol of Heavens Products
International—but the Haw had grown steadily larger in Helen's mind with each day it remained,
like a boil on the skin of her car. She imagined people in traffic pointing, "That woman's got a
huge Haw there!" and dreamed that the Chairman scowled at her Honda when he arrived in the
Employee Parking Lot, "B-buy American!" With Model Store Day so near, Helen was losing her
patience.
"Goddamn fruit," she muttered, standing in the rain and poking at the Haw with the point
of her umbrella.
"Nice weather if you're a duck," Cap'n Bob said when Helen dripped by the lumber desk
in the back.
"That's bad luck you know," the Joker called, indicating her open parasol.
"That's bad luck you know,” Pagan Rosellini said too as Helen came to the front, but
Pagan referred not to the umbrella but the big twig trailing from it. Bringing a flowering branch
of Hawthorne indoors, Jonathan Benders had written, portended a death in the family. In this
case, Pagan thought, maybe The Growing Family of Heavens Products.
Helen hunted and pecked the aisles of Hardware, gathering an armload of tools.
Wilbur Lithe strutted and bobbed his head in the adjacent aisles of Paint, his duster the
tail-feathers of a grinning black cock.
Helen raced back outside to the Employee Parking Lot.
A hammer and chisel failed to dislodge the Haw. Pliers would not budge it, vice-grips
and channel-locks were useless. An acetylene torch burned the fruit and softened the steel but not
the stubborn bond between them. Chemical solvents diluted nothing except the paint on her
hood.
After an hour, Helen's assaults resulted only in some deeply gouged metal, a badly
disfigured chrome angel, and a permanently scarred finish.
"Goddamn tree," she muttered, looking through the rain at the craggy Hawthorne. Her
hairdo destroyed and her mascara running in tributaries down her pointed face, Helen Hawkens
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asked herself one question, the question that had got her where she was today: What would a
man do in this situation? A real man wouldn't take any shit from any goddamn tree, that's what
he'd do.
"You mean yank it right out of there?" said Self-Service Supervisor Adam Tinker III,
backing the Bull into the Plywood Barn so as to hide its stylized private organs.
"That's right."
"God Helen, that tree must be a hundred years old. Imagine what the root system is like
under the Employee Parking Lot."
"The whole goddamn thing!" Helen's eyes gleamed like twin blades of a Track II above
her smeared cheeks.
"Your mascara's running, Helen," Adam stalled.
"And you better get that forklift running! I'll take care of my face, thank you, and you
take care of that tree!"
"Well I hardly think—."
"I'm doing the goddamn thinking now, and you're doing the goddamn doing, do you
understand?"
Helen stomped off.
Gofer Lift® came blinking and beeping from Receiving, following her, on some urgent,
automatic mission. Gofer Lift® carried a hammer and chisel, pliers, vice-grips, channel-locks, an
acetylene torch, and an assortment of chemical solvents. Gofer Lift® also ferried the Joker, who
hitched a ride behind the robot on his roller skates. The Joker wheeled by, at mock Attention,
saluting Adam as the rain beaded on his bald head like mercury on a hot-plate.
Adam returned the salute and put on his Self-Service Supervisor hardhat and drove the
Bull to the Employee Parking Lot. He parked in a puddle and stared at the last living tree at
Lumber World dripping water on the mutilated hood of Helen's Honda. He lit a cigarette and
exhaled a small cloud in the general direction of the rest of his life. Certainly the Law School at
Ivory Tower would offer choices more rational and questions more Socratic, prerogatives
derived logically from precedents, torts tuned in weighty white-wigged tradition, he thought.
Adam did nothing.
He sat, staring and smoking.
There was a long, promising pause down at the foot of the High Sierra.
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If it was a pregnant pause, it had to be twins, or even triplets.
In the movie version, the Lumber World Theme Music and the Heavens Products
International Anthem played point and counterpoint, trading riffs in the rain.
Then, a fluttering of wings above the forklift cage. Was it a bird? Was it a plane? Was it a
bird?
It was a bird, and a badly battered one at that. Shakespeare had lost both legs and a good
portion of his feathers. Still attached to one bloody stump was his nametag, and tied to the other
with a double half-hitch of Unwaxed Dental Floss was a small aluminum capsule.
"Shakespeare!" Adam said.
Adam cradled the pigeon in the plastic webbing of his hardhat and opened the cannister.
He pulled out a tight moldy wad of $100 bills, a scrap of paper with a cryptic note from Marx
Overman, and a strip of microfilm. He read the label on the capsule, turning it six and a half
revolutions:
Heavens

Products

International

•

Geothermal

Solar

Prototype

Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field • Agadir Staging Area •
Partial Summary of Bills of Lading from Master Supply List •
Attention: Chief Engineer • Film 1 of 12.

He read the cryptic note from Marx Overman:
Dear Adam,
This is no paradise, this is guerilla warfare. These people need a forklift for
that Floss. The Kif Djibberish I mean. Must hurry. See for yourself what is
becoming of the Power Surge Effect.
Fondly,
Marx.
He put the scrap of paper and the strip of microfilm back in the cannister.
He put the cannister in his pocket.
He put the $100 bills in his wallet.
He drove the Bull across the Self-Service Fencing Yard and up the Driveway past Saint
Peter® and through the Smart Gate® to the front of the store. He found Pagan in Hardware and
Wilbur in Paint.
"Now, now ... now, now," Wilbur Lithe said, taking Adam's hardhat and gently rocking
the spent bird.
"Incredible," Pagan Rosellini said.
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Shakespeare had beaten the U.S. Army Signal Corps and the Duke of Wellington
combined. From the High Atlas to the High Sierra, he'd ridden the dry winds of the Sahara,
winged past the Canaries, flown a great arch across the Atlantic, angled through the Bermuda
Triangle, and strafed a convoy of Mack Trucks at a rest stop along old 66, before bringing forth
new life from a very pregnant pause at Lumber World in Northern California.
Along the way he had weathered tropical storms, been clipped by helicopter blades,
blasted by jet exhaust, shocked by high-power lines, bombarded by gamma rays, and wounded
by the 10-year-old daughter of an N.R.A. enthusiast somewhere in the South.
More mangled than Cher Ami, more heroic than any trench-jumping, howitzer-dodging,
troop-liberating, war-decorated bird in this long century of shrapnel, Shakespeare set a new
Homing Pigeon record of 7043.1 miles, nearly a third of the way around the worsening world
situation.
It would be left to some aspiring historical essayist—the likes, presumably, of Jonathan
Benders—to determine that the bird’s 11-day flight averaged 26.63 miles per hour.
Adam found the Transition Woman in the Office, behind Mr. Norman's desk. Mr.
Norman paced behind her with his hands outstretched as if something were slipping through his
grasp—something specific, but something he couldn't name; something perhaps ominous and
absurd; something that, whatever it was, was just all ....
"It's no use Helen," Adam said. "I can't get any traction back there today. We'll have to
wait until the weather breaks and the ground dries up."
The Hawthorne tree wasn't coming out today.
Helen said nothing; she rose and looked out the window. Mr. Norman looked over her
shoulder out the window. Adam looked out the window too.
Across the Driveway and past the corrugated roof of the Plywood Barn they looked, into
the horizon where gray clouds moved thickly. In a seam of blue, a single beam of sunlight
showed through the rain for a moment and produced, like a barber's pole turning one revolution,
the briefest of rainbows.

68.
After Gravity's Rainbow, the Microfilm Clerk had turned her attention to Finnegan's Wake. It
was a wrinkled paperback of Finnegan's Wake, its pages doubled back around the spine, that she
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clutched in her stubby fingers and peered over quizzically, above her thick wire-frames, when
Adam Tinker III descended to the Microfilm Room in the fallout-shelter depths below Ivory
Tower University Library.
"Ahem." Adam held up the small aluminum capsule he had received by pigeon.
The Microfilm Clerk held up a hand to indicate she would be completing the sentence or
paragraph in which she was engaged before helping him.
Adam had completed his college education without finding any necessity to peruse down
here the vast microfilm archives of the most documented century, the century with the most to
document certainly, the century that had doubled and then redoubled the world's population until
close to 10% of all the people who ever lived inhabited the planet at once. Neither had Adam
grappled as a student with any irresistible compulsion to read Finnegan's Wake.
He imagined the Gallup Poll taking a break from the day-to-day trivia of political
sentiments to document,
Which description best matches your knowledge of the novel Finnegan's
Wake by James Joyce? (asked of a scientific sample of 10% of all the people
who ever lived).
A
B
C
D

Never heard of it
Heard of but never bought it
Bought but never read it
Read it

4.59 billion
3.1 million
78,160
5,861

99.1299%
0.07000%
0.00170%
0.00001%

He was in exclusive company all right. This Microfilm Clerk seemed to take the novel as
a personal challenge, squinting her eyes and moving her lips and making notations in the margins
and underlining and circling and connecting words with arrows, using for this purpose a sawedoff little pencil of the type provided at miniature golf courses, regular golf courses, libraries, and
Microfilm Rooms. Must be a long sentence or paragraph she was reading, Adam thought.
"Yes?" Finally she stuffed her Finnegan's Wake into the bib pocket of her overalls.
"I have a strip of microfilm here I'd like to view."
"Fine, yes, fine. Sign in here." She indicated the dimly-lit log book on the desk and
handed him one of the sawed-off little pencils of the type provided at miniature golf courses,
regular golf courses, libraries, and Microfilm Rooms.
"No pens are allowed down here. No cameras. No food or drink. No smoking or chewing
gum." She reeled off the rules without inflection in her voice but eyed him so suspiciously that
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Adam opened his jacket for her visual frisking. "If you go to the bathroom, you have to sign out,
and then sign in again when you return."
"I've gone already, thanks."
Adam heard the liquid groan of someone, on the other side of the room, throwing up.
"Here." The Microfilm Clerk handed him a plastic sickness bag of the type provided by
small commuter airlines, regular commercial airlines, Midwestern university hospitals, and
Microfilm Rooms.
"Jesus," Adam said.
"If you spin the Reader too fast you may get queasy," the Microfilm Clerk explained in
the same staccato voice. "Follow me please."
He followed her past walls of gray filing cabinets into rows of gray microfilm machines
attended by dizzy readers spinning knobs and scanning sheets of newspapers reduced to
thumbnail size for the most documented century; the dim light was punctuated, here and there,
by flashcube pops from the machines as film was changed, and loud groans, now and again, as
someone else threw up into a plastic sickness bag of the type provided. She walked with a sideto-side motion that made her overalls bunch up at her hips with each step, a peculiar gait that
may or may not be typical of Microfilm Clerks.
She waved him into the first available Reader, where Adam unscrewed the small
aluminum capsule labeled
Heavens

Products

International

•

Geothermal

Solar

Prototype

Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field • Agadir Staging Area •
Partial Summary of Bills of Lading from Master Supply List •
Attention: Chief Engineer • Film 1 of 12.

"Forward, Reverse," she whispered, loading the film into the sprockets for him and
pointing out the big black knobs on the side, "and Focus."
"Thank you," Adam said.
"Ssshhh," she said, returning side-to-side the way she came.
Another Reader-reader leaned into the aisle and vomited after she passed.
Adam focused the first frames of the microfilm that, Marx Overman said, indicated what
was becoming of the Power Surge Effect.
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PORT OF ENTRY Agadir

DESTINATION Excavation site 28˚45" to 29˚48" N., 5˚56" to 7˚49" W.

ITEM
NO.

STOCK NO.

QUANTITY

DESCRIPTION

(1)

HP305283550

144

Class V Turbojet Helicopter

(2)

HP341585148

30

6-Engine Crawler Mount Power Shovel

(3)

HP186196487

30

330 cubic yd. Clamshell Bucket

(4)

HP897415497

220

50-ton Class IX Bulldozer

(5)

HP194120682

196

12,000 h.p. Hinged Boom Backhoe

(6)

HP458253018

86

25-ton Isosceles Roadgrader

(7)

HP251788206

55

Electric Diesel Derrick Crane

(8)

HP883384541

55

Full Rotation Jib Crane

(9)

HP532621783

310

15-cubic yd. Shovel Dozer

(10)

HP221426326

25

75-ton Weight Box Compactor

(11)

HP133032785

48

12" Rotary Airstream Augur Bit

(12)

HP803278580

5000

Gelamite Nitrocellulose 3.8"

ITEM

SERIAL NO.
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(1)

CV84-006880, CV84-006881, CV84006882, CV84-006883, CV84-006885,
CV84-006888, CV84-006889, CV84006893, CV84-006899, CV84-006961,

Whatever this Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field was—
Adam could see without plying the knobs of the Reader ad nauseum through all 6199 serial
numbers of the Heavens Products excavation equipment—it required the digging of a hole. A
hole, he calculated on the plastic sickness bag with the sawed-off little pencil, measuring 63
minutes latitude by 113 minutes longitude. A very large and deep hole . . . about the size of
Connecticut.

69.
According to the Uncertainty Principle of quantum mechanics—not so unlike the Mack Truck
Hypothesis with a Heisenberg bumper-sticker—there was a real chance that all the molecules in
your living room would suddenly rush into one corner, or that all the people in the world would
suddenly rush into one small area, say an area down at the foot of the High Atlas about the size
of Connecticut, vastly decreasing the Entropy of the global system. The odds were against it, of
course, but in a measurable way, so people were always operating somewhere on the continuum
between dying to rush to a Connecticut-size area down at the foot of the High Atlas, and wishing
to do—and nearly always doing—something else entirely different.
What Adam wished to do was make some sense out of Mrs. Overman's Power Surge
Effect, and to this end he had pried open the Orgasm Oranges fruit crate on which he'd earlier
sat and eaten a squished liverwurst sandwich and a warm fruit salad while conspiring to aid and
abet the international flight of Marx Overman in a cow pasture in a Restricted Area in the
foothills on the outskirts of Ivory Tower University.
Now in his Woodsgate studio he examined the contents of Mrs. Overman's Pandora's Box
of theories.
The Power Surge Effect analyzed personal power as a function of time and space. The
Second Law of Thermodynamics said, and no one disputed it, that Entropy was increasing. All
systems tended to dissociate. But there were halts and bumps along the path to chaos, which Mrs.
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Overman represented with a graph.

The Entropy and the Ecstasy, Adam thought.
It was Mrs. Overman's contention that individuals behaved like subatomic particles and
groups of people like molecules. It was not an untried idea; but Mrs. Overman carried the
psychology and sociology of nuclear magnetic resonance to dizzying new heights.
Molecules vibrated at specific frequencies designated by their quantum numbers. To
change energy states one had to either emit or absorb electromagnetic radiation of a discrete
frequency, which was a multiple of Planck's Constant, 6.625 x 10-27 erg-seconds. Mrs. Overman
calculated, with progressive mutations of Planck's Constant, how individuals generate these
sympathetic waves and take quantum leaps in energy level. At such peak moments, a particle, or
the collection of particles called a human being, could turn Entropy on its head.

This exponential extension of one's sphere of influence was what Mrs. Overman called
the Power Surge Effect.
It didn't matter to Adam exactly what progressive mutations of Mrs. Overman's
progressive mutations of Planck's Constant were calculated by the Security Agency for
Government Experimentation and correlated with the early steady-state chemophysics research
in the Utah desert to predict the feasibility of generating standing waves of unprecedented power
for the Heavens Products Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field in
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the Sahara Desert, nor did it concern Adam precisely how such waves could freeze the free
molecules of nitrogen and oxygen in the atmosphere according to their frequency resonance at
43,200 calories per mole into impenetrable plastic-like spheres.
The Power Surge Effect cut both ways, Adam figured.
Doorways could be opened in any force field by modulating the frequency at specific
points, like holding a stick in a waterfall.
He had the knowledge. He had the motivation. He had the $100 bills in his wallet. He
would do something hard.
Doorways, that was it.

70.
The doorway of the Turn-of-the-Century Lounge was attended by the tall skinny man with a
pony tail who had not returned to Lumber World since having his signs stuffed up inside his
This is a
Smoking
Carnivorous
Aggressive
Violent
Establishment

NON

bicycle crash helmet by Cap'n Bob. The man took tickets and stamped hands nonviolently as the
customers filed in, an unlikely bouncer in an establishment not sufficiently enlightened to banish
either smoking or drinking, vices perpetuated on its premises sometimes to excess.
Outside, in front of the Handicapped Zone adjacent to which the Joker, Arnold, and
Bruce made their new home, the Turn-of-the-Century marquee held the grinning portraits of
tonight's featured attractions:

NOW APPEARING!
Wilbur Lithe & Shakespeare
Shakespeare's wounds had healed and his feathers had grown back, but his leg stumps
were still useless as a result of the long flight that set a new standard for Homing Pigeon ordeals
near the end of the 20th century. He gripped his perch instead with his skinny pigeon penis,
fortunately undamaged and happily long enough to wrap about the wooden dowel, in his cage up
on the stage, several times.
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"That's disgusting," the retired elementary school teacher said to her husband, the retired
Telephone Company repairman. In the Walt Disney school of sex education she had promoted to
generations of youngsters, the birds and the bees did not have genitals.
"Did you see that van outside—it's the same one!" her husband said. The former
Telephone Company van, he meant, painted with a rainbow and a hand grenade where the pot of
gold should be. He was accustomed to carrying on separate conversations like this with his wife;
it had kept them together this long, and there was no reason to change now.
Their daughter, the Microfilm Clerk, engaged the Government Documents reference
librarian from the Woodsgate Public Library, sitting at the next table, in dialogue about tonight's
featured attractions. She said, "I hear they don't move their lips at all."
The reference librarian said, "Is that so?"
It was so. Wilbur Lithe could not move his lips if he tried, and Shakespeare had no lips.
The building contractor bought a drink for the Asian American account executive, who
had finally accepted his 18th bid for some remodeling work. The building contractor had thrown
in the repair of a mangled screen door for no charge, which sealed the deal.
The contractor said he'd have the job completed by the turn of the century at the latest.
They made a toast. "To the Turn of the Century!" they said.
The Asian American account executive did not recognize his Latino gardener, Latino
pool man, or Latina cleaning woman standing nearby not wearing their gardener, pool man, or
cleaning woman outfits. They chattered away in Spanish and drank beer with Miguel.
"El mundo de madera," Miguel was saying, was where the negro hombre, Wilbur Lithe,
used to work before he hit the big time.
Wilbur Lithe peeked between the curtains to check on Shakespeare's grip and survey the
crowd. If the Turn-of-the-Century Lounge in Woodsgate Mall wasn't exactly the big time, it was
better than strutting like a chicken around the aisles of the Paint Dept. He got a percentage of the
gate, and the place was filling up.
The emeritus professor of philosophy sent cocktails to the giggling pair of Ivory Tower
coeds seated at the bar. The coeds appeared to have between them hardly a worry in the world;
they invited the professor to join them.
"Why thank you very much, um, ladies!" The professor bowed and squeezed in close
enough to smell their clean young woman smells. His blood pressure shot up, straining his heart.
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For his next lifetime, which would be coming up very soon, he changed his reincarnation goal
from bicycle seat to barstool.
Wilbur Lithe took his place onstage and measured the initial applause by pivoting his
forearm like a laugh-meter.
"I be yo ventriloquiss tonigh," Wilbur said in Black American without moving his lips,
"an this be a bird."
"What a full fortune does the thick-lips owe/ If he can carry't thus!" Shakespeare said in
the King's English.
"Say what?"
"Othello, Act I, Scene I," Shakespeare said, darting his head this way and that.
"Why he be a talkin bird!" Wilbur moved his laugh-meter 45 degrees to the scattered
chuckling. "He be a learned bird!"
"I have heard too much, and your words and performances are no kin together,"
Shakespeare quoted from Act IV, Scene II.
By the time the Joker and the ex-wife of the Asian American account executive finished a
bedroom Aerobic Dance and climbed out of the van parked next to Wilbur Lithe's car in the
Handicapped Zone, had their tickets torn and hands stamped nonviolently by the fragile
doorman, and joined the latecomers in the back of the Turn-of-the-Century Lounge, the
ventriloquist had his audience warmed up and his laugh-meter creeping past 90 degrees.
Wilbur Lithe got into the meat of his routine.
"So there they is, these two statue in New Yo, New Yo, New Yo, wearin they ghetto
smile, nekkid as the baby Jesus, an the Lawd he look down an he give them Life, He go Poof! an
Zap! ... "
"Lechery by this hand!" Shakespeare said in Iago's voice, taking a spin around the perch
on his middle and only leg. "Prologue to the history of lust and foul thoughts. They met so near
with their lips that their breaths embraced together ... "
"The statues they be lookin high an low, one the other. They be getting ideas in they
heads…"
"Let her have your voice," Shakespeare pleaded for Othello.
"Until the girl statue she say, You be thinkin what I be thinkin boy? An the boy statue he
say ... "
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"I therefore beg it not/ To please the palate of my appetite,/ Nor to comply with heat—the
young affect," Othello continued, but Shakespeare felt a bit of heat himself and slid backward on
his dowel before regripping. "No, when light-winged toys/ Of feathered Cupid seel with wanton
dullness/ My speculative and off iced instrument .. ''
The audience was cracking up and Wilbur had to pause to bend his laugh-meter over 120
degrees.
"So they climb offen they pedestal an down into them bush to do they deed. An the girl
statue she ... "
"Cry 'O sweet creature!' Then kiss me hard,/ As if he plucked up kisses by the roots/ That
grew upon my lips; laid his leg o'er my thigh ... " Shakespeare was getting carried away; the end
of his coiled cock twitched.
"Boy that be some fun mama! the boy statue say, an then he say, You want we should do
it again?"
In anticipation of the punch line, patrons of the Turn-of-the-Century lowered their drinks
and Shakespeare stiffened and began to unravel.
"When these mutualities so marshal the way," Shakespeare was slipping fast, "hard at
hand comes the master and main exercise."
"Yeah man, say the girl statue, Only this time you be holdin the pigeon down an I be
shittin on it!"
"Th' incorporate conclusion: Pish!" And with that Shakespeare's quill straightened right
out between the bars of the cage, he lost his grip entirely, and he fell over Poof! on his back.
Wilbur Lithe's laugh-meter went 180 degrees and then off the scale.

71.
Pagan Rosellini confirmed the figures at the Woodsgate Public Library, with the Government
Documents reference librarian breathing warmly over her shoulder.
The area of Connecticut, 63 minutes latitude by 113 minutes longitude, was about 5000
square miles. In one square mile there were 3,097,600 potential plots three feet by three feet. The
Security Agency for Government Experimentation had calculated—because SAGE had
calculated everything—that the world's population could triple and still over 15 billion people
could be buried vertically in a hole about the size of Connecticut.
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72.
A fully customized Pontiac Trans Am rounded the last corner into the Employee Parking Lot and
bounced on its lowered suspension. Isata unbuckled himself, stood, and smoothed out the
samurai sleeves, silk-striped drawstring pants, and black-belt cummerbund that comprised his
tuxedoed karate gi. He slid his white-gloved hand into the door handle of the Rolls Royce
limousine parked under the Hawthorne tree.
"Isata, you look like a Japanese penguin!" joked the Chairman.
Isata did not laugh as he opened the limo doors. He was surveying the scene for signs of
danger. He implemented a wide-beam Ninja Sensor Sweep with his six normal senses and the
four additional senses he had acquired, to the exclusion of a sense of humor, in his years of secret
training.
"Let's get this show in gear, Tinker!" said the Chairman. He stepped out, followed by Mr.
Adam Tinker Jr., Senior Partner of Tinker & Tinker Inc. The rest of the entourage from the
headquarters of Heavens Products International stepped out of other late-model limousines of the
type usually taken by members of the Board of Directors and their official guests.
It was Model Store Day at Lumber World.
It was the first day of fall, and luckily the weather seemed to be breaking, as a few sunny
holes appeared in the sky.
It was below one such hole that Mr. Norman and Helen, Host and Hostess, stood atop a
unit of 4x4s.
"Ahem ... " Mr. Norman began. His Adam's-apple ran like a mouse behind a curtain and
then rolled over like a basketball under a bedsheet.
Isata trotted back and forth across the Self-Service Fencing Yard loading the six cases of
prechilled 1955 Roederer Cristal Brut into the store.
Helen handed out Press Kits to the busload of reporters and camera crews from local,
national, and international news services who arrived behind the entourage in the Employee
Parking Lot.
"Welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to this historic day at Lumber World," Mr. Norman
said, struggling to find words which would neither offend nor enlighten, startle nor amuse,
commit him to any particular management philosophy nor preclude him from seizing any
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favorable line of action.
"A day that may change some of our perceptions about the day-to-day operations of a
retail business, such that a day at the lumber yard may never be the same again, and yet a day
that may be much the same as any other day this late in the 20th century."
Mr. Norman paused as if surprised by his own sort-of eloquence.
Isata prowled the perimeter, hearing without paying attention, seeing without looking,
and walking without motion, the way only a master of the entire alphabet of martial arts can
hear, see, and walk.
"The weather, I'd say," Mr. Norman said, looking up at the sky, "could go either way, and
if I've learned anything along the way, it's the way everything has a way of affecting everything
else. The way a small company becomes part of a big company, and individuals react different
ways to this, and someone like me is standing before you on a day like today talking in this way,
without the benefit really of prepared notes, but just speaking off the cuff, so to speak—and
frankly, sometimes it seems that it's just all happening so fast ... "
The Chairman stifled a yawn; Mr. Tinker Jr. scanned the Self-Service Yard for signs of
his son. Was that him on the forklift back there?
Flashcubes popped and videotape rolled.
"The tour," Helen prompted Mr. Norman.
"Oh yes, the tour today will be conducted by our, um, Transition Woman and Model
Store Day Hostess, Helen Hawkens."
Helen smiled for the cameras and gave snappy directions to the Self-Service Nursery in
the Back.
"Let's get on with the tour!" she said.
"Yes, let's," the Chairman said.

The Transition Woman lagged behind a moment to give snappy instructions to the Self-Service
Supervisor.
"The ground is drying fast," she said. "When we go for the ceremonies, I want you to get
that damn forklift in High Gear."
"You bet, Helen." Adam Tinker III backed the Bull up against some concrete blocks and
set the brake.
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Helen dashed off as Adam walked to the Hawthorne tree.
"Son."
"Dad?"
"Surprised you, huh? It was the Chairman's idea."
"God, Dad."
They shook hands.
"I wanted to see you before you started Law School anyway," Mr. Tinker Jr. said. "Jesus,
you look pretty funny with a hardhat!"
"I guess I've gotten used to it." Adam studied the tree. "I wish you hadn't come today,
Dad."
"Well that's a fine how-do-you-do. Heavens Products happens to be our most important
client at Tinker & Tinker, if it's all right with you."
Of course, Adam thought. Greasing the gears, smoothing the passages, Ex-Lax for
corporate dysfunction. But he did not say these things.
"Helen wants me to rip this tree out of here," he said instead, slapping the trunk of the
Hawthorne. He pulled his hand away as if he'd touched a hot stove. "Youch!"
"Jesus, you got a splinter there! Let me see. No, that's not a splinter, that's a spike! Jesus
Christ, Adam!" Mr. Tinker Jr. pulled a handkerchief from his tuxedo.
"It's okay, I'm all right." Adam wrapped the bloody hand. "There's a first aid kit inside the
store. God Dad, just relax."
"Excuse me, could you tell me where I might find Pagan Rosellini?" said one of the
reporters who had trailed behind the bunch. Spying Adam's Self-Service Supervisor hardhat, he
approached and showed his press badge—International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition.
"I sure can. I'm going that way right now," Adam said.
"I have an envelope here from her father, Paolo Rosellini. I was told to deliver it
personally."
"Follow me."
"I've got to rejoin the tour group, Adam," Mr. Tinker Jr. said. "Tell me son, what's your
problem, anyway?"
"I'm sorry, Dad. I've just got a lot of work to do today, and when I'm done doing it, well, I
kind of doubt they'll let me in the Law School."
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Mr. Tinker Jr. moved off towards the Back. "Just for chopping down a tree? Don't be
silly, Adam ... And take care of that hand! ... "
Adam walked towards the store with the reporter from the International Herald Tribune.
"I may have something for you, too," Adam told the reporter.

In the parking lot of Woodsgate Mall, between the Deli and the Turn-of-the-Century Lounge and
adjacent to the Handicapped Zone, Bruce the Doberman Pinscher awoke with a full bladder.
While the Joker snored and Arnold snorted and a woman between them smiled and dreamed,
using her Aerobic Dance leotard as a pillow, Bruce extracted himself from the pile of arms and
legs and wedged open the van door with his tapered snout. He clambered down and peed in
quick squirts on all four tires, and on the posts with wheelchair symbols for the Handicapped
Spaces, and in a few places on the border of the Turn-of-the-Century, marking out his new
territory.
Bruce sniffed the air and stretched. His old territory called to him.
His canine compass told him the lumber yard was only a long frisbee toss distant, as the
pigeon flies.
He worked his way across the Mall and made a right turn at Woods Way. He zigzagged
along the sidewalk, tick-tacking his toe-nails, distracted here and there by this smell or that.

"It's just a flesh wound," Adam said, digging out the splinter and washing away the blood.
"Jesus, Adam," Pagan said. She wrapped and dressed the wound for him.
"Ms. Rosellini—or should I say Jonathan Benders?" The reporter from the International
Herald Tribune, Rome Edition handed her the envelope.
"Adam—it's a check!" She tore open the envelope jubilantly. "It's from my father!"
"I know," Adam said. "It's Parents Day."
"What do you think this is, summer camp?"
"No, but I think it's a good day to go for a ride on the forklift—how about you?"
"Adam, you mean it?" She gave him a hug. She hugged the reporter from the
International Herald Tribune too. She said to the reporter, "Thank you so much. Tell my father I
may see him very soon."
"Yes, you're welcome."
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"Oh, here," Adam said. "You may be interested in this." He handed the reporter the small
aluminum capsule labeled
Heavens

Products

International

•

Geothermal

Solar

Prototype

Spherical Molecular Stasis Force Field • Agadir Staging Area •
Partial Summary of Bills of Lading from Master Supply List •
Attention: Chief Engineer • Film 1 of 12.

"I see," said the reporter, turning the capsule six and a half revolutions to read its label.
"I'll pick you up in front," Adam said to Pagan.

"M-maybe so, b-but can it open a can of franks and b-beans?" asked the Chairman; it was the
kind of colloquial aside he used on occasion to maintain a certain unpredictability.
"I'm glad you asked that," said the Transition Woman, leaning on Simon Says® in the
casual way she may have once leaned against the bony shoulder of Big Slim Hawkens before she
knew better.
"Ladies and gentlemen, meet Gofer Lift®," Helen said.
They'd already met all the outdoor inventory represented in the redundant circuitry of
Simon Says®, but not the computer's arms and legs. The Heavens Products entourage had grazed
through the Self-Service Nursery in the Back, where Derk had offered the Chairman a Twinkie
which the Chairman had accepted, reducing Derk's Lifetime Supply and the World Twinkie
Population by exactly one. They'd passed the stacks of construction lumber removed from the
Back Yard and awaiting shipment to the Heavens Products Regional Big Construction Lumber
Warehouse. They'd browsed the Self-Service Standup Sheds, admiring the precut lengths of kilndried softwoods and hardwoods with encoded electronic pricetags and antitheft microdots that
transmitted the height, weight, body temperature, and sexual history of any would-be shoplifter
directly to the Woodsgate Police before the suspect was half-way to the Smart Gate® at the end
of the Driveway. They'd walked up and down the aisles of the Self-Service Fencing Yard, the
slinky of newspeople—rejoined by the reporter from the International Herald Tribune returning
from inside the store—stretching out and snapping together in the practiced hierarchy of the
press bus, a media creature with boom mics and shoulder-mount minicams sticking up like ears
and eyes.
"Yes, Gofer Lift® is the arms and legs of Simon Says®," Helen said. The robot blinked
and beeped and did a spin in the Receiving Warehouse.
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"No real Americans have lost jobs here," Helen said, explaining how the human
Receiving Clerk had been green-carded and sent to the Heavens Products International Robotics
Works in Oaxaca, Mexico, in the Transition housecleaning of Lumber World.
"Simon Says® has the capacity to store the entire family trees of Pinché Carlos and
Hoggie DeJesus and every single illegal Mexican immigrant sneaking into California all the way
back to when Cortez first porked an Aztec. And Robot Lift® here—" she patted the former
forklift as if an eager puppy, nearly as fond of its all-terrain suspension, high-speed synchromesh
drive shaft, 16-way differential cannuter valve, and zircon-encrusted muffler bearings as she was
of her own rhetoric—"can accomplish the work of a generation of slave labor in a week, its
twisting torso and mechanical arms and hinged hands with opposable thumbs could have built
Montezuma's Palace in a day."
"Sounds like a b-b-brochure for progress all right," the Chairman said to general laughter
and back-slapping. "You sure you haven't rehearsed that speech, Helen?"
The Chairman was in a jovial mood. A few more demonstrations, another impassioned
speech or two, and the champagne will have settled from its long journey and reached the ideal
temperature.

Adam heard the laughter and watched the back-slapping move from Receiving to the Plywood
Barn to the final demonstration of Saint Peter® where the Gazebo used to be.
Saint Peter® efficiently processed a piece of pine molding, crisply gift-wrapped it, and
popped open the Smart Gate® to an enthusiastic round of applause. Instant replays were shown
on portable video units.
Adam looked over the stacks of big construction lumber at the end of the Self-Service
Standup Sheds awaiting shipment to the Heavens Products Regional Big Construction Lumber
Warehouse and from there, who knows, to the Geothermal Solar Prototype Spherical Molecular
Stasis Force Field. There were 16- to 24-foot units of 6x8, 4xl0, and 8xl2 beams banded with
steel straps.
As the entourage filed inside, Adam hoisted a pair of insulated bolt cutters the size of skis
across the Self-Service Fencing Yard and leaned them up into the Bull.
As champagne corks from six cases of 1955 Roederer Cristal Brut began popping
continuously in the middle of the store, Adam revved the forklift's engine and put it in High Gear
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with his bandaged hand.
"To the Model Store!" the Chairman said, leading one of many toasts. Crystal clinked.
Isata moved around proficiently, refilling glasses while noting how the store's actual entrances
and exits compared with the floor plan he had memorized.
They matched perfectly; but something was wrong. Something in the air.
Isata pricked his bat-sensitive ears, tuning out the noisy celebration.
Up front somewhere was the low, distinctive chortle made by out-of-tune American
engineering. Old Harley-Davidson, Isata figured, around 1200 cc., practically an antique.
In the back there was a small thud. Six-by-eights, maybe 4xl0's. He went to investigate,
pouring another round of champagne and slipping through the crowd.
The double-unit of heavy beams was pressed against the Lumber Dept. door, blocking
out the light. Taped to the wood was a note,
Sorry for the inconvenience—Rearranging the Yard.
Isata felt another vibration along the side of the store. He walked quickly to Mr.
Norman's Office and found the window facing the Driveway covered by a steel-banded unit of
8x12 construction lumber.
He was one step behind. Isata broke into a Ninja Run.
Adam had already rounded the corner to the front with a double stack of 20-foot 6xl2's.
Driving backwards, so he could see. He could see Cap'n Bob climbing off his Harley.
"Chock for me Cap'n!" called the Self-Service Supervisor, tossing him a couple 4x4's and
pointing. "Right there!"
Pagan Rosellini came out the front door, check still in her hand, and Adam pulled her up
on the Bull.
Cap'n Bob set down the chocks.
"Closer, right against the door frames!" Adam directed.
"I hope you know what you're doin' here, Tinker," Cap'n Bob said, kicking the 4x4's in
further as Adam pivoted his heavy load into position.
Isata reached the front just in time to catch a glimpse of Cap'n Bob through the glass
before the 6xl2's creaked against the doors, blocking the third and last exit.
Isata thought, That short bearded guy looks pretty strong.
Cap'n Bob got a glimpse of Isata, too. Now Bob was not a student of Eastern philosophy.
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He didn’t know his samurais from his sushi, or his gung-fu studios from his Chinese laundries.
But he knew a capable man when he saw one.
"Who's the Japanese guy, Tinker?"
"Must be the Chairman's bodyguard."
"The Chairman's in there?"
"And the Board of Directors, and Helen, and Mr. Norman, and a lot of reporters," Adam
said.
"And Adam's father too," Pagan added. "It's Parents Day!"
"I've got all the doors blocked off."
"You do?" Pagan said.
"The big knob in the middle, push it gently," Adam said, swinging the ski-size insulated
bolt cutters out on the forks.
Pagan pushed on the chrome knob that wielded, apparently, so much power. The forks
went high in the air, with Adam straddling them; he reached up with the bolt cutters and chopped
the telephone and power lines coming into the store.
"Hmmph," Cap'n Bob snorted. "Gotten pretty handy with that old Bull, haven't you
Tinker?"
"You taught me Cap'n!" Adam jumped down.
They stood and looked at each other wordlessly. A slow grin spread across Cap'n Bob's
face.
Then Bob said, "That Japanese guy, Tinker—."
"Yeah?"
"Well he ain't gonna be in there for long."
Sounds could be heard. Morning cars whooshing by on Woods Way. The chainsaw
chortle of Mo and the Monks one block away at the Woodsgate Mall stoplight. Possibly, the
diesel rumble of a Mack Truck in the distance. Closer, the tick-tack-tick-tack of a dog's toe-nails
on the sidewalk, Bruce the Doberman Pinscher. And the muffled sounds of Isata's one-man
gymnastics show inside the darkened store as he jumped from shelf to rafter and swung from
rafter to attic.
Cap'n Bob slapped Adam on the back and winked at Pagan as if to say, Well get yer asses
in gear.
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Adam climbed back in the driver's seat.
Isata spied the shaft of light from the attic vent under the peak, exactly where it should
be. He made a spider's leap, sticking to the wall between studs. He tore the screen mesh off the
vent, then visualizing himself as a snake, he contorted his body between the louvers and slithered
down the wall.
Outside.
Isata stepped forward, his formal karate gi mussed but intact.
Cap'n Bob stepped back, and Adam backed up the Bull and lowered the forks.
Bruce recognized the smells of his old territory and tick-tacked into the front lot between
Bob and the Bull. Then with the instinct bred into his ancestors, Bruce took two bounds and leapt
silently for Isata's throat.
"Kiaoww!" Isata said.
Instinct for instinct, Isata stepped aside and met Bruce's head with a lightning corkscrew
punch. Bruce sprawled out sideways, blood pouring from his ears and mouth. The blow that
shattered his Doberman Pinscher skull was hard enough to have killed his entire pedigreed
family.
Cap'n Bob took another step back. He was strong, but he wasn't stupid.
Mo and the Monks roared into the parking lot and formed a semi-circle of chrome and
leather between their Captain and the Japanese guy facing him in some kind of fighting stance
next to a dead Doberman.
Bob grabbed Tina off the back of Mo's bike and held her tight.
Isata went through the Monks like a Ginsu Knife through a tin can, sliced them up like
ripe tomatoes, chewed them up and spat them out like corn on the cob. He was the USS
Enterprise of bodyguards—his fingers phasers, his feet photon torpedoes, his whole body evasive
action at warp speed. In a minute, the motorcycle gang lay piled with their bikes and wrapped in
their own chains.
Bob pushed Tina behind him on the sidewalk and turned, as Isata circled closer, to face
his enemy.
In the background, the Lumber World Theme Music and the Heavens Products
International Anthem played a final battle of the bands.
There were also the distinct sounds of two approaching engines. One was the forklift—
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Adam and Pagan edging near, afraid to go, afraid to stay. The other was not.
"Kiayoww!"
Isata struck with a flying kick to Bob's chest. A blow designed to stop the heart, a blow
powerful enough to tenderize a whole side of beef. Isata had cracked concrete with this kick,
crumbled brick walls, chopped down trees.
But Isata had never before kicked a manhole-cover full force.
He bounced off Cap'n Bob's chest, and to his credit, Isata recovered nicely by executing a
full flip and landing on his feet in the street. The street was Woods Way.
The last sounds Isata heard were the hiss of air brakes and the blare of a diesel horn, his
last sight the front grille of a Mack Truck.
Cap'n Bob's father had come home.
Adam and Pagan departed the way the Mack Truck arrived. Pagan's hair streamed out
behind the cage, reflecting highlights. The sunny holes in the sky grew larger for the moment,
but the weather could go either way.
If they would go far, they'd have to modify the forklift. First of all they'd have to cover up
the Cock and disguise the Bull.

73.
One victim was pronounced Dead on Arrival in the Emergency Room of Ivory Tower University
Hospital and the body transported to the Woodsgate Coroner's Office. Because of the crushing
circumstances of the victim's death, the secretive nature of the victim's employment, and the
particular situation of the victim's employers at the time of the accident, it took some time to
establish his identity beyond a reasonable doubt.
The other victim was picked up by the Woodsgate Animal Shelter and disposed of in
whatever manner the Woodsgate Animal Shelter used to dispose of such victims.
When it was all over, the Chairman gave Isata's fully customized Pontiac Trans Am to
Helen Hawkens to replace her defaced Honda.
The Joker hung up his roller skates and climbed in his van with his dog Arnold and drove
off to somewhere else and continued to shave his head and never talk about the war.
Cap'n Bob and Tina and Mo and Cap'n Bob's and Mo's father and all the Monks made
statements to the Woodsgate Police and then went for a ride in the foothills.
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Special Field Agent Bill Buffett hunted his prey all the way to Agadir, Morocco. There
he staked out the town's only four-wheel drive car rental agency, waiting for Marx Overman to
return a tinny Citroen convertible with a fold-down windshield.
Bill Buffett would have a long wait.

74.
Near the end of the 20th century Marx Overman took advantage of the Middle-of-the-Canoe
Benefit to get an extra turn on the Kif Djibberish Spyglass.
Belga awaited the Third and final Omen.
After a Heavens Products reconnaissance flight located the tribe's main cache of
Unwaxed Dental Floss, Belga had given instructions to disperse their Floss to various small
oases. It was a laborious process, for the camels, although well-disciplined now by Official
Camel-Trainer-in-Residence Marx Overman—the camels could only ferry so many crates so
fast, and the camels grew old. They were no better on the nighttime raids, when various
excavation equipment trying to finish digging a hole about the size of Connecticut was flossed
and tied by the Last Nomads.
Camels, Marx thought, were not designed to carry pallets.
Marx looked west, the direction Shakespeare had flown, through the Spyglass.
Was there something swimming through the aquarium air in the distance? Was there a
forklift disappearing behind sand dunes and then sailing over them like a dune buggy, a forklift
modified and retrofitted for the desert with sealed lubrication points and vulcanized balloon
tires? Was the forklift driven by Adam Tinker III and Pagan Rosellini?
Marx tried to focus. Maybe it was a mirage. He handed the Spyglass back to Belga and
absentmindedly pulled a strand of Unwaxed Dental Floss from a plastic container and began
flossing his teeth.
"Ghorbacch-kersered," Belga said. "Ahbea sunnova hechhbah, sheerazzoor-flosseneml"
Did she say, "Look, here comes a retrofitted forklift with sealed lubrication points and
vulcanized balloon tires to save us!"
Or was it rather, "So strange—you're using the Dental Floss to clean the surfaces between
your teeth!"
Marx Overman did not know. He took back the Spyglass.
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What were the odds?
Was it only his imagination?

—END—
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Selected sources consulted in the composition of Lumber World.
Appendix 2
Tongue-in-cheek book jacket copy submitted to publishers and agents. See Volume II for a
record of the correspondence that resulted.
Appendices 3-6
Supplemental diagrams ultimately not included in final draft of novel.
Appendix 7
The complete works of "Jonathan Benders."
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APPENDIX 1: Selected Sources

Donn F. Braeger and Robert W. Smith, Comprehensive Asian Fighting Arts (Kodansha USA,
1981).
Colin Bennett, Practical Time Travel (Samuel Weiser, 1980). NOTE 17
Thurston Clarke, The Last Caravan (Putnam, 1978). NOTE 18
Wendell Mitchell Levi, The Pigeon (Levi Publishing Company, 1963).
Robert E. Lubow, The War Animals (Doubleday, 1977).
Y.A. Rozanov, Probability Theory: A Concise Course, trans. Richard A. Silverman (Dover
Publications, 1969).
Gene F. Schwind (Ed.), Material Handling Engineering (The Magazine of Material Management
and Flow). NOTE 19
Robert C. Weast and Samuel M. Selby, eds., CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 47th
edition (Chemical Rubber Co., 1966).
Wang-Yang Ming, Instructions for Practical Living, tr. Wing-tzil Chan (Columbia University
Press, 1963), p. 102.
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APPENDIX 2: Mock book jacket copy submitted to publishers and agents

From the opening earthquake to the final
showdown, Lumber World sparkles as it
takes the reader on a roller-coaster ride
through the "late 20th century." Big business
and government agents team up, with their
banks of computers and surveillance
satellites, for an immense top-secret energy
project in the Sahara Desert; as they become
entangled with a small band of nomads and,
halfway around the world, the eccentric
crew of a California lumber yard, the results
offer both analysis and antidote for modern
times.
At the center of the action is rookie
lumber clerk, would-be law student, and
mock existential hero Adam Tinker III,
whose vague determination to change the
world is hampered by a chronic indecisiveness.
Uncouth men will influence him: Cap'n
Bob, the Yard Foreman who is built like a
manhole cover, and Marx Overman, the pale
artist with an odd ability to trip people at a
distance.
A woman will charm him: Pagan
Rosellini, exotic beauty and prolific essaywriter.
An entire corporation will oppose him:
Heavens Products International.
Is the individual powerless against the
steamroller of bureaucratic inertia? In the
world of Lumber World, the line between
the personal and the political is blurred, and
local action has intercontinental consequences. When Adam starts up the forklift
on Model Store Day, the echo of the engine
can be heard far, far away.
Along the winding trail from California
to North Africa there are history making
pigeons, homosexual dogs, high-tech robots,
and a primitive tribe armed with dental floss.

Lumber World

A Novel

By Richard Holeton
920 Berkeley Ave.
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 326-2178

(continued on back flap)
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APPENDIX 2: Mock book jacket copy submitted to publishers and agents

(continued from front flap)

PRAISE FOR LUMBER WORLD
"A narrative that moves seamlessly from the
irreverent to the meditative, dialogue alternately
earthy and tender, and a plot in which the impossible
is made to seem not only logical but inevitable."
—Woodsgate Weekly

Uniquely blending satire and romance,
fantasy and science, mythology and human
drama—here is an obstacle course of the
imagination.
Here is, above all, a novel that charms as
it disturbs, turning the passions and
problems of today's world with a verbal
sleight-of-hand and an innate comic sense.
With feet planted firmly on the ground,
and tongue planted solidly in the cheek,
Richard Holeton takes a step—no, a
quantum leap—into the ironic tradition of
Swift, Cervantes, and Twain.

"…Ornery and original, difficult to pin down by
genre. The cast includes animals, a tree, and a fork
truck. Ideas expand hyperbolically, like gas.
Transition becomes transformation and transformation becomes metamorphosis.... Call it a
contemporary Fable."
—Rome Edition, International Herald Tribune

"Redefines rites-de-passage."
—Jacques Cousteau

"Was it R.D. Laing who defined schizophrenia as a
sane response to an insane world? Mr. Holeton's
meticulous and sophisticated tragicomedy derives
from this modern paradox, his all-too-human
characters reacting to the inhuman circumstances in
which they find themselves, or fail to find
themselves, 'late in the 20th century.' Lumber World
is a stunning achievement; it's also a lot of fun.
—Ivory Tower University Daily

"If you only read one book this year, read this one
also."
—Eastwoods Underground

"If you are going east, west, around the world or on a
short vacation trip, write us for information.
—Sunset Magazine

RICHARD HOLETON lives in Menlo Park,
California. Since graduating from Stanford
University in 1975 with a degree in English
and Creative Writing, he has traveled
extensively and worked as a lumber
salesman, nursery school teacher, basketball
referee, and bartender. He is currently at
work on his second novel.

Lumber World

"GOING TO THE LUMBER YARD MAY NEVER BE
THE SAME AGAIN!"
—TV spot for Lumber World, The Movie

© Copyright 1984 by Richard A. Holeton
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APPENDIX 4: The Pigeon Pacification Program
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APPENDIX 5: Pigeon Pacification Program Flow Chart
NOTE 21
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APPENDIX 6: Marx Overman's Escape Route
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APPENDIX 7: The Complete Works of Jonathan Benders
"Jonathan Benders" is the fictional pseudonym of Pagan Rosellini, Lumber World cashier and
girlfriend of Adam Tinker, writing for the International Herald Tribune, Rome Edition. Here are
the page-number locations and links to all of Benders/Rosellini's meticulously researched
nonfiction pieces in Lumber World:
IT IS ANIMAL—Part One (Pigeon 1) ..................................................................14
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Two (Pigeon 2)..................................................................52
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Three (Doberman Pinscher) ..............................................65
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Four (Pigeon 3) .................................................................67
IT IS ANIMAL—Part Five (Camel)....................................................................130
IT IS MINERAL (Forklift) ....................................................................................22
IT IS VEGETABLE (Hawthorne) .........................................................................18
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NOTES
For all references to my later work, see richardholeton.com.
"Heavens Products" is a play on Evans Products, a large diversified company that purchased Hubbard & Johnson
Lumber Co. in Palo Alto, CA (where I worked in the 1970s), along with H&J's other San Francisco peninsula
locations, in 1973. At its peak, the Evans Products Retail Group had hundreds of stores nationwide. Evans Products
filed for bankruptcy in 1985; the building supply operations were later restructured under the umbrella of
Grossman’s. RETURN TO P. 4
1

Two features of Lumber World that I later took to greater extremes in my hypertext novel Figurski at Findhorn on
Acid (Eastgate Systems, 2001) were: (a) the blending of fiction and nonfiction, including the integration of "fictional
nonfiction" texts in the narrative; and (b) a motif involving multiples of three (e.g., in Lumber World, Animal,
Mineral, and Vegetable). RETURN TO P. 14
2

Morocco, where I visited several times and lived for a while in my twenties, reappears as a setting in my published
short stories "The King’s Summer Palace" (Transfer, 1986), "A Short History of Floss Ferguson" (Five Fingers
Review, 1987)—in which dental floss also plays a key role—and "March Madness, 1974" (Open: Journal of Arts &
Letters, 2018), as well as in my hypertext novel Figurski at Findhorn on Acid (Eastgate Systems, 2001). RETURN TO
P. 15
3

The common observation that time seems to move faster and faster as we age has since found a basis in
neuroscience in the way the brain encodes and stores memories in younger vs. older brains. My favorite fictional
representation of this phenomenon is Nabokov’s Ada or Ardor: A Family Chronicle (1969), a novel structured like a
reverse telescope in which the memories of youth are greatly expanded and those of adulthood and senior years
greatly compressed. RETURN TO P. 32
4

5

"diagram of the (inner) universe" by Mark Bowman Moulton, used by permission (see Preface). RETURN TO P. 32

While U.C. Berkeley has The Campanile (Sather Tower), Stanford—barely disguised here as Ivory Tower
University—has its iconic 285-foot Hoover Tower, named for the ex-president and founder of Stanford's
controversial conservative think-tank, the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, and nicknamed
"Hoover's Last Erection." RETURN TO P. 36
6

This lightly-fictionalized portrait of the communities adjacent to Stanford University still retains some currency 35
years later. Unincorporated East Palo Alto became notorious in 1992 for having the nation’s highest homicide rate,
within shouting distance of the wealthy enclave of the city of Palo Alto. The extreme Silicon Valley wealth that
began reshaping Palo Alto in the 1980s has only recently (as of 2019) begun to penetrate across the tracks. Ethnic
imbalances have shifted but still reflect longstanding socioeconomic disparities: as of 2010, East Palo Alto was 65%
Latino, 17% African American, 6% White, and 4% Asian—while Palo Alto was 64% White, 27% Asian, 6% Latino,
and 2% African American. RETURN TO P. 38
7

The reader will see that the many ®-labeled registered trademarks in Lumber World belong to fictional artifacts of
Heavens Products International, whereas products mentioned in the text that may be trademarked in the real world
(e.g., Velveeta Cheese) are not so signified. In my short story "Product Placement" (Mississippi Review, 2007) I
would make a fetish of real-world trademarked artifacts. RETURN TO P. 60
8

This Kif Djibberish lyric is a bastardized version of the theme song from The Stan Boreson Show, a popular
children's TV show that broadcast on Seattle's KING-TV from 1955 to 1967 in the Pacific Northwest, where I grew
up. For Baby Boomers in the B.S.S. (Before Sesame Street) era, locally-produced "educational" kids' shows
supplemented the few national hits like Kukla, Fran, and Ollie and Howdy Doody. Fans of a certain age may recall
that Boreson made jokes and puns with an exaggerated Scandinavian accent and had a mostly-comatose Basset
Hound sidekick named No-Mo. The catchy theme song, which Boreson accompanied on his trademark accordion,
goes thusly:
9
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Zero dockus, mucho crockus, hallaballuza bub
That's the secret password that we used down at the club
And zero dockus, mucho crockus, hallaballuza ban
Means now you are a member of KING's TV club with Stan.
RETURN TO P. 78

Pinché is a Mexican-Spanish slang adjective/swearword common in California and roughly equivalent in casual
use to the English intensives "fucking" or "goddamned." RETURN TO P. 81
10

For those not old enough to remember it, the kind of literal junk mail (i.e. snail-mail spam) of the 1970s and 1980s
being satirized here was perhaps an analog-equivalent to today's worst ad- and pop-up-filled web pages. RETURN TO
P. 88
11

A couple of years later, I would copy and develop the self-reflexive technique used in Chapter 53, which might be
called "describing a narrative," and repeat some of the same language, in a short story published in Alchemy (1986)
and republished in Black Ice (1987), "Bare-Bones Description of a Story Called ‘Cats.'" RETURN TO P. 103
12

The combination of betacism + mytacism reappears as symptoms of another stuttering character (Mickey) in my
short story "Thanks for Covering Your Lane" (Indiana Review, 2006), a runner-up for the 2005 Indiana Review
Fiction Prize. I initially also reused, but then dropped in the final draft, the "BM!" potty-training etiology. RETURN
TO P. 103
13

A not-so-veiled reference to Sun Myung Moon (1920-2012), a Korean messiah claimant and founder of the
cultish Unification Church, whose rituals included mass wedding ceremonies involving thousands of couples and
whose members in the U.S. became known as "Moonies." RETURN TO P. 109
14

I recycled the Schwinn bicycle and the dental mirrors as accouterments for Henry, the protagonist of my short
story "Teenage Girls in Panties" (Alchemy, 1987). RETURN TO P. 113
15

The depiction in Lumber World of a certain emerging combination of corporatized automation, robots, Big Data,
and data visualization, while not unique, does seem astute (and appropriately Orwellian) for the year 1984. RETURN
TO P. 116
16

From the back cover copy of Practical Time Travel: "Here are detailed instructions for the creation and projection
of thought-forms, releasing the mind from the enslavement of the space-time continuum." While the book focuses
on techniques for revisiting past lives, it was more the notions of "projection of thought forms" and "releasing the
mind" that informed the characters Marx Overman and his mother Mrs. Overman.
17

Lumber World's Kif Djibberish tribe is perhaps a cartoonish, albeit appreciative, version of the blue-veiled Tuareg
nomads of North Africa depicted in The Last Caravan, who (as the book jacket from 1978 says) "face imminent
destruction" and "tell of their dreams, the mythology that guides them, and better days."
18

In addition to his informative journal, Mr. Schwind kindly responded personally to some of my questions about
forklift history.
19

The model for Lumber World, the fictional lumber yard, was Hubbard & Johnson Lumber Co., formerly on El
Camino Real in Palo Alto just south of University Avenue, a site razed in the 1990s to become the main medical
campus for the Palo Alto Medical Foundation.
20

This flow chart, wisely removed from the final draft, demonstrates at minimum the need for today's digital
drawing and diagramming software. "Panutti," between "Joker" and "Tinker" near the top, was an early surname for
the character that became Pagan Rosellini.
21
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